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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

 Under Disney’s Disability Access System (“DAS”), plaintiff D.M. had the opportunity 

to experience and did experience all the same or even more rides and attractions than the 

majority of other guests at Walt Disney World (“WDW”) and with much less wait time.  Turning 

the facts on their head, plaintiff alleges he was discriminatorily denied access to the rides and 

attractions for which an accommodation was in fact available -- though plaintiff essentially chose 

not to use it -- that provided the very “equal access” required under the Americans with 

Disabilities Act (“ADA”).  A.L., et al. v. Walt Disney Parks and Resorts U.S., Inc., Case No. 14-

cv-01544, Doc. 234, Order at 10 (“[DAS] provides patrons with cognitive disabilities equal 

access”).  Plaintiff visited WDW at least four times under DAS, including twice after filing this 

lawsuit, and while he only attempted to use DAS on a single ride, he was able to experience 

numerous rides and attractions using his other ride passes.  According to D.M.’s mother, C.M., 

on at least two of the four one-day visits to WDW under DAS, D.M. had a “good day.”  His 

family renewed their annual pass five months after D.M. filed this lawsuit. 

Based on this record, plaintiff cannot show he was prevented from accessing anything at 

WDW, or that the relief sought is necessary to afford him access, which are required elements of 

his claim.  In fact, it is undisputed D.M. is capable of waiting long enough to access rides and 

attractions at WDW with DAS -- in lines for up to 30 minutes, and several hours to reach a 

destination, as he did multiple times on drives of more than two hours.  While D.M. purportedly 

has to experience rides repeatedly, his mother’s testimony shows that his preferences shift 

constantly and are unpredictable.  D.M.’s subjective and personal ride preferences and choices 

are not based on a medical need or inherent attribute of autism, as plaintiff asserts.  Courts have 

consistently ruled that persons with disabilities are not entitled to the precise and self-defined 
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accommodation of their choice, which in this case would come at the expense of equal treatment 

of everyone else.  See A.L., Order at 11 (“The ADA does not require Defendant to accommodate 

Plaintiff’s preference to browse its parks in a specific order.”) (emphasis added). 

Even if plaintiff could make a persuasive showing that Disney has to throw out DAS to 

afford him access, he would still have to show that his request is “reasonable.”  Plaintiff demands 

that Disney adopt a version of the prior Guest Assistance Card (“GAC”) system -- a system 

never required under the ADA -- which fraud and abuse had made impossible to sustain.  

Plaintiff cannot prove that reverting to the disruptive and unworkable GAC is a “reasonable” 

accommodation.   

Because there is simply no evidence to show that the current DAS system prevented 

D.M. from accessing rides and attractions at WDW or that it is in any way a violation of the 

ADA, Disney is entitled to summary judgment in its favor. 

FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

 

A. The Guest Experience at Walt Disney World  

The Walt Disney World Resort features four theme parks:  Magic Kingdom, Epcot, 

Disney’s Hollywood Studios (“Hollywood Studios”), and Disney’s Animal Kingdom (“Animal 

Kingdom”).  See https://disneyworld.disney.go.com/destinations/.
1
  Throughout the day, guests 

at these parks can experience shows, parades, and concerts, without having to wait in a line.  See 

Def.’s Statement of Undisputed Material Facts (“DSOF”) ¶ 2.  There are also numerous shops, 

                                                 
1
  Each theme park offers a different experience for guests:  (1) Magic Kingdom is organized into 

six “lands,” comprising 41 rides and other attractions; (2) Epcot has two “realms” -- “Future 

World” which comprises of 20 rides and attractions and “World Showcase” which has 14 

attractions highlighting the culture of 11 countries; (3) Hollywood Studios features more than 25 

rides, shows, and attractions designed to bring movie magic to life; and (4) Animal Kingdom is 

divided into six lands featuring more than 2000 animals and nearly 50 rides, shows, and 

attractions.  Id.   
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restaurants and special events located in close proximity to the rides and other 

attractions.  Id.  The intention is that every guest feel immersed throughout their visit in a 

constantly changing fantasy world played out on an enormous three-dimensional stage where 

there is always something for guests to do.   

Each year, millions of guests from around the world visit the four theme parks at WDW.  

To experience the attractions, guests generally stand in a line, called the stand-by line, and wait 

until they move to the front of the line to enter the attraction.  Ex. 1, WDW Guide for Guests 

with Cognitive Disabilities (“WDW Guide”) at Disney-AL0000182.  The majority of attractions 

also have a separate line -- the so-called “FastPass” line -- which typically has a very short 

wait.  Id.  This line is available to guests who take advantage of the FastPass system, whereby 

guests receive a designated return time from a ride location, essentially saving their place in line 

without having to stand in an actual line.
2
  Ex. 2, Laval Rep. ¶¶ 9-10; Ex. 3, Hale Dep. at 57:18-

25; Ex. 4, Laval Dep. at 21:25-23:19.  At the return time, guests can enter the FastPass line.  

 

 

 

  Ex. 2, Laval Rep. ¶¶ 9-10.    

B. The GAC System Led to Widespread Fraud and Abuse 

Until October 9, 2013, the former GAC system generally provided guests with disabilities 

and their families unlimited, repeated and on-demand access to rides and attractions through 

alternative “backdoor” entrances or shorter FastPass lines without requiring them to wait in the 

                                                 
2
  As of March 13, 2014, FastPass was replaced with FastPass+, which allows guests to book 

return times for three rides prior to their arrival at the parks.  Ex. 2, Laval Rep. ¶¶ 14-15; Ex. 3, 

Hale Dep. at 77:14-22; Ex. 4, Laval Dep. at 69:3-16; Ex. 5, Disney-AL000002. 
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regular attraction lines.  Ex. 6, Armor Dep. at 30:10-13, 46:13-17.
3
  GAC had six different tiers 

of assistance.  Id. at 46:23-47:1.  However, through social media and other sources, guests 

increasingly learned about the top tier and demanded it, even if they did not need it.  Id. at 47:1-

12.  Because Disney is not allowed to ask about a guest’s disability -- thus making it difficult for 

the employees to effectively filter guests into the various tiers or to deny them GAC cards 

altogether -- GAC became an unlimited front-of-the-line pass for anyone asserting a need for it, 

which resulted in widespread abuse.  Id. at 46:13-15, 46:23-47:5, 55:17-22, 56:9-11. 

Among the abuses:  Most commonly, some guests fabricated their need for a pass at all.
4
  

See DSOF ¶ 13.  More egregiously, some guests created counterfeit GACs, posted Craigslist ads 

offering the use of GACs -- at the cost of thousands of dollars -- for unauthorized “tours” of 

WDW, and used the internet to sell unexpired GACs.
5
  Id.  This misuse became notorious; in 

May 2013, the New York Post, NBC News, Fox News and other media outlets ran stories 

documenting accounts of wealthy mothers from New York City paying disabled tour guides to 

lead them through WDW so they could skip lines.  See Ex. 8, Disney-AL1044366; Ex. 9, 

Disney-AL1015875-77; Ex. 10, AL,DL001701-3.  

 

 

                                                 
3
  

 

4
  For example, on at least one occasion, Guest Relations employees at Magic Kingdom 

witnessed a teenage boy celebrating with his friends after leaving City Hall with a GAC.  Ex. 7, 

Riggs Dep. at 24:9-18.  

5
  This exaggeration or fabrication of need for GAC reached a point where a ride sometimes had 

more guests in the GAC line than in the stand-by line.  Ex. 7, Riggs Dep. at 28:14-24.  
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6
  Ex. 6, Armor Dep. at 58:20-59:9.   

 

  Ex. 2, Laval Rep. ¶ 38.   

C.   DAS and Other Services Provided to Guests with Cognitive Disabilities 

 

1. Development and Implementation of DAS 

In Spring 2012, Disney began considering changes to the GAC system.  An Attractions 

Access working group was assembled.  See Ex. 6, Armor Dep. at 15:22-16:16; Ex. 12, Disney-

AL1011162-3.  This group comprised leaders from various departments, including Services for 

Guests with Disabilities, Park Operations, Guest Relations, Public Affairs, and Legal, among 

others.  DSOF ¶ 1.  The objective was to reduce the fraud and abuse under the GAC system, 

while providing a sustainable, optimal level of service to guests with disabilities who are unable 

to wait in a line.  Id.  The team spent many months analyzing the abuses of GAC (including the 

results of the IE Easter Study) and carefully considering how to develop a program that would 

provide a complete accommodation to guests with disabilities who could not stand and wait in a 

line.  Id.  The team also consulted various autism organizations and considered their suggestions.  

Id.     

                                                 
6
   

 

 

  See DSOF 

¶ 14.   

 

.  Ex. 11, Disney-AL1010280.   

 

 

  Id.; Ex. 6, Armor Dep. at 58:24-59:9.   

 

.  Ex. 11, Disney-AL1010280; Ex. 6, 

Armor Dep. at 100:9-16. 
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This extensive work led to replacing GAC with the DAS system on October 9, 

2013.  Id.
7
  As with FastPass, instead of physically standing in line, DAS cardholders may wait 

for their entry virtually.  Id. ¶ 2.  Unlike with FastPass, however, DAS return times never run out 

for the day and can always be requested.   Ex. 2, Laval Rep. ¶ 17.
8
  DAS return times, which are 

the posted ride wait times minus ten minutes, are issued at each ride or attraction, although the 

first one may be issued at Guest Relations when the DAS card is received.  DSOF ¶ 2.  Once the 

return time arrives and the DAS return time is redeemed, a guest may then obtain another return 

time for the same attraction or for any other attraction.  Ex. 5, DAS guide and FAQs at Disney-

AL0000002.
9
  While guests are waiting virtually for their return time to arrive, they can avail 

themselves of the many other attractions throughout the park -- other rides, shows, attractions, 

concerts, characters, restaurants, and stores.  See DSOF ¶ 2. 

Another benefit of DAS is that it actually provides near-immediate access to rides with 

short wait times.  Id. ¶ 3.  If the wait time posted at the attraction is less than 15 minutes, DAS 

cardholders are typically given access right away.  Id.
10

  Combined with the FastPass system, this 

gives DAS guests the opportunity to experience a very high number of attractions in a single day 

                                                 
7
  Since its implementation, Disney has not made any changes to the substance of DAS, though it 

has changed the DAS technology at WDW to allow employees to authorize DAS for guests and 

provide attraction return times by loading the information into their electronic tickets.  Ex. 13, 

Def.’s Am. Resp. to Pl. A.L.’s Interrog. No. 5.   

8
  While FastPass provides guests with return times that expire, DAS return times are valid until 

redeemed prior to park closing.  See Ex. 5, DAS Guide and FAQs at Disney-AL0000002; Ex. 14, 

DAS Fact Sheet at Disney-AL0000102; Ex. 1, WDW Guide at Disney-AL0000182. 

9
  At the return time, DAS cardholders enter the ride through the FastPass line or through an 

alternative entrance.  See Ex. 6, Armor Dep. at 79:4-14. 

10
  See, e.g., Ex. 3, Hale Dep. at 85:1-3 (“[For DAS card holders] ten minutes is deducted from 

the time.  So, typically, if the wait is less than 15 minutes, they are allowed right in.”); see also, 

Ex. 7, Riggs Dep. at 109:13-23. 
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-- far more than most guests could without DAS.  Ex. 3, Hale Dep. at 78:3-79:12; infra Section 

I.B.2.   

  Ex. 2, Laval Rep. ¶ 

22, Exhibit 1.       

2. Other Guest Services  

In addition to DAS, other services are available to assist guests with disabilities.  Ex. 7, 

Riggs Dep. at 61:22-62:10, 68:10-69:8; see also, Ex. 1, WDW Guide.  For example, Guest 

Relations employees offer guidance to guests with anxiety, such as warning about large crowds 

or advising attending nighttime parades, which attract smaller crowds than daytime parades.  Ex. 

7, Riggs Dep. at 52:13-53:6.  They also help guests with itinerary planning based on guests’ 

interests, providing advice about the best route to follow.  Id. at 59:15-62:10.  Sometimes DAS 

guests and each member of their party also may receive re-admission passes (“re-ads”), which 

allow them to immediately enter the shorter FastPass line at any attraction on any given day 

without requiring them to stand and wait in a line or even to wait virtually.  Ex. 3, Hale Dep. at 

79:1-12; Ex. 15, Jones Dep. at 79:14-80:9.   

Around the same time that DAS was implemented, Disney developed in collaboration 

with Autism Speaks a guide titled Planning a Trip to the Walt Disney World Resort: A Resource 

for Guests with Cognitive Disabilities including Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD).  Ex. 1, WDW 

Guide; see also Ex. 3, Hale Dep. at 33:11-21.  This guide provides strategies for parents to use 

when visiting WDW with a child with a cognitive disability.  See Ex. 1, WDW Guide.
11

  As 

                                                 
11

  For example, it suggests planning ahead, utilizing a visual schedule, and bringing along a 

device or activity to use as a distraction while waiting.  Ex. 1, WDW Guide at Disney-

AL0000168.  The guide also identifies quiet areas, and includes descriptions of each step of 

arrival and a detailed chart highlighting features of rides that may affect a guest with cognitive 

disabilities.  Id. at Disney-AL0000170, Disney-AL0000173-81, Disney-AL0000183.   
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2. DAS allows guests with autism and other cognitive disabilities to hold a place in 

line for rides without standing in the actual line -- thereby giving them time to go to other 

attractions while they wait virtually.  In general, the return time with DAS is the posted wait time 

for that ride or attraction minus 10 minutes.  Ex. 5, DAS guide and FAQs at Disney-AL0000004; 

Ex. 3, Hale Dep. at 72:14-73:5; Ex. 7, Riggs Dep. at 107:2-6.  There are many different rides, 

attractions, shows, concerts, characters, shops, restaurants and special events located throughout 

WDW that guests can experience during their virtual wait.  Ex. 5, DAS guide and FAQs, Disney-

AL0000002-0000006; Ex. 7, Riggs Dep. at 107:2-108:13; Ex. 15, Jones Dep. at 47:2-48:11, 

68:14-23; Ex. 3, Hale Dep. at 69:5-10.  

3. If the wait time posted at a ride or attraction is 15 minutes or less, DAS 

cardholders and their parties are typically given access right away.  Ex. 3, Hale Dep. at 72:14-

73:5; Ex. 7, Riggs Dep. at 107:2-6.   

4. Since the implementation of DAS, plaintiff D.M. and his mother, C.M., have 

visited WDW at least four times between October 16, 2013 and May 5, 2015.  Ex. 18, Pl.’s Resp. 

to Def.’s Interrog. No. 8; Ex. 25, C.M. Dep. at 64:19-65:3.  D.M. was issued a DAS card and five 

re-admission passes for each person in his party during the October 16, 2013 visit and ten re-

admission passes for their visits in April and May 2015.  Ex. 18, Pl.’s Resp. to Def.’s Interrog. 

No. 8; Ex. 25, C.M. Dep. at 49:15-50:15, 52:8-10.  D.M. renewed his annual pass in April 2015, 

five months after this lawsuit was filed.  Id. at 89:19-22. 

5. During his visits to WDW under DAS, D.M. successfully accessed numerous 

rides and attractions: 

 October 16, 2013 - D.M. rode approximately 12 rides at Magic Kingdom and 

“ended up having a good day.”  Ex. 25, C.M. Dep. at 50:13, 53:21-22, 54:2-8.  He 

accessed most rides using re-admission passes (which his mother refers to as 
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FastPasses), and only used DAS for Barnstormer, where he was granted 

immediate access.  Id. at 52:8-25, 54:12-15.   

 

 December 11, 2013 - D.M. visited Hollywood Studios where he rode Toy Story, 

attended shows (Little Mermaid, Beauty and the Beast, Muppets), and went on the 

Great Movie Ride and Rock ‘n’ Roller Coaster.  Ex. 18, Pl.’s Resp. to Def.’s 

Interrog. No. 8; Ex. 25, C.M. Dep. at 55:4-11.  He did not suffer a meltdown 

during this visit and “had a good day.”  Id. at 55:12-14. 

 

 April 2015  - D.M. visited Hollywood Studios.  Ex. 18, Pl.’s Resp. to Def.’s 

Interrog. No. 8.  There is no evidence or allegation that D.M. suffered a meltdown 

during this visit. 

 

 May 5, 2015 - D.M. visited Magic Kingdom and rode Winnie the Pooh, It’s a 

Small World, Space Mountain, and Pirates of the Caribbean.  Ex. 18, Pl.’s Resp. 

to Def.’s Interrog. No. 8; Ex. 25, C.M. Dep. at 59:16-21.  Although D.M. suffered 

two meltdowns during this visit, neither one was related to DAS.  Id. at 60:7-61:9, 

61:23-62:7; Ex. 18, Pl.’s Resp. to Interrog. No. 8. 

 

6. After using it once during his first visit to WDW under DAS (Ex. 25, C.M. Dep. 

at 65:4-16), D.M. never subsequently tried to use his DAS card.  Id. at 54:24-55:1, 58:24-59:4, 

59:11-15. 

7. Contrary to plaintiff’s allegations (Doc. 1, Compl. ¶ 71), there is no evidence that 

D.M. must follow a routine of going on rides in a particular order or must experience rides 

repeatedly.  Rather, his preferences are unpredictable and shift constantly.  See Ex. 25, C.M. 

Dep. at 128:11-14 (“And then one day we went and he didn’t even ride [Tea Cups] once. It’s 

always different. But, I mean he loves like Space Mountain and Thunder Mountain.  But it is 

different at different times.”), 32:13-16 (“I mean, it was always different. But we would always 

let [D.M.] lead. He picks on his iPad what he wants to go to or he just pulls us to the ride.”), 

129:9-12 (regarding D.M.’s preferred rides, “He likes them all.”). 

8. D.M. suffers approximately three or four meltdowns per week at “numerous 

places,” including stores like Publix and Target, doctor and therapist offices, and during his 

home schooling and behavior analyst sessions.  Ex. 25, C.M. Dep. at 15:5-7, 15:17-25, 16:1-4, 
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16:23-17:8, 17:25-18:9, 22:16-22.  C.M. is “sure” D.M. experienced meltdowns at WDW under 

GAC.  Id. at 34:11-17. 

9. Within the past five years, D.M. has gone on multiple vacations requiring him to 

spend more than two hours in a car, including drives from his home in Lakeland, Florida to 

Daytona Beach and Hammock Beach, Florida.  See Ex. 18, Pl.’s Resp. to Def.’s Interrog. No. 10. 

10. The inability to wait or the need for immediate gratification is not a diagnostic 

criteria or requirement of autism spectrum disorder (“ASD”).  Ex. 16, Kelderman Rep. at 6; Ex. 

19, Kelderman Dep. at 71:5-11; Ex. 24, James Dep. at 210:18-211:3.  

11. D.M. has shown that he can wait in lines for between 25 to 30 minutes.  Ex. 25, 

C.M. Dep. at 55:15-18, 111:10-14.   

12. During D.M.’s visit to Magic Kingdom on January 16, 2014, of all 

rides and attractions had posted wait times of   Ex. 26, Wait Time Report 

(Disney-DM0000075). 

13. There were various forms of documented abuse of the GAC system, including 

that some guests fabricated their need for a pass, created counterfeit GACs, posted Craigslist ads 

offering the use of GACs -- at the cost of thousands of dollars -- for unauthorized “tours” of 

WDW, and used the internet to sell unexpired GACs.  Ex. 6, Armor Dep. at 9:1-15; 9:21-10:15, 

55:13-14, 17-22; Ex. 20, Disney-AL1017248; Ex. 21, Disney-AL1040009-11; Ex. 22, Disney-

AL1014901-04. 

14. Disney’s IE team conducted a two-week study in April 2013,  

 

 

  Ex. 6, Armor Dep. at 58:18-59:17; Ex. 23, Disney-AL1010281-2.   
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15.  

 

 

  Ex. 2, Laval Rep. ¶¶ 37-39, 

Exhibit 4; see also Ex. 4, Laval Dep. at 87:15-92:11, 97:7-98:17.   

16.  

.  Ex. 

2, Laval Rep. ¶ 11; Ex. 4, Laval Dep. at 20:15-21:24. 

17.  

  Ex. 2, Laval Rep. ¶¶ 30-

31, 41. 

ARGUMENT 

Summary judgment is appropriate where, as here, “the movant shows that there is no 

genuine dispute as to any material fact and the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of 

law.”  Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(a).  A disputed fact is “material” only if its resolution could affect the 

outcome of the suit, and it is “genuine” if the evidence is such that a reasonable jury could return 

a verdict for either party.  Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 248 (1986).  The party 

seeking summary judgment bears the initial burden of demonstrating the absence of a genuine 

issue of material fact through affirmative evidence or by showing that there is an absence of 

evidence to support the nonmoving party’s case.  Celotex v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 323 (1986); 

Porter v. Ray, 461 F.3d 1315, 1320 (11th Cir. 2006).  However, when the non-moving party 

bears the burden of proof on an issue, the moving party need not support its motion with 

affidavits or other material negating the opponent’s claim but instead may simply point out the 
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lack of evidence supporting their case.  Denney v. City of Albany, 247 F.3d 1172, 1181 (11th Cir. 

2001).  If the “evidence is merely colorable, or is not significantly probative, summary judgment 

may be granted.”  Earley v. Champion Intern. Corp., 907 F.2d 1077, 1080-81 (11th Cir. 1990).     

When the burden shifts to the non-moving party to designate specific facts showing that 

there is a genuine issue for trial, the non-moving party cannot rely on “a mere scintilla of 

evidence” supporting its position.  Walker v. Darby, 911 F. 2d 1573, 1577 (11th Cir. 

1990).  Rather, for a court to find a genuine issue for trial, the non-moving party must establish, 

through the record presented to the court, that it is able to prove evidence sufficient for a 

reasonable jury to return a verdict in its favor.  Cohen v. United Am. Bank, 83 F. 3d 1347, 1349 

(11th Cir. 1996).  No such circumstances exist here.  As set forth below, Disney is entitled to 

summary judgment because plaintiff cannot show that his requested modification is both 

“reasonable” and “necessary” to afford access to WDW, and even if he could meet this burden, 

Disney has a complete defense because the requested modification would increase the wait times 

for of all guests and fundamentally alter their ride experience.  

I. PLAINTIFF CANNOT SATISFY TITLE III’S “NECESSARY” REQUIREMENT 

 

A. Numerous Courts Have Applied the Supreme Court’s Rule in Title III Cases 

and Denied Requested Modifications As Not “Necessary”   
 

To prevail on his claim under Title III, plaintiff must show that a reasonable modification 

of Disney’s policy is necessary to afford access to WDW, unless doing so would fundamentally 

alter the nature of the goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, or accommodations 

offered at WDW.  42 U.S.C. § 12182(2)(A)(ii); PGA Tour, Inc. v. Martin, 532 U.S. 661, 688 

(2001).  In order to show that changing DAS is “necessary,” plaintiff must prove that it is 

“beyond [D.M.’s] capacity” to access the rides at WDW with the DAS system in place.  532 U.S. 

at 682.  It is not sufficient under Martin for plaintiff to demonstrate that using DAS would be 
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“uncomfortable or difficult” for D.M.  Id.  Because the undisputed facts and record evidence 

show that D.M. can access the rides at WDW under the DAS system, plaintiff cannot prevail as a 

matter of law.    

Numerous federal courts applying Martin have held that a requested modification is not 

“necessary to afford access” to defendant’s facilities under Title III if there are other available 

means of ensuring access.  Judge Presnell followed the rule in Martin in another case involving 

the same legal issue, Ault v. Walt Disney World Co., 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 92911, at *27 (M.D. 

Fla. Oct. 6, 2009), concluding “[a]lthough some individuals may, with good reason, not want to 

use [mobility devices available at WDW] and instead prefer to use a Segway, that preference -- 

standing alone -- is not essential to accessing Disney’s Parks.”  Id. at *27 (emphasis added) 

(rev’d on other grounds); see also Ault v. Walt Disney World Co., 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 45268, 

at *8 (M.D. Fla. Apr. 4, 2011).
12

   

Similarly, in Logan v. Am. Contract Bridge League, 2006 U.S. App. LEXIS 5914, at *2 

(3d Cir. Mar. 9, 2006), a person with a vision impairment sought to modify a bridge league’s 

policy of prohibiting him from using a special deck of playing cards.  The Third Circuit affirmed 

the district court’s decision, finding that the plaintiff’s contention that “he can’t play to the 

maximum of [his] potential” without the requested modification failed to set forth a meritorious 

                                                 
12

  See also Coleman v. Phoenix Art Museum, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 38905 (D. Ariz. Apr. 21, 

2009) (citing Martin and holding that the plaintiff failed to meet his burden of showing that his 

own hip chair device was necessary to accommodate his disability when the museum offered to 

provide two different kinds of wheelchairs), aff’d 372 Fed. Appx. 793 (9th Cir. 2010); Dryer v. 

Flower Hosp., 383 F. Supp. 2d 934, 941 (N.D. Ohio 2005) (plaintiff’s requested modification of 

the hospital’s policy prohibiting visitors from using its oxygen ports was not “necessary” under 

Martin because she was allowed to bring her own oxygen tank into the hospital); Larsen v. 

Carnival Corp., 242 F. Supp. 2d 1333, 1344 (S.D. Fla. 2003) (finding that plaintiff’s Title III 

claim failed because he could not establish that “it was necessary for Plaintiffs to carry on, rather 

than check in, the Bi-Pap [which is a breathing machine used while sleeping] in order to fully 

participate in the cruise”).   
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claim under Title III.  Id. at *8-9.  Applying Martin, the court reasoned that although the special 

cards enhanced plaintiff’s ability to play bridge, the requested modification was not necessary to 

afford access to the bridge games and tournaments in light of the alternative accommodations.  

Id.; see also Murphy v. Bowl, 2005 U.S. App. LEXIS 21788, at *5-6 (9th Cir. Oct. 5, 2005) 

(citing Martin, the Ninth Circuit held that the requested modification of allowing a companion to 

accompany an individual with a cognitive disability on a ski bike was not necessary to improve 

her skills because there were alternative methods available). 

B. GAC Is Not Necessary to Afford D.M. Access to Disney’s Parks 

1. D.M. Is Capable of Waiting 

Like the requested modifications in Ault, Coleman, Dryer, Larsen, Logan and Murphy, 

plaintiff’s request for front of the line, unrestricted access that GAC provided is not necessary 

because an alternative accommodation -- the DAS system -- provides D.M. access to WDW.  

Specifically, it is undisputed that instead of being stuck standing in line, plaintiff D.M. was 

provided the opportunity during a virtual wait to experience other rides and attractions, such as 

watching a parade, meeting Disney characters, shopping, eating meals, and going on rides with 

little or no wait times.  DSOF ¶ 2.  There is also no evidence that D.M. is incapable of waiting or 

that he could not access the park under DAS.  To the contrary, the evidence shows that plaintiff 

visited WDW at least four times under DAS and experienced numerous rides and attractions with 

little to no waiting, including on October 16, 2013, when D.M. went on approximately 12 rides 

at Magic Kingdom and “ended up having a good day.”  DSOF ¶ 5.   

Plaintiff alleges that DAS is inadequate to accommodate D.M. because he is a “repeat 

rider.”  Doc. 1, Compl. ¶ 71.  However, the repeated routine from which he claims an inability to 

depart is one of his own making based on highly subjective and personal experiences and there is 
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no reasonable expectation, let alone any legal requirement, that certain rides be repeated (without 

having to wait at all between them) each time they visit the park.  Even more important, this 

routine is born of preference or choice, not of medical necessity.  Ex. 16, Kelderman Rep at 6 

(“D.M.’s preference to ride repeatedly is neither a requirement nor a need due to ASD.”).  The 

evidence shows that D.M.’s supposed need to repeat rides is neither consistent nor required by 

his autism.  For example, his mother concedes that his ride preference is “always different” and 

“different at different times,” and that she would “let [D.M.] lead” and he would “just pull us to 

the ride.”  DSOF ¶ 7.  As this Court has recognized, “[e]xercising such autonomy from [an] 

alleged need for routine shows that it is not ‘beyond his capacity’ to access attractions in a 

different order.”  A.L., Doc. 234 at 12.   

It is undisputed that D.M. has the ability to wait in lines and defer gratification.  C.M. 

testified that he can wait in lines for up to 25 to 30 minutes, and within the past five years, D.M. 

has been on multiple vacations requiring him to spend more than two hours in a car, including a 

June 2011 trip from his Lakeland, FL home to Daytona Beach, FL and a July 2014 trip to 

Hammock Beach, FL.  DSOF ¶¶ 9, 11.
13

  The gratification from these trips -- which “is, for the 

most part, reaching the desired destination” -- was “anything but instant.”  A.L., Doc. 234, Order 

at 13.  Moreover, the inability to wait or the need for immediate gratification is not a diagnostic 

criteria or requirement of ASD.  DSOF ¶ 10; see also Ex. 16, Kelderman Rep. at 3, 8 (“an 

individual’s desire for immediate gratification is not a requirement of [D.M.’s] disability” and, as 

a result, D.M.’s “preference for GAC over DAS . . . should not have to be accommodated by 

Disney”).  Indeed, there is no evidence presented that children with ASD manifest a complete 

                                                 
13

  Because waiting is “an inherent, unavoidable aspect of our culture” (Ex. 16, Kelderman Rep. 

at 6), D.M. would have waited at school, at the doctor’s office and throughout many other 

aspects of his life.   
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inability to delay or defer gratification or are incapable of waiting in lines (Ex. 16, Kelderman 

Rep. at 6), and D.M. is no different. 

As this Court recently found in the A.L. case, plaintiff A.L.’s ability to wait was the 

“death knell” to his claim that DAS does not provide her access.  A.L., Doc. 234, Order at 12.  

Because plaintiff can wait for a sufficient amount of time to access the rides and attractions at 

WDW, his claim must fail.          

2. D.M. Had More Than Equal Access at WDW 

Because D.M. is capable of waiting in lines for 25 to 30 minutes and is able to defer 

gratification for more than two hours, the evidence shows that he could have waited long enough 

for DAS to allow him access to numerous rides and attractions during his visits to WDW.  For 

example, the wait time report at Magic Kingdom on January 16, 2014, shows that of 

rides and attractions had a posted wait time of during D.M.’s visit 

(DSOF ¶ 12), and any rides with longer wait times that day could have been accessed with a 

DAS return time or by using the extra ride passes given to D.M.’s party.  It is therefore not 

surprising that when D.M. went to Magic Kingdom a week after the implementation of DAS, he 

rode approximately 12 rides and had “a good day,” or that he continued to experience numerous 

rides and attractions on three subsequent visits to WDW under DAS.  Id. ¶ 5.         

Although D.M. essentially chose not to use DAS and only tried it on one ride, the 

evidence shows that guests who do use DAS can experience significantly more rides in a day 

than guests without DAS.  DSOF ¶ 17; Ex. 2, Laval Rep. ¶ 29.  This point was recently 

confirmed by a study Disney conducted in which testers used the ride passes available to them 

(i.e., DAS, Fastpasses, or re-ads) to experience as many attractions as possible during three days.  

Ex. 2, Laval Rep. ¶¶ 29-31.   
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  Id. ¶ 31; see 

DSOF ¶ 17.  As Disney’s industrial engineering expert, Bruce Laval, concluded, “DAS not only 

reasonably accommodates and provides equal access to guests with disabilities, for whom it may 

be difficult to wait in a traditional queue,” but it provides more than equal access to such guests 

overall “because they can experience the most popular attractions faster and, if they desire, in 

greater number than what of guests [i.e., non-DAS guests] at Walt Disney World can 

do without DAS.”  Ex. 2, Laval Rep. ¶ 41. 

The undisputed evidence, including uncontroverted expert opinion, shows not only that 

D.M. has the same access to WDW as any guest without DAS, but he has significantly more 

access with DAS.  See, e.g., A.L., Doc. 234, Order at 11 (concluding that “DAS and readmission 

passes afford Plaintiff a similar, or better, experience as those not needing them”).  Therefore, as 

in A.L., “a reasonable juror could not find that Plaintiff’s requested accommodation is necessary” 

to afford D.M. access to Disney’s parks.  Id. at 13.   

C. Plaintiff is Not Entitled to His Choice of Accommodation 

Plaintiff’s claim that D.M. should be able to go on any ride he wants, when he wants, and 

as many times as he wants goes well beyond what is required by law.  Under well-established 

legal precedent, plaintiff’s preference to have immediate, repeated access does not meet 

plaintiff’s burden under Title III of the ADA.  See, e.g., Martin, 532 U.S. at 682; Ault v. Walt 

Disney World Co., 254 F.R.D. 680, 688 (M.D. Fla. 2009) (explaining that a preference to use a 

Segway over other types of mobility devices need not be accommodated under the ADA as a 

matter of law); Dobard v. San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit Dist., 1993 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 
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13677, at *9-10 (N.D. Cal. Sept. 7, 1993) (finding that plaintiff failed to state a claim for an 

ADA violation because defendant was not required to provide the most advanced technology to 

hearing-impaired individuals as long as it allows for some means of effective communication).   

Indeed, as Judge Presnell explained with regard to the mobility device case noted earlier, 

when a plaintiff has access to a public facility through alternative means, the plaintiff’s 

preference, “as a matter of law, need not be accommodated under the ADA.”  Ault v. Walt 

Disney World Co., 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 45268, at *8 (M.D. Fla. Apr. 4, 2011).  “Stated 

plainly, under the ADA a qualified individual with a disability is not entitled to the 

accommodation of her choice, but only to a reasonable accommodation.”  Stewart v. Happy 

Herman’s Cheshire Bridge, 117 F.3d 1278, 1286 (11th Cir. 1997) (internal citation and 

quotations omitted).  In Stewart, the plaintiff alleged that the defendant violated the ADA 

because it “could have easily accommodated her with the thirty minute paid lunch break she 

requested” in place of the company’s twenty-minute policy.  Id. at 1284.  The Eleventh Circuit 

held that the defendant accommodated the plaintiff’s disability because it offered several 

alternative work options and was “not required to accommodate an employee in any manner in 

which that employee desires.”  Id. at 1285; see also Moore v. Accenture, LLP, 2007 U.S. App. 

LEXIS 26275, at *11 (11th Cir. Nov. 9, 2007) (dismissing plaintiff’s ADA claim under Rule 

12(b)(6) because defendant had “no duty under the ADA to provide Plaintiff with his choice of a 

different accommodation”).
14

  Likewise, plaintiff here does not have any right to near-

immediate, repeated and rigidly executed access to all rides at WDW.   

                                                 
14  Although Stewart and Moore involved Title I claims, the Eleventh Circuit’s analysis applies 

here because “there appears to be little, if any, substantive difference between the ‘reasonable 

accommodation’ which title I requires and the ‘reasonable modification’ which title III 

mandates.”  Dahlberg v. Avis Rent a Car Sys., Inc., 92 F. Supp. 2d 1091, 1105 (D. Colo. 2000). 
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Of course nearly every family visiting WDW would probably prefer to go on any ride 

they want, as soon as they want, for as many times as they want, and in any order they want.  

That inclination is what led to the unworkability of the GAC system.  But neither Disney nor any 

other public accommodation is required to accommodate these types of preferences or desires 

that go well beyond fundamental access to a facility.        

II. PLAINTIFF’S REQUESTED ACCOMMODATION IS NOT REASONABLE AND 

WOULD ADVERSELY IMPACT WAIT TIMES FOR OTHER GUESTS AND, 

THEREBY, FUNDAMENTALLY ALTER THE SERVICES PROVIDED   

 

Under Title III, plaintiff must also prove that his requested modification is “reasonable.”  

The “reasonable” requirement goes beyond whether the modification is necessary to afford 

access and focuses on the totality of the circumstances, including the practicality, cost, 

effectiveness or feasibility of the proposed modification, among other factors, in determining 

reasonableness.  Larsen, 242 F. Supp. 2d at 1343.  Plaintiff has the burden of proving 

reasonableness, Dudley v. Hannaford Bros. Co., 333 F.3d 299, 309 (1st Cir. 2003), and he cannot 

do so here.  Even if the Court were to determine that plaintiff has met his burden in proving that 

his requested modification is both “necessary” and “reasonable,” plaintiff’s claim still fails.  

Indeed, the ADA does not require that an entity “employ any and all means” to make services 

accessible to persons with disabilities, but rather only requires “reasonable modifications” that 

would not “fundamentally alter the nature of the service or activity” provided.  Bircoll v. Miami-

Dade Cty., 480 F.3d 1072, 1082 (11th Cir. 2007).  There is ample evidence demonstrating that 

reverting to the system plaintiff prefers would adversely impact the ride opportunities for the vast 

majority of guests and thereby fundamentally alter the services provided. 
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A. Plaintiff Has Failed to Prove that Allowing Unlimited and Near-Immediate 

Access to WDW’s Rides and Attractions Is Reasonable  

At all times, plaintiff bears the ultimate burden of persuasion on the issue of 

reasonableness.  Larsen, 242 F. Supp. 2d at 1343.  To satisfy this burden, a plaintiff must 

introduce evidence that the modification sought is “reasonable in the general sense, that is, 

reasonable in the run of cases.”  Johnson v. Gambrinus Co./Spoetzl Brewery, 116 F.3d 1052, 

1059 (5th Cir. 1997).  This requires the plaintiff to present “sufficient evidence so that a 

defendant can evaluate the proposed solution to a barrier, the difficulty of accomplishing it, [and] 

the cost [of] implementation.”  Gathright-Dietrich v. Atlanta Landmarks, Inc., 452 F.3d 1269, 

1274 (11th Cir. 2006).  Because this request is plaintiff’s burden, where reasonable jurors could 

not find otherwise, a court may find a proposed modification to be unreasonable as a matter of 

law.  See Elitt v. U.S.A. Hockey, 922 F. Supp. 217, 224-25 (E.D. Mo. 1996).  

Plaintiff cannot meet this burden.  First, it is unreasonable to require Disney to adopt a 

policy that would cause the large-scale fraud and abuse that existed under GAC.  The evidence 

shows that guests fabricated or exaggerated their need to obtain a GAC, paid those with GACs to 

be “tour guides” to provide non-disabled guests with top tier access to WDW, sold unexpired 

GACs on the internet, and created counterfeit GACs “to bypass all lines.”  See DSOF ¶ 13.
15

     

Second, plaintiff cannot prove that his requested modification is “reasonable” because he 

already has access to WDW under DAS, which provides the maximum accommodation required 

by law.  In considering reasonableness, courts consider whether alternative accommodations 

have been made available to the plaintiff.  For example, in Badgett v. Ala. High Sch. Ath. Ass’n, 

                                                 
15

  Shortly after assuming the role of Director of Park Operations, Alison Armor consistently 

received feedback from Disney’s park operators that the GAC system was being abused.  Ex. 6, 

Armor Dep. at 9:1-15.  She also observed the abuse first-hand when she did an on-site 

shadowing at WDW in February 2012.  Id. at 9:21-10:15.   
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2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 36014, at *15 (N.D. Ala. May 3, 2007), the court explained that the ADA 

does not require an entity “to adopt the ‘best’ modification or the modification requested by a 

person with a disability;” it only requires a reasonable modification.  In Dryer, the court held 

that plaintiff’s requested modification was not reasonable because he had other alternatives 

available to him but chose not to use them.  383 F. Supp. 2d at 940-41. 

Finally, plaintiff has failed to show that his request is “reasonable” when Disney has 

already provided an accommodation with the DAS system that relieves waiting in lines -- a 

tremendous benefit that allows guests to experience other attractions within the parks during the 

virtual wait and avoid completely the lines in which of the guests wait.  It is not 

reasonable for any guest to expect immediate access to all of their favorite rides at one of the 

world’s most popular theme parks, including rides that most guests may have to wait more than 

an hour to experience.
16

  Indeed, if plaintiff’s requested modification were reasonable, the same 

would necessarily be true at any place of public accommodation -- movie theaters, grocery 

stores, malls, sports arenas would all have to provide similar immediate access for guests who 

claim they cannot wait (even virtually) in a regular line.  That is certainly not what Congress 

intended when it enacted Title III.   

In short, plaintiff cannot establish that it is reasonable to require Disney to provide D.M., 

along with other guests with autism, with unlimited and near-immediate access to all of Disney’s 

rides and attractions.  Because plaintiff’s requested modification is not reasonable, he cannot 

prevail on his Title III claim even if he could meet the “necessary” requirement. 

                                                 
16

  The unreasonableness of this request is made all the more apparent by plaintiff’s allegation 

that it is needed to head off “meltdowns,” as though Disney could prevent them, let alone is 

required to do so, given their multiple causes completely unrelated to DAS, including the 

particular child’s expectations, health and fatigue, as well as the weather, crowds, noise and 

commotion during the day of the child’s visit.  Ex. 16, Kelderman Rep. at 4. 
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B. A GAC System Would Fundamentally Alter the Theme Park Experience 

 

Even if the Court were to determine that plaintiff’s requested modification is necessary 

and reasonable, this claim still fails because it would impact wait times for other guests so 

adversely as to constitute a fundamental alteration of their ride experience.  The defendant in this 

type of case has a complete defense if it can show that the requested modification would 

“fundamentally alter” the nature of the services provided.  There is uncontroverted evidence that 

reverting to a GAC system would cause longer wait times for the majority of guests and thereby 

limit their ride opportunities, overall satisfaction, and intent to return, fundamentally altering the 

theme park experience.
17

  As Mr. Laval opined, and consistent with the testimony of Disney’s 

Director of Park Operations, the excessive use of GAC fundamentally altered the company’s 

ability to deliver attraction experiences to  of guests, as GAC cardholders were 

“consuming so much of [Disney’s] preferred attraction capacity.”  Ex. 6, Armor Dep. at 58:18-

59:17; Ex. 2, Laval Rep. ¶¶ 41, 43.   

Disney’s Planning and Industrial Engineering team recently studied five popular 

attractions to determine the impact of the use of re-admission passes by DAS guests on the wait 

times of other guests.  DSOF ¶ 15; Ex. 2, Laval Rep. ¶ 38.   

 

  Id.   

.  Id.   

 

  Ex. 2, Laval Rep. ¶ 39.  In short, the 

                                                 
17

  Prior research and studies showed that  

 

  See DSOF ¶ 16; Ex. 2, Laval Rep. ¶ 11. 
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overwhelming weight of the evidence shows that the requested modification would 

fundamentally alter the nature of the services Disney provides and, therefore, summary judgment 

is warranted.     

III. PLAINTIFF LACKS STANDING TO PURSUE HIS CLAIM 

 

Plaintiff fails to establish standing for injunctive relief, which is the only relief available 

to him under Title III of the ADA.
18

  First, in order to satisfy the “injury in fact” element of his 

ADA claim, plaintiff must demonstrate that D.M. suffered an injury which is “(a) concrete and 

particularized, and (b) actual or imminent, not ‘conjectural’ or ‘hypothetical.’”  See Lujan, 504 

U.S. at 561.  Plaintiff’s claim is deficient because he was not denied “access” to WDW and thus 

cannot identify a concrete and particularized injury or prove that any such injury is more than 

conjectural or hypothetical.  Because plaintiff cannot establish an injury-in-fact, he lacks 

standing to pursue his claim.     

Second, plaintiff cannot establish that there is any causal connection between the alleged 

injury and Disney’s conduct.  Lujan, 504 U.S. at 560-61; Swann v. Sec’y, Ga., 668 F.3d 1285, 

1288 (11th Cir. 2012) (dismissing plaintiff’s claim for lack of standing because any injury from 

not receiving an absentee ballot was caused by his own action in failing to list the return address 

for receiving it).  As this Court recognized in A.L., plaintiff A.L. did not even give DAS “an 

opportunity to fail them” because he essentially chose not to use it.  A.L., Doc. 234, Order at 15.  

Because “the accommodations [Disney] provided were available and underutilized” (DSOF ¶ 6), 

even if plaintiff suffered any injury, it is not “fairly traceable” to Disney’s conduct.  Order at 16.  

The same is true here.     

                                                 
18

  See Shotz v. Cates, 256 F.3d 1077, 1081 (11th Cir. 2001) (citing Lujan v. Defenders of 

Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560-561 (1992)).   
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Third, “it must be ‘likely,’ as opposed to merely ‘speculative,’ that the injury will be 

redressed by a favorable decision.”  Lujan, 504 U.S. at 561.  This redressability analysis focuses 

on whether the threat of injury is substantially likely to be removed by a favorable decision.  

Cone Corp. v. Florida Dept. of Transp., 921 F.2d 1190, 1204 (11th Cir. 1991).  While plaintiff 

here claims that he seeks injunctive relief to prevent DAS from causing meltdowns, D.M. 

already suffers three or four meltdowns per week at “numerous places,” and also suffered 

meltdowns at WDW under GAC.  DSOF ¶ 8.  Because plaintiff’s disability prevents him from 

being assured of a meltdown-free visit to WDW under any conditions, there is no injury that can 

be redressed by this Court.  As such, plaintiff also fails to satisfy the standing requirements 

because his putative injury lacks redressability.   

CONCLUSION 

 For all the foregoing reasons, Disney respectfully requests that summary judgment be 

granted in its favor.  
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A: Advanced planr4ng is recommer~ed for all Guests With O:>g'!tive dsabili1 es planning a visit to the 
WAlt o:snRy Wn~ ReMt1. i\.e. you woulrl imagioR, ou' IMmP. park~ o'IP.r AAMoC'lry ~timu!Ation inr:lurling 
CfOWdS, dark fH~ loud th00161S and <Htft!Cbor\s, ightS and I'IO!SSS, afld WfiiiiOQ 8'1 hna. 11 iS SUS}gested that 
you fE1v1ew the plaru~rg tJps and slfategJeS otfetad on pages 5-6 ot ti'\JS Gutda. You may asomfer to this 
Gwd$ for fufihec' s.uooe.stiont~ on •teu'ns to di$CU::.>S w•tl' yc>JI tamly mo-nb&r '"advance ol vow v•:S•t bl'ld 
to obtain $peeifi~ irform;.~tion about our <lttmctions . .Additional 11for m;:,tion can 00 fc..tnd by visit.mg 01.11 
webS!t$t:lt vvww.d!sneywot1d.com 01 by t alhi'IQ l40n 939-6277. 

Q: Whe" t;hould I purt ha:s• tit.kab? 
A: It is recommended that ti:kets be purcha:'led in ad .. ·ar.ce to a11oid t);e possibiilv :>l wadng in line at 
our ticket kX:ttt:!Of)S ou:s1de of tl'e ihel'ne Pa.k. e•"fai\Ces. 1id<ets for the Th6-rne park.s ai'I!J water parks . 
• nctudng AMual Passes, can be purcl¥!sed m advar.oe onhl'le at -..·Ntw.d!SOOywetld .. ::.om cr by calhl'lg 
l407J 939-5277. 

0: Whert is Strollttr/Wheelc:h.eir RMtal? 
A: It your group needS to 1e0t a stroller. \vtleelchair, Of ECV!motou:~ed scoot&• forth& day, proceed to 
the strOller shops loc:a·ed nell!f tOO man' ootrai\CS to ooch of :M tour 1 'Ierne Parks, Dawmown D1.sne~ 
Marketplilceand Water Parks. 

0: 0<1 you offer a Rider Switch if my ramlry m.•m.ber with a c:ognitive disability i:$ not able to ride 
a particular attraction? 
A: Yes. 1f you have 3 x more in vour party, you may be able to take advantage ot the auraction Rider 
Switch progam that enables you to e)(perienoe the eltmction while another membetoi !he party wa11s 
wfth the Guest who dOes not r1dB. Yo... th~ ··swap" to enabl& the other pt:uty metrbe1tO oo1ov the 
attJaCt!OI'I w1thout Mvmg to \WII u' tM hi'S ~a1n. F¢1' detruls aoo to usa th1S s&rvK:e, i1"1Qu1re wnh tM Cast 
Member at the tmrocoon. 

0; Whttt if my f-amily member with • oog:nitiv• db•bflity hal diffk:ulty waiting in li1W. or 
uncktr$tatndi'l9 tf•• c.on~pl of tim•? 
To access oLt auractK:OS, Gues1s with eogl'lllive disabdiJJes Mve sev~ual optto1\S inclucing use of tl'le 
stDnd.crd queue. D1s.ney FASTPASSl &«Vice, Dis.ney FostPoss+, the Disability Aoooos Ser-hCO Cord, and/ 
or add1bCMI &:COrT'I'Titdat!OI'G b~sed on •ndlwdual servK:e r'l&ad. To detem"IIM wl'vch cpt!OI) or ct>t10M 
ara best for you~ party, viSit the Guest Relabol'ls lOOby !ocatl¢(1 ()9<11' the ei'Mi'l!\09 a1 any ot the four 
TMme Park.s. Adctuonal•ntotf'MtiOfl can be Jound on pages 33 and 34 ol i!)lS Uu1d0 or D)' v•s•tmg our 
wltbM$ at www.d,sneywOI'Id com 

O; What should I do it my tamUy membe, with a cognitive dis.bifrty n .. ds to rtmain in a sttouer 
while in tho attra4>tfon quo.,.,? 
A. Visit the Gues1 Re!abc:c'ls lobby locstion near the entrance at :my oi the lour 'Theme Parks to receive 
a "st;oller as whe91chair" ~g to be placed on your sttol l~ 1 fOr f)t.SY idMt•fcauon by our attiactions: Cast 
MM\bei'S. 
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Q; Where e.n w• 90 if my family mtmbef with a cognitive di$Abifity btc:om•s over-trtirnulattd 
(has a " mah down .. ) or neads a break area? 
A: Yov can ask a Cast Member wt'lere the nearest qt.Re11ocation is located An el<ample of a break. area 
is FirstAidJocatedatall fovrTh~ P~$8fld th9 Oisf~ey W.;t&r Parl<s. Pleasero1(1r 10 pagos 35and36 
ot lhis GUde tor lurther suggestions. 

Q; Are resttoom.s readity available Wt the theme park~ and do you also offer companion (some· 
times called .. family"'} re.,trooms? 
A: YA!'-, there AM mu!l1plP. mP.I"''s ;w;l1 Vl<'lr.'lP.1"'~ rP.."tronrn lAd 1tiP.s !lvougho!ll OHr pArk~. WP. rio al~o oHP.r 
col'np<'!f'IICO (!anlliV) t~slto:>ms '" se!ected lotabOnS, 1ndudri'IQ F1fSi A1d, wtud\ are hsted u'l our ptrk~~ 
dfic Gw:las fOf' Gue:sts with OisabJIInes.. These rest~ooms aoo largar than tladitional H~StiOOI'nS &'ld eM 
b~ helpiu 1t you1 fM'l•ly membef ·Mth a oo!)l'l1twe d1SfJbtlny 1'la$dS ;)$S1Stdi'IC$ or I &ClUJ~ that $0!'1\eOf'lt) 
b~t w1th th&~n in th" 1estJoom l·lote tNt ·nanv of ¢ur ~~~·:st;ooms us~ auto1Ylatic t011~t flu$hing equipment 
\ .. iltCh can be lOud. 

Q; How can I find out wh•t •ach of the attractions: at th-e Mttgic Kin{JdoJP.,. Park, Epee>,., Oisn~ty's 
Hollywood Studio.,., & Dl1noy~ Anirnal Kingdtm-1' TMm• Park br• lit•? Is thttr• a listing that 
outlit\es th• various sptciateffects in each as wetn 
A. Yes. Please teler to pages 15-32 of this Guide fot funher nfCI'maticr~ abou1 ooch auroction •ncfvdif'iQ 
de~ls su:;h as novv I~ a nde might talo:e and th~ type of sp~ effects n has !soentsJs.mells, tlastm"'J 
l.gNs. lovd noises. darlmess. etc.) Ac-dilionel inforn\61100 abovt 0\.f attr&etiOI"'s caf\ be 1ound by visiling 
our ·webs teat www.dSI'Iey.ttOrid corn or by calling {407) 939-5777 

0: How cilln I find out about food options/preparation methods for my family member with a 
cognitive disability who has specific dietary needs? 
A: Most ;able sa!"\1\ce re<!.IEusants in 1he Theroe Parks and resons can aocomrooda·e most food allergies 
01 ll'ltderances ttfld advanced rE)!:Juests cal'l bi? made when b001<11'1Q your O!t\II'IQ r~servabon Of by speak.4 

109 w11h tne d'lef Of a manage!' of\ duty at the tootaurant. Goosts w1th foOd a!!~g1GS Of llltOierances a1e 
also allow&Cito brlrg fOOd items mto the theme pa11<s Please lnfotn' the Cast Member at bag CllOC<. tllat 
SOI''MOJ'I$ 11'1 lhC p8!1y 1\bs 0 food alletgy or n'\'OII!Ir'Of"C&. NOt& tl'ltt a,M MembC:tS ore p'OM>sted :I'Of'n 
Sl<)nnl). fl'~p;Jff"{), cooking 01 reheF.hng Any food ()r(lught 1nto tM 'TMme PArk.~. Adrtmor.al dt&t;:;:rv 
nformaiiO•\ i"dudiog policies a1'd funher aCCOOY'nodations. can 00 loiJ1xl by visiiH'\Q OUf website at 
www,disneywo1d com Of by calling (40?i 939-527? 

0; Ar• t.h~ any otfw.r tc>oll or ruoure-.s the Watt OiJ.tUif World* ResOtt off..-s for my tdp 
piMnino or during mv '<lisit? 
A· It you 1-.ave any QUestions or reouire 1nforma1ior. upon amval at the The-me P&rl<s. VG~1 Gvest 
Relalions near the main entrance Addillonal infom-.atiOfl can be found bv viSiting our website al 
\W•'W.disnoywCYid.oom Of by ca\bng (407) 93Q-.S277. All four theme park·spoc1bc Guides for Uuee.tr. 
with D:saoilities f10agil; K;~ Park. frx;o~. Oi~ney's Ho«ywood Su;C.~. & Otsney:s Arr,:mal KNl!r 
d<J~ Thtitn9 Pari<> an'l also <'lvrll abl~ fCf' dOV\'0\Ioad 1rom th1s wab&te. n)ese ou:hne spec1lte mfo1manon 
abcu1 BOCh attraction, u"'dud1flQ M1ght rE):'ju£remen1s aoo health ~"E?StnC:)()(lS. Add!tiOI"'.t~~Jy. vou call .00~ 
load the My Disne~· Cxpenenc9 :tppJication/app !Of lree to your smart phone Of table1 which prolo'tdes 
access to 11'\f•'lotrnat•on 11'\C:Iuc:h"!O aH(at:OOI) walt t1mes Md h&lpful ~k. maps, and also aJows vou to !"'S<~ 
du'U19 r&S91\tabol'lS ViS1I www.d1SOOy.vorld.con for more 11'1fonnab0n. 
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'Nhon go1ng on a tarr.1ly outtf\0, P,!>f)(lCtal~y to a ~la-:e ltke the Wll,( Dtsr.oy World' APson w11h 
:ts crov.•ds 2'ld vario\Js s1ghts. ~ounds and smfr!fs, 11 ts cnttcal to plan .YieiJd. T" s GUidO coni tuns 
tips and 100s de!>igned 10 PfM"!Otf1 rl·e O!lloyrl"l'enr of the Wall Oisnoy World' F:c~;Orl O)I.POftO~"ICO 
fot f?Vary'CI'~ ll'VO'VHd 

'JVh;!e VOV f'd~n and rrf'P"!ftt for your tr1p, <:~f'J) 1n Mtnd, th15 e)lper'enC:f' I~ $UppC'Is.ed f:) net f.JI'\ 
I'IOt JloSt tcr 'tOUr trJM ly f"'l~mber w•ttl A cogr.•tr.,-c aiSDbl ty, boJt tcr 'nur cr:t•re trn·.,lyl 

WHAT TO EXPECT 

~~I 
- ,. ... -

Drive and p1rk 
theC:If 

4. Buv 11nd hind 
In ticlcltt 

1 . ....... .orne funl 

2. Ridt the tram, O\Ortora.il 
or bus 10 thl Tlleme Parle 

5 Study the map 

8 Get row 
favorite snadt: 

' i 

' 

3. Go through 
bag chetk 

6. Visit Gu.st 
R1latlont 

8. TeU1btMit 

: -~ ;(, tO. lime to go hom• 

• .I~! f. • 
r~--· l. 

HOW TO PREPARE 
1) Revt.w this GulcN Th s Gud" Dives an ow~w of the- parts ard what to t'(l)eCI d.Jrii"Q 

'(Out t 'P- 'Y'O'I ;a .ha~ ·~ ,c:, a key oorr:.poner:t of a SLCC8'Y.tiJ actventu'e1 

2} cr .. te or review a Vltull Schedule The pre-.·-o~.;s pa~e o1 '"'is Gwde providt"~ a, 0\lef'VII!\'\< 
of o posstlt.'!'l1irnL•hne for t d~ of ruf' at one of :t'e Wait Dcsne"t' Wcrtcr F'Pson 11'tMe parks. 
Go over ihi:o or ,,m,lar wneln1A w th your famdy rremter s.o he or she can lc>.ar,.. tt·1o mut•n~ 

3~ Watch videos Sf'.:tiC:Il 'NWWI115f~foyWf!l <l t;OO'l Of Other Wf:!t)SIIP!> '"' VlfiP<";~ of WtJ,11 o~. .... 1$'f 
Wodcr Af!SOI 1 n>..pt~r nne~~. ThWP. ttre vt:i eo tO~Jf$ of the T1tAinft PArkR, ol t:P1tlllr'l rfrl~tt anrl of 
the r~any Cast Me111bcrs (err4)!oveesJ and cha:aoers your fa,.,•'v w•ll ~r.f! doJnrg vouf tr~. 

4) Study the map You (~n fm!.l <.:on·p•ehe• -~rve map1> of H'l fo\.11 1h~P1~ fJtub d • 
www.disnevw: d~.r:om. 0f'!view the mans W•th your larndy and try to 'ay ow~.! plm' 
toryo.-r dnv 

5) Choose a place on the map to mHt in case you ate saparated. Ba Sll& ·.,our t.1r:11y 
":''embtH •s al/'o, re of tne ltl< .ttiO' ana sh011v t ~D t'lem once y...u i.rr .... e CCJr:t•nuo to srress ~'le 
mportarlOG ot ~t , l\'l'lg Clo tt rogNfl~r at ill tlfl'l€S~ 

6) Pracbco welting In line \"1.3.110Q on lir•c can be a beg pari of ~t':a' \·"."JI! Oi$11CY t.\btld' ReOtt 
lhefT.., t". r~t'i f'xptmttf"Cl' PrBCt<f' wa 11n.:J d \'(':U can e1th~l at ttome 01 10 l1nH .Jt lhe grocery 
~fnrp ~~"'~ .;rpJJm !hllO. ~c 

WHAT TO BRING 
H A braeehrt Of' nameteg wl1h vour fttr.-. ly fl'\PM~r·s ri:un~ a C(')(flHrt l'tJrrb£rl for y0:.1, imd d''V 

oti)HI 11!pmiHI 'I lhlny·, lc> kiiOW (lh(iUI yliUI fi_.unily Hlt:!lnll~l 

2) Ear plugs or headphonos. rhe parks can be verv f'O*SY '" cef1a,n places I hrf& m•uht be 
f1reworl(s or arnnunct.•Mf'nts or. loud spEakers. If you cl'loo5e to qo 011 fn~t nde-~ the SOl.:nds 
f•orn ~t-e tcl!ow f•l1err, mn'y scare your h1tn1ly me!'rbcr. 

3) A favorite d'evk:e or activity &i• ;y yoJI 1arra"t n 't:rntJe,·s tdljlt>l, vUetl ~II! It_·. UJIIliC Oli<ik. 
:lr•n'yt:l. •u c•· I' 'lt\)l..lrl!l '~ rn.gt· d1slre~ct !hem M;.l keep them occupted Ct.r1ng un·,- ~100:!. of 
~vu uny 

4) Retnfor~ for good behevtor. Trps to tw-• parks. r.An ~ ong, so ·tt:tms INI mOhYI"e ..our 
fan mentJe' 'MD bFt "-t\lfl.ll•n r~.nforci'lg good ~.;Mor sn vour 'ani I, i:S abl& to ~:-.toY a 
ful<k, Clll.:nl 

6) A sensory toy,llle • ~"1ft" bAll or other c.1mng 't~m f yoUt fa'T'Irly ~bet t»r;J'llf'fl~ 
~~o~ overkutd (l"e ~h1s, sounds, srrp:l~ a"d :;ornfT"cton coold becOCN" Ill ~!'UI"' 
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Theil' 1re miln't· wao,'S ,, q 
plat'Wl. or ..-cur.. Ono:;r. t.l 1 
get 10a1;d HU:.&$$ t•-.e T~t 

DRIVING 

COMPliMENTARY OISN£Y TIIANSPORTATlON 
l,.,..,.._,"'Y tnl<l5por1 .. 0'l o-
lr-om Them - -
f!V--a~t.::.e -
on a boll! tdo-ertd ~ 
b(l'yOI"d 

Bu,.. 

fC•Jicr!!.lll<Jt' r:vl' 
flfiOih"' 

F.,rvbo•t~ 

or v•ha.-.Je. an· 

Tr.Jrl.!.JOrr.tt :l1 ,m.j 
'd" 

Monorail 
()1'1\)11 '- -il..,· (:,JI Kt.IIV&IJ 

c"' .... "F(. 
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Screening Areas 
Before entenng the Theme Parks, there are Guest scrcen1ng/bag chccl< areas for per 
sonal 1tems. In these locat1ons. Cast Membefs Wlil be check1ng bags, backpacks, JBCk-
ets, and othe• personal items. Dcpend.ng on the length of the hnc, y<Nr fam1fy may 
expenence some wa,ting_ Also note that t;e Cest Member will brief~/ take possession 
of your persona11tems so they ma1t be checked. Those w•th 1ackets may t·e asked to 
open them and pockets shwld be emptied. 

Main Entrance 
Orco your personal <tems have been checked. yO<J Will be in the ma1n entrance area of 
one of the four Theme Par~s. At Epcot•, Disney's Ho/lywooa Swci<OS", and Disney's 
Animal Kingdort'l'- Therne Park, t~is 1S also where your farrtly can ptuchase t1ckets rf you 
reed to At t'le MagtC l<:ngdom' Park, t1ckets may be purchased at Cllher the Guest 
Relat ons Window to the right of the ma1n entraoce or at the Transportat>on and licket 
Center pr or to boarding the ferryboat or Monorail. 

Theme Park Entrances/Turnstiles 
W1th your pafk t1ckels tn hand (or around your wnst d you're us1ng a MagtcBano), your 
party can thor proceed to the entrance gates/tu·nst1los of the park you're VISiting 
Depending on the !ength of the line. yoor fam•ly may expenence some wa•ting When 
tt •s your tum. you ca1 place yoL.r t cket mto the reader, wave yotJr Mag,cDand on the 
toucl" po1nt sensor. or have the Cast Member/employee workmg the 1ne asstst you. 
Depending on tho type of tic~ct you have, eocll fam1ly member may also be eskod to 
scan the.r index ftnger. \>Vhen completed, you wi!l then proceed through a turnStJ!e <x 
porta. wh1ch could Jnclucfe a rotatmg metal arm that keeps track of the 
number of peop;o entering tho par'< If requestw, and 1f vou have c0<1cems w1th your 
fam1ly member wah a cOgn•twe disab•t•ty usu'lg a turnstile, the Cast Member caf'\ also 
open a ma.,ual bypas-s gale. 

Just nsde th~ entrance i:Jl a I four the1 ne parks ;s the st:oller, w!'leelc'lail, anu 
ECV/rnobll1ty scooter rental shop where yoo and your farn•lv t;an rent d device 
for the day 
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When your family arrives at the Walt Disnev Worlr:P Resort. you 

wtll meet the friendly Disney employees who are called "Cast 

Members". The term "Cast Member" was coined by Walt 

Disney himself and pays homage to t he name given to those 

performing in a show or in a movie. Cast Members are easily 

identified by their name tags which also highlight their hometown. 

All our Cast Members are trained to assist in answering 

questions and providing directions. In the event a member ot 

your party gets lost, have them f ind a Cast Member tor 

assistance (please refer to pages 13 and 14 of this Guide for 

further informatton). 

12 
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GUE~-T 
htrnnDnl 

If a member of your family gets lost, have them 
immediately find a Cast Member who will assist tn trying 
to reunite you. There is also a lost persons/children 
location in each Theme Park where lost persons can be 
escorted by Cast Members. It is recommended that you 
take a phow of members of your party (especially if your 
family member with a cognitive disability has a tendency 
to wander off) on your mobile device. This photo can be 
of great assistance to quickly reunite your party if you are 
separated. You may also consider making a nametag for 
your family member that includes their nar-1e as well as a 
family member's name and mobile phone number. 
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ll\GAic Kingdom. 
.. 

.oitsc'ription Main Street. U.S.A. - ,;_; " ;.; . . . . \ ~ 

Wiilh Oi5ney Wot~ -:tiel$ CJ V'lnt;l{l(l tTain &4"01.11'\d ttle psrimetcr of the ~ 
Raill'o.;ICI wfth $ll)p$ in Frontkrt;md ;,n l:t Fa.n141syhmd 

Town Square Th~~tet CharaeuH mee-t .and trt-et lelltutlt~ Mlehv Mou~ 

·'' : .... - ' -~;: 
·· •bnt•v ... nlll -jll " Dd,r+~n ~ !1!".1! ~· ;,· .,/ . ' ::~ '•" .;.J;ff ;: . 

•wa • • m•ll world • Slaw movir.g floo1 rOde featuring dell~ llt'ld '~enc:' 
from C<lLtl"llrlet eroul'ld ttl& w,:,rtd 

P• tor Pan ' a Fl~ht Sl~>w movlr-g JHie f.a· .... nr.!J "~.:.t~;rfl tr11J ~n,e,;,. 
frQm Petf,lr P<H~ 

Mlckwy•• Gat IMPt 9.WW In thlt a-n I'M\>UI .Starting Otsl'lf!V 
Phllhai'Mo~gk:• th.JI;w:tor:a 

~r(Uih G$¥dloh C"-irse·&:f Me-If s•'(f 9ff~Ot f0$1\.!r!na f!lltyUt1e lfi~H'ldt 

Ptt,.,e l;l'l•rml,.g 
C1imb abo¥d .J rc.rg~l Mctd on thili t:l <ls~i<: ~r.;.~tiQn Rep& Can"O-u u.l 

The M llfty A d..,.nturee 
R\d& f!UIUHif'lQ \Yifltlt& the Poo"'.. r.l)"''lr, aM 1r\el'lfh ot Wmn~.o~ tNt Pooh 

Mad T u Party :jgin oround &nd around in a 9iol"l teo cu~ 

DuMbo 1ho Flying Spinning ;~erial fide~: fuonuri.l'!? ~.c~·nOf+trollcd 
Elephant DumbO!I 

1lw. tloiiJ'Ift& tlll rm.r h$J p..1r.cd roll~r CO.il$~rtyp~ ridG 

Casey Jr. S plaah 'N ' 
l n;ert~~CtN!l: w&ter P.l&V are eo lk>iJk IWIVn 

P$t~t'~ Sllty &lld..._N!w ~ilrae>e-r me.tt <tl\(1 Q'+'cet vntte;r the a~ 'top 

Unde r t he Sell· Slow MOVII'Ifl ttd$ f(ltloAitln!J Al'lf.:l $1'1(1 ~it'\flr Jot.nncy of the littk 
r.h~titeU!;t$ from Ttle littl ~ Mctm.lid Me..,., aid 

Ariel"• Gro tto Ch;r.}C.tll1 m~.nt ;md gtt+CI fMt'Jtin'.) thee t.iUit 
M!I-•Mbid in M• re!~at under !he su 

f5n el\N'!ttwi Ts.l .. - i1h En icy &•\ ;,.te(.CJi"'& ttoi'V advent~,~~ let!lturir.!J lieol~. 

•••• Wmfe.r., anri DO»ibtveven vo"' 

Soeett_tt.l -Fiath~g ~'t.AtJcl 

s"""'~ Light. NOt~n 

./ ./ 

Scerrta/ Flashl~ ' Ui Ud 
S'~u; N'o1n• ~Ughls 

'r. • 0 

./ ./ ./ 
./ ./ 

./ ./ ./ 

./ 
./ ./ 

t/ t/ 

./ ./ 

Peri:Od• ~f :;;. t.ltt.l. uJf ~ wei{1 EJ&n\ent ~f , ~ve, (!t. !.>.. "' 

"D•rknris ~e""?-"s. .~ Fat~ · Grou.t:~d Sfo'p[~~·~ R••t.rfllni AM:tof Time FASnASSl 
0 ' ' 

-~ $.: 

./ ./ Short tJ.II'!nel&; NIA Full Ro-vto: 15·~0 
Tr;l.in whis-LI~ Min 

NIA Dop~n<h o n w 11i1 ./ tltl'IC 

-~ P"~.riod• of. " l.tft& off - ~E!Iemeht..Of TV»f ol ~ "'-, FAr;TP~lUh 8W,(npa. ,F~t .W•t. " '~fP~'-·~-
A~t of'Tim•-

9ilrftn.c~ ,o a..o~nd _:,,:., Rett»'illint , 'i?l; -.-~ ~ ... ~ .w. - ., 
NIA IOMin 

./ ./ ./ Sha:rptums l.fp&r 5Min ./ 
./ ./ NIA t2 Min 

NIA Dep.ends on walt 
tiiNJ 

Spinning l..;lp 8~:tlt 2Min 

./ ./ Veh'Cie bol..lfle~a 

ln01\(l~~ 
NIA JMin ./ 

./ Zoinning NIA 2Min 

./ ./ ./ Up&r l Min ./ 

./ ./ UpQ:ar 1 Min ./ 
t/ NIA Setf P'aeed 

N/A 
O&pends Cl'i wait 

time 

./ NIA 5 Min ./ 
NIA 04:1J)4:nd~ on w~it 

till"'e 

N/A V61rles 

IS 
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lltagic Kingdom. 

,-,. .... 
~· . ~!'Jh-_ .,._' Ill·~-~--

_Adveml:!·~~land .. a ~- ;;;:_ oe;.5t.:r:•ption . ..- ;rt ·, 
:~) ~ ~ "" • fill' ·'·- \t ,_ _;:,;;\: ~ ~ .- ~... • ' M> 

Tinhr Beffs- M,.gi.cal C~.;:) r~tlill m liiQ1 41nd gtG9t lo;•h!!lr<!J Tinl:9r BiM ¥~1:1 ~~ 
Nook F-airy iriards 

Swils h mav Treehous• ExPb;e a:~ ~sborate tle9hoc.m~- tr.~pired by me d;;s!ic 
Uisr.e-1 Uon 

The MtJeJit C~Jrpct$ of Ft,• t\ogh or. a m~c carpel Aladdin 

Watt Ols"ev•a Enehated W•td; trcp~e:t& bud!; ~rw colmftA tloll~t:nr. wtne to lfe. Titi Room 

J ungle Cru~a Guu:letf toor ~n tt.moos tl\'ei'S ol the wtJrld 

Boat ride faaturi~ (;apt.iin Jack SpiVIOW and his m arrv Pirates of tfle Ca~lbbe-an ba1d of p•atcs. Featu,es I drop •n OOrkfless 

0. 
r~~~ ' " . .·c.,; ~ .'S! - ~ 

,F"iQnt(..rlanct ~ D.e$¢ripfion ~·~ : 
'Y ~- iU "'~' ,, l:j<>l, 

Sptbt:h Mount• ln Tt.trbuiof't flume advcntvrewilh high speed&. hei!Jhes 
end SllcM$t\dfO~ .,1'1(1 &fOOS, YOlll'l'~ !)MWC1 

ToM S•wver h~nd lnh:-ructt''"" ts;t;,.,~ k-1 m iddll' o f th.: RiV'I'I!I of /.vn.tor"tt:JJ. 
Wvet tate , .. ft to get to.froiJI !dal'ld 

8~ Thu.ndor High ~00. roA11r OOMIO-MvDR ride th.,.t lnch'd~ sharp 
Mounblln P.blb-e&d u.crns:o , .:.nd r.udde<n rllopli .,nd r. k:lp!i 

Country S.•r 
K:'leH.Ia~pln' ueod ume VMf\ tin(llng belli'S .aambo,.• 

.·S'eenish '· Fla6bing ,;; t.ovtt · Period& of 
, SiY.!!J~ - Lid~b N•l:'•• on~-n~u . "' 

./ ./ ./ 

./ ./ ./ 

./ ./ ./ 

'S.u1)otfll FkaJhintf .Lo~d ~:r:::~~~ , ~m·p5 , 1-'ivt'tJ> . ~~'*':'"· 

./ ./ ./ ./ 

./ ./ ./ 
./ 

./ ./ ./ 

w~·~ . ~; ~ -
Ele-mfmt,ot 

'-w ,, . 
~i!fs off~- ~ ' Type_ of' Amt of , , SUfi#·· - f~t\· Wet • "S~.UP.tb*. n , : Rutti:l~~ -~rn~~" FASlPASS? 

~~ --~ ~ . (l~:Qu.g4 r• i-ll· • • ' . .·.,., ' :•) - ~>;. . . .. o.,.,.,. 
WA 01\VIOit 

time 

N'A Sell ~k.W 

./ L&p 8eh 1. Min 

Simu!" red thunder N!A WMn 
~rd •uhtnir.o 

Lou.:! m o$01 & 

./ j,\mulllled WA 10Mn ./ ~hots: Tr~vel 

il'lrough s.llOtl ~e 

./ 1 drop in 
4arb'les.s, N'A 9 Min 

Spl~shir\Q •-..als• 

.:li ~ F~.t t.1be off Eh~m.,mi of Typo of ~tn't!~ f, • ~- 11!1 
eUrnlJ~ · -w~'" ' FA$1PASS) 

"\' -" . ~;, 
· (lrouh(f" 

"' 
su·,.the-if~ R~~[lt ..,..,. n"l;• " - -~ e ~~ - . 

./ ./ ./ Sp.1:~.thi ng w &ter: L&p Sar 7Min ./ Su6chn drops &: 
$lOP$ 

NIA Setf Pec:ed 

./ ./ 
Sh,-,rp w rns • 

./ $t.tddsn tlroJH;, & ..., .. n !)Min simulated 
earthquake 

NIA 16Min 

18 
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n~ 
' 

Hoa.,Wood ·~ 
~-~4~&evf'rq _ ·~ 

Th• Gn u•' Movie tUde 

~ 

_ _ £C:ho Lake. 
i'J)!t~: ~ ;:.:,• 

T'tle Ameorican fdol 
E.llperionc:e 

lndl•n J on&t 111 &.pte 
$nn'l1 Svc~~cutOU" 

Su.r Tou,...no 
4d\lenture& Continue 

St,.et$ ofoAm4nica' ' ~< ' ' 
M"'I'P• t'Vl,ion 30 

He> ... ,-. I 5 t.r'IU'I.I( thtt 
Kids Movi• S•t 

t.ip ta. Moto,., 
A "io.nl E:lltrllltU• 

S tunt St.nw 

Studio" l addot ToN.r 

.q" +~rx .. ~"Protc.e" ~;' 

Toy Story Mll'IWav 
M.ania!~ 

~Mit~ev,Ali~~ue " 
Tl'lo~t Leg{!!r.d • f 

Captair~ J.ac tt Sparrow 

~w 
··:- otOJ. " 

0 eo.,.;,,ip~iorf.--·~ 
' " -t?i . ',';l' 

' "" ~ "' 
it ~ ~ 

Slow movino rlcle throi.I!Jf~ some of "'ollvwood s 
mo'1 f.;~mDCn lilrr4 

1/, ~ 
~.~rfinior- ".i§l 

,• 
,<j" "' '. •U., .. ,.,; 

O;~i~ singing co~tilion wi11'1 .)Udien~ voting, 
B315ed 01, tl~ l-'()pul3r TV ~how 

Chter Ol'llnd\' snd M<'JI10~ at thev twtrforn' &lfl9lii'Q 
f:.l.ll01& ;mddcmoNO;r-itiJ roovlt~••'l'~tir.g ·YI~ 

H~htv !:Urb ultml.. 11imul;,!or•lvt>t 1h1i.ll •ilk lhrQuijh 
$pllt<: I hot ifKIII.ld()$. ~rp IUHI~ afld ;IJdden drops 

. "'' i~ ·' 
' 0 , Oet~ri~ion 

'~'· . ..,; " ~ .~·· 

3D mQvle t~<I I\JtJAg Kerm+lli'II'J Frog, Ml~;~ ll'I!JQ'f, <,on(l 
11111~1 fr$r~d:; 

cn!'l't<b. crtwl ~d iucplo<'t ~.,.. t;led world eot lnit 
lnurac.slvo pi.lv • rea 

Wao1e-~ fdm ptoftltltior--AI$""" ti'IIW pe-torm hiah· 
Ml!ll l"''tt s'ILiotc and U!\'e.:.lspt:>:hd cffec:ls IWICI'CU. 

Go l:ll':hind 1~ t.e'3:f\IIJ4 to •~ bow t;petti;,t l')#~t-~ in 
'movies ;ul': mllde . lndt.ldu :.n open-olt t.I'II:ITI lid~ 

;:'-, ~ ' .~ • 0 
'''-· 

D~~atr;.t~~ 

3:0 inu.ui~ttv8 f9rQ&t !Molino ride ex-penenee 
"t;:,l;niro ~;haor~'.lr-5 from Dii>I\IC.,..Pilr<~r't Toy Story 

~ , : ~' l!! .. " Des~q,t~~·,~ II "" 
An IMM6f$N(I, tNiaott•c&l $dven;ure «'> til.$ "'olld ()f 
Pif~lc-4 oi th$ Ct)M~<ln 

Scttrital fli'lsbin~ ",l.!JUd. 
srn•··~ ~ Li!Jhti , ~Oillt:tS 

./ ./ 
0Sunt$/ 
~!-Us 

F1;~tshing 

~~l.iQ'ht!>~.: 
I" bud 
:···Noiaes 

./ 

./ ./ 
./ ./ 

Sca~nt~( A.-.$h1n~ ~1.:nud 

smear• 'U,h~ Noj .. ._ 

./ ./ ./ 

./ ./ ./ 
./ 

i l'~~r .~"!'"'"" "~"· ·sme ~ Lighbi, · Noi&C& 

./ ./ 
r ~·~en~at l:',":;~:g LOUd 

S'lf'01Js l Noic;c~<-

./ ./ 

P.arioda of- lrtta off - ;;, e:r.Q\.nt .of , T-ype' of 
/'>mt_ 0'!'~"'-"" 

•, 
·o~riCWte;;· 'um,'s r-~· - w,~ " ~ S,YfP·ti•• .A;est.ji,;'t F~STPAS~H Ground , )., , 

./ Gun $h~!f: Alien$ NIA 22Min 

.P.='ricd:$ o f- "' UfbroH0 fah:-me'nt of ~Txpe (!f ~~t o"~ Time FAS'IPAS!r1 .0
0
atkneu ·8umps, Fast' " 

"Gr(lu~ ". 
Wet 

~.sf:t~rii~ ReJitiaint, :'t:',• a_::~;. 
·~· 

:R! ~ ... ,-;.:. 

N!A 25Mi n 

Gun thOU:: fire 
N!A 30Min 

~1.-:rrWinU 

./ ./ ./ lO erfec~; Sk.ru-D 
./ n•m & & &udd6n Ul) 8 !lh 7Min 

drop* 

r~rlod~ qf' n~'n,ps·· Fas~::~;· ·~c;f* ·~~t " " El,tt~;n~nt ~Jf Ty~'qf¢ ·,; 

tb~t~h.&·· ~t~ ... .,~. "."'s-... "~ 1'1•$. . ~··~rit . 
A~t q,t Tim.• F~StPASS?, 

~~ ;;;.'itl ·~~ .. 

./ ./ 3 0 olf~c"; NIA 3() Min 
Sqw-ting w.rt~ 

NIA Self PaC$tl 

l.ou(l c.al'$.; Fit(J NIA 3$ Min 
eh.ments 

./ 
fir&, wa~er, and 

&lmula:ect 
e~nhqu~k~: a! WA 35 Mln 
C&caslroph~ 

CiNWo n 

: ""!•_·~· ·~. ~-<;,\"""' ·' f ~'1" ... .We~·"· !:l_ttn"thl-,Of 7 ,_, ...... 'Atn't uf Thns . FA S'l't'ASS 1i 
~Pillrkn.e55. -~l1l>~ .t G~pnd ~ Surpn,. :· R-'itr .. nt; " '"· '!i 

./ ./ ./ $ plnNI\9& 
~p&r !)N:in ./ fihiltp turns 

!.~ ... •••• :.a~,ts. ' ,:,.,.t i ...... , . 
~~t I. 

. ·~~m~t ~J ~~- ''IP'""' Amt"o(lli'Jle- ~~"lP:~~~7~i · Dati(n•~s ... , Grour!ci ~ Sui'PrifO,·., RttStraint- 0·" .... , -

./ ./ NIA $ Min 
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nnltes 
·.: "A.rm~iiOI'\~ 

Cou rty•rd 
VoragP. of the Little 

Menn•id 

ThG Magic of Oil nay 
ArdmatiCJn 

Dl•ney Juntor-Uve 
ou Stagfl! 

"Sw\11d' Bol.denrd· ' . ,,, 
8olMity and tho a.-1-

l.lv•on sr-.u• 

ltock ·n· Ronor 
CoiU'tor SUI'ring 

Aet'Oan1i1h 

The Twllitlht Zono 
Tower of Terror• 

~c.Mmlct 

"","';, .... ,,.::o. _ c',"~ cOl SCf!ntw.t Flll$:h~ -"'[Ou~"' ·_ OueripDol'f· · 
Smefl• >'C!9ht-• ~~i .. $ ' ~ ' 'li' AI!! • "~ 

Cel¢br~ 11'\e 1'1ighligM~ of The l.ittl l)c W'A!rmilid in th is ./ ./ liV~$hOW 

f>;$cov• r how your f.l\·orilc Oi$n!J\' Ch;:n;~ottttts ;a:re 
bfougfltiO) Iii~ during a show .rtM"tiog Mud-u ftorn 
Mu!~" 

Show fl!'lloturtng the Dhney J f. etlarsetan. Stre.amer•. ./ ./ lmbb-le, illnrl paper coin~t h ll from 1hs ~iling 

~ · ~ $.<Dtt¢p~n " 1,.~0!1~, 

······~~~~ 
........ . . -. ., ; ... Sntelle Ughtt . ,.No1•.ea 

Exootiun«J tho rom:~nti~ f;~lr..,t~tl!) t>f the B11l!.ol h this ./ ./ lavlah Bt~v-atvifl Mu$le&l 

• OI}d, thrilling. high ,;peed rolbr ' O<>Ii!CMv'Pe ridt th:~t 
nduohl slltliP tVI'n'- ~•psio.kr-Uuwn mdlne.,Velll, """' ./ ./ $udl1cndrOOt> ~nd $10~ 

Featum h!~h-spce<J t'IIO-P$ il'lto 1M dtlri. l'ti'(Sil!lrious 
,.&lrn ot 11'18 fw!"QM Zone ./ ./ 
Nlp/11-tlm! show !lturlt~u Mwtev !e~uring wt~te{ fel!~. ./ ./ ./ ptoje<;tions. and pyro;echnlu 

P:irtod».. of ,<; ~·. .-F~~~ ltftt; off· "i"-""' Ele.tif.e"nt of ' ' 'fVpeof ;,..r, " 
O~uknN$ 

-.suntl!l&. Ground ~ Wet ~: .$·prp.-il•. ~- Rilli{rflint' ~rdto:r~:~a FASTPASS~ 
~ "'"' •_! ··:$ ' 

./ ./ ./ Extttndt'ld NIA 15Mil\ ./ do.tknr.u 

NIA 1SMin 

./ NIA 30Mll\ 

~·!!!~·· " barktHt..&-t 
' Bt.th1JI$ :;; . ,·fait~ I !;:"• •" Ground Wel~ ';'."""'"t~1 c 

'·sutliri•e • 
2!YPC1 o., 
R~tralnt 

:Am~~,~Time 
' ~ ' 

FASTPAS'st·: 
~- , r! 

NIA 30Mih 

./ ./ Sh&rp W t l\8 • 0Ye:rthc 

./ :udd~:n d roo:;, & :hov.lder 2MiA ./ ..... r·ettre rnt 

./ ./ ./ ./ Sh&rl) tur M & lal) Belt 7Min ./ 9udden c.troos 

./ ./ N/A 30l<lll\ 
. 
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Ju::M"AL 
l<-I NGDOM; 

,, . ~4.~ "t";$,- ~ 
·,'<, dl Affic:a . ;. ffi:; Dcs&ripthm ' L e<;: - .,.,.:~- .... "·· -··· c'f.." ':'i- _~ ;..;: ~- ~ 

Kilii'NI"j•ro Sa t.ri•® T~l# i) ~afi'Wl ri:k 1~0119h lh¢ k&$h AfriQitn $0Y;MV\!'h 
!o ~:tn:fl rn~ lioru;, r.l!!pha~nl$, glmlfer. ;-tnd mar~ 

Penu•n-1 Forft.t Wa.ll.: thrOUOJh a ttoplcal fote~ 11\h..tllted by .4 fficM 
Ewploraticm Tr•i.J31 wildfift:• inc.luding gori11il,, hippo~ and et)(otin birth; 

Wildlife EJrpres11 Ttilh\ 
8o0:1rd arm~ !Qoomotivet 11'1111 tr~\•c=l s ~hinti-thc· 

~roe:~ betw~o Afric~ :.rd Rlriili'11 Manl \'\'~ 

l" ~l.lS! ~ • ' ' - ,, . "II' 
~, D"inota,~ O.s.A}j, " J:t:· ~ ~: Deau:a:ip~ion o!l. 

-~ " '·. : - 'Ji• ' ·(d!~ ~ . - ·~-

The Bon41vard~ l ntefaetiYe pl~v •tel' 

s;oull FWI\ G&meos Plroy Cllt.Wttl ~tv'le {1lliTIOII "''tho hll-'11 of Dln;,lend 
v.S.A. Add!OOI\81 tO•• to Danle1mue 

F11'dfrte Nemo~ T'he 
Stop m~ide to ftelp lmtf N~mo Ia this m~~"sea· 

Mw;;ea~ 
&dve"'lf.J((l Olill tCI.evt&r M~ er>~(l !JvM 1o\(J 
C>UPPGtl)-' 

P~lm.av•l Whi..P Soi11ning, tlHbulenL roller to.:tst9NVPB riciO" w~t\ 
6haro wms ana sooos 

T1ic• r•Top Spin r:...- ttogh o n o fr ll"~V dinor;v:"~l,lr etlcl'ole Oinol$M 
U.S.A. 

Pret>latorlc tour tOOt is a high speea,. rurt:ulent nde 
DtHOSAUA l!d~l#e ttl<~t inc;tud~1 $IVJrpt\l tflti!I'IO ~•)dden 

drar.~:. l nr.h.od~!:.t'huk pinOI!~ Arrl ~-"'V rlir01.11ufl:. 

, .. eamp MIMt&. '':!'.!"' i>N'C(fp"ffon < -~ • ~ ' ,' Mi~kcy~ 
.. -o • ' ~ ' 0 -'Wre'. o;>,;,r • • , "~ 

Fe•tiv.J o f the Lion Con10 ir.:;id e IU"ld ex,pc:rictnco the piJge~o.ll"f .!Tid 
Ki"W pUp j:t!Uv O!lhh: hi~J""t~!~..fht>&drtiiY !I hOW 

G""'*tlf\U Tro.a" 
CharaeUJr ~tend g reet fe&Wrl l'\g 018MV Ps.lfl M\ 
t!Us Adirondi'Ck c-ampground ;ettlng 

S~,•~~· f..l»h.i,ru~ 'Louct ·~"" Period'a 9f 
Srn~:~llt. ~L~ht~ ,Nob.~ oarkn&'h . 

./ ./ 

./ 

./ ./ 
,'M 

Fbshihg ~ t,Q,tc;t," :.,.",.~d~ -of -fr.:)ntxf 
srn:ella -~:-_Li.~~lta ~-~~-~~· ~:O·erkn~~·-

./ ./ 

./ ./ ./ 

./ ./ ./ ./ 
Sfetd.sf~ .~•.hlttg .- Loud , Poerl • . ds ot 
li')"'ct"' .. u~~ "''toisc' O•i'itncu 

' . '' 

./ ./ ./ 

~ 

IV.J"a,t L~,oft· '· .-, ~me:nt of Typ"'eof Atnt i>~ ·~ltne'" FASTP~Ss·7 Bun1P,S' Wqt" 
~r.aufi~ -~. 9ut-ptfter.i _ _ Re-Ht~fht 

-~ ' ' "'A't!- ' . ~ .. ""··. ' -~: 

./ Sh~ turM N/A 22 Min ./ 
NIA Se-lfP;.::ed 

./ N/A 7 Min 

0- ',_ 
Ele~.;'nt"of' :;~;. ~t~ Uil IIi . :~ 

FAsrPAs~1' . Bd~P• ; F'a9t t:~ 
\if~ ~J.,ff 

'.~;_~"~.- . Amt 0~->.;liMe' 
~~-~~ SurptiSC- lt&stl'sl:n;t 

" ~.-~l;li _ .. ~.<A · ·~' ' ·~ ' ." " . ;z: 

NIA SelfP.c¢d 

N/A Sell heed 

N/A ~Mil\ 

./ ./ ./ Sharp h.1m6& lep Qar 3 Min ./ $Uddc:n d:IOP6 

./ ./ ./ L~;~ptleh 2Mln 

./ ./ S M rptllrl\6 btp B-elt H.tin ./ 
.... 

Q '?lll·sl~ ,Lift's o1f .Eie,!nent))r.· . ~&o.t•: -A:mrot· Tl,..,.. .. ' f~S;;A$~ · a...:·mJk 
G~~f'l4! 

~-11'11•1.·~ S¥rpria.c. )~.,itr~"nt on,, ~" ' ~" fC " ., ' "'- ~ ' ' ~"'-

N/A 30 Mlh 

... Oef)ehds on wa'A 
time 

28 
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Ep@t 

~~if sho)Vcate , •• ; • . ~ 
+ . "!. 

Dwffy tho Oiii'IGV Bea.-

" World &howc.'Ne ' 
" '"' ' " 

MeJiic;o- C"'nd r~ata 
To ur S u.nlng &h& 
ll'lrfm Caluolfe!'\'111 

Norwa.y- MM bitrom 

C..,in.a. R•fl•ct iolls o f 
ChifUI 

U.S.A,.. 11ut Aln• rlc,m 
Adv.ntur• 

Fran~~ lmpmuiofU. 
de Fraru:e 

C;Jnad;ct.o 0 C.:JI\adal 

' ..... 

:fl.' SC&ntalo ·Ff•shing ,.,. Lo'ud ~ 

" '"" 
' Dejcrip#oi'' $mfllt6 ; '-:iiJMi " ~"'-f$-~t' 1' ---

(:har.JC"t-1' ~I <'l"od gteCI f$orturing IA.ic::k$¥'1. Ytr)t1G 
tto.velitg tedd)• be~ 

~~ 
" & " . " ;;;• ill\ s~ • ..;u7 Aa •• hh•u ~i.I.Okd 

·~=~ 
'Description .:.;;;·: " . SMe)h ,J.Jgh.hl· . l.I:Oi.su; ~ ,fiN'' ;rlil'fij . ~ ~ - ~ . "' . ' 

SkYN MQ\Iln,Q boa1 r1~ thro~ t~ 'lifJtl1114f MexiM ./ ./ ./ 
T::. le a mv~tenol.l: fi(Nt rG!: through Sc:~U"~dlnii!'VIan ./ ./ &.ea~cal'$. Travel bi~~elw<Wcb for port;ans of d'le ride. 
ldmp 

View the p!~G.i and~ ofth$-world'4 m04t 
populous c:oUI'IIry in lhi~: Chde-Vidcn 300 tilm 

mkln: lho p.!6; a nd fv!IJI'C of Amclica lhroogl\ fl&m, ./ rnw.il: ~.nd AlJtiio-Ar~i m~trQ-nie~ 

h~etience '"¢ gr,Jnd !Wr a nd charm of th~ f rel'lth 
c:ourolrYIIAd~ tlwuugh lh~ 180 deyn:·~: lilr•' 

V•cw the vcJ)' tle5t Ctv~t~CI<t h~ to off~r en \lit$ Cll~$· 
VisiQn af>() film h<l"ed bv eomedi;.n Ml>rt11'1 SMtt 

----------- -- L . 

P~r~d .. ·of -Ults of f ,...,EI6m4s.nt of Ty:p~ of~ .. }:i ~-- ~~ 

Dou&tn~si ~~ttt)a'f Nosi " 
G~l._lf'ld ~ W•t·, $ur'Pns", ~~ R.,~tr":;n~ Amt of TiM& FASTPASS1 ; 

-.:, ~ "' . ,a· - ':'( 
' 

NIA 1>8p~nd$ on w art . 

·~ 

P~~~i of ' 1P. Lt1t~ off ~~- £ter'u•l\t o,f -T¥pe'-ot" 0 "' • FAj;T~AU;; 
,oa::kn~~ Bu~J'il·~ Fait' 

-G•ctund W•~t ,"c,fbJr~ri:$C0 R~a1:r;t.int' ~mt of.Tim. 
~ " ~--·""~~ "- --~ . ~~,,.~ ' - ~ «P 

./ NIA 8Min 

./ ./ ./ 811c:lw"ll:r;J m:~lif'.n ./ A d roo; Trotls & NIA IOMin 
f'o~r Br:ar 

./ S ens;.tion of 
tnQYi ng during NIA t3 Min 

90 tbunos ol film 

./ NIA 30 Min 

./ NJA 1&Min 

./ Senu etfoi'IM 
~ving(luring NIA 18Min 
po rttnnJ ol film ' ... _ L _~ ----·-····- --- .... - ........ 
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lhe 1heo-~ f>tl1ks o lfer ~twi(!C <M(I(l'ly d 91(:~1 ti<k-s lll":l Sh()ttJ~ {II)(! (;ue:S1$ wilt\ CX"!)NI -..(; (l~ttiCS h3\IC SC\'e((fl 
mea:tsof l!c.OP-SS &~eiabl~ 10 assis1 in creating magical and m~Gtablc ex~icnces 

Rides 
To &GC<\ss U!ll <m111Cfort.o;, Guosts Vlltil <:(xpiti-ro dis;,bilities 1-.a\'E~ setef<ll option.s iflCI•JdinQ use ol the st;Jfld'ltd oueue, 
O;snc•t f'ASlPAS~ ... ~clv<e. Oisn.ey f<IS~~$•. the 0 :WLt!tty Ael:es~ StlVioe (Nd. u•Y.I/<X 001itiOrtitl 3¢l'lOO'fi'I<XlilttOI'IS 
base<! on il'ldt~l se1v;oo need . To oetermine \'thich OPI IOI'I or optatS aul best lOr 'fOur partv. '/il!ht the Ci~.;cst Aeta--
tionslobb11ooution near the ~trance t"1 BIIY ol the !cur l"N:me P<1rb. 

Shows 
AI 1)1;( $1'-<)o\<$. 'M! 9t"tlt;:t#IV ll;)ve r.t~Si ffl ~!I;;IIC)'fi1<Jnt.e M'(·~ tl):'l\ '100 '¢<J"Jif::'lfn (1(X)r.11i.)V ¢1lhN Vo:$iMg 
W1'1W tisnO:V\"..Orld ocm, OOI'on!ocdllg the M-.t D;.s:1ev E;.:pe.ienceappl~tioll to your s~w1 phone 01 lablet. cr tt,' pd.· 
ing vP o r.l('lty liT'~··' (VldC l• :xr, the m~n entr,..-.ce OS GueN ReJmion."' Lne3 ~ ltii!Tiirl£ le~ tiD :o the ne,.;t 
$I'IOW tme <W\<1 how n"ur.h in advfii"Ce y:)•Jt fXIOv shwiO tlfi'"' tc 1 ;~1¢ ~~~ (h~per.tl$ (lit v(l(l(lo.$ !1)(.-II'IIS tm:k}'()•lorJ lhe 
number of other Guests •Ji~ting oo a pani:ulat d!w. Some shows ~ucn offer (•iMI:)t tA~TPASS .. se·Wct:- or Doctnc•( 
ras.~P.oos+ For a:ldttonaf in~ormato::-n on hew t:ost to experience or,o of OIP el<:dtng shows. VIS·1 tho Goos Rcla--
tion:s 1001-/r !oc.,l.ion r>e~H :he ~tT..,n~ ('I ~Y ol thr foor ~e F'.:nl!.s 

Disney fASTPASS• Service 
FASTPASS+ .SEll¥(;6 cs a ~re<lt 1001 lor ;11 Guests II"!Sihllg the IO!.il ~V;.t.'t Drsnfi'y W01~ Resort tl'c~re part:; ir>eludin9 
lh~ 'MI !, Q09t'l!ue <!i::;;;hl!! tles. ~.SlMSS i$ a f;(·e -st:•ftAC:e th"' ~.w~ vou.., te$)•VS~<on m ''* 31 ~tc(! ru'!e~ ;'.«! 
!>I'IOW!l v/tloeh lr·edl\~ yovwt!l ~pena ~::s l•n ·e wh:'.C11l9 •\ lloe .. na rn<~~e ~t.· e(IIO'f•'9flll the lun tl\e j)Brb !.:we 10 01 
I cr. A FASTPASS ts:kct !ool.3 !>k: a mo..·.ie tdet and tS ~Xinted af1er you tnsen '(01# p;vt admission iici<H into o IOOsk 
at tl!o ride or .!:hoWV<'.O want ~o.soo. Th~ f,o\STPASS t!Ctct )'OU ·act'l'lla WJII tcl voo v.hat time you can OO(t'G bacl:.so 
'((lu car. £C'I no the u::'t· Cf :~ee tl·~ ~ ... w th ~ 101 !C$$ 'Ni}itlf'l\l 

H~'pfM TIP (f '(t?t.tr ((lmljy nv~mtvor w/rtla «->:Jf'itiVA rlis.!ibiirymi¢1t #,WP d:fficdtv'lt•<>hifla AA tJ:rftl'¢tiM ;o('lbrsifl the 
i=ASTPASS* N:kets to ;he~ have rorst::m bt6f ro fGOOem 1t, cons.'£1.-'X sor.oinaorw tm:mber oi yrn.'f psry fo obliJin 
me FASTPASSiS fat tho resr r>.1 !.'k: grrwp {p.+Sl fll'J.k9 wte ifley tl..'rl'!? evei)IOf!e S petl<.~ssiM rickerJ. 

Di5ney FastP;us.,. and My Disney Experiffflce 
Voett ()I dow,•S>:l3d the MvD,sneybtx¥·~~~8 ap~ieatrO•• • .,.eu ~<tll(.ltiSI ; utde !o the rr,agiC, Y\'h.ch olfe~s <X'II!neilnd 
IT':obi!C trois tflat w11! he~ you f~Sm!l( ploo ~ vocalion to th~ Wait Cl;sney V\bth- ReSO!'t HeJe, 'f:>l) v~ rom be 
able toaooess ~ming MtMagic~ b.;nef>u ~e Disney Fa~tP<rss- ;.erv(Ce wl'!icfl \'{fillet vou al~oteservea<x:ess to 
Wl\411~1 0H'II;)(:tt)l Glo¢ti'l9$ ~md v~\~!) 3fq."'~ fQr p$~1•)$ ~l'ld f,rfJ'VQfk$ 

Ois.ability AcceS$ Service 
1he O•whe:cty Ae<:es:-~ Set .. i(:f' C;tt<:J ~~ ;:i,~s;gttXI k'f G•,k;'sts who ate ~+nlible :o 1•)!er;lte exh~t~<X:CI \113tts Jl aml!(;tiol\!> 
aue 10 lhe!rdls0011oy. and the serY.Ce a:low-s c •. !:'~ls lO scf)e(h.t<E a retum nmc lhat ts oon·p&hlble 10 tnl'~ter'' 
<:uaua JYSi! fCf lt.o 1;ivsn <.mraction Oaper-.ding 01'1 a Guest vl'fth a.oogn.~iv~ cl•s.abi·•t{s inci .. •idoill sartice ~d$, oodi· 
1iootl oco::~-r-«.odation:; aro C~1lat6!:. lo !cilrn IT'O'e atro.1t the; r:Asab6ty At.mss S.Srvice Carel as v/01 as acktt~l oo--
C(I0\0'\C)()(Iti:,)n$ aws~JhiC bosec oo ;(l(li\I<N/JI.$Ctvi<:e m::ecs_ \••:;ct the Gu~St P.ehtitKl:< l•llll;l'/ IO::atl:)rl ne111 th~ ~(i,l! >¢<" 
&t wty .ot :he 1~ t heme Pwks . NOTE: To obf.ain a Olsabdttv Access servsc:e care. eligible Cue~.s wt!l par«:lpate 1n 
a regi&lf.Jtion l)fOCOs:t oh.11 inoh•cl!!s N;.in~ thet pboto 1ak~. 
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Th~ID; ~r., ~ ~.=~nt('llllr:fl"~ lhln!IQh'\rrt 1M M~tDr t;ing1r'lf'r(f PArk. Etr.nfl. ~nry'" Hro,ljo'IM"'\-1 !trt~ II t·i~'" 
AAim&l (.~ lheer•e l'l't • lfllit .re ~re&t fo1 ttL~ & bce~t There ;,ce als<> etea:> 10 ll'lll'C il'-11 ,our tWietfv 6 "l-11te-
les$ busy" 11 your t.uNI'/ ml·n"'bN' w•th ~t oogn-~1v.e e:J•robl! f'l need$ SOI'ne d!)WI'l t~~'~le So'"" t"l011f11)1M •~lude 
•••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••• ••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •• 0 •• 

~~ 
Main Street. U.S.A .: l=i!:il Aid Side S11001 byCIVSfal 
AilS 

Adventurei.And: Sw&aaFt:tm•lv lftlO'"IOYte; Cotnda- to 
the Jeft ot Pir.Jtes of tho CQnl)bo.Jn 
~- Squ1ue: Beh nd Ye Olde Ct'ft:ttmas Stop 
ffontMrlltnd: TQm S..W'VIilt hl'lnd tNOlE · 'tOO must take 
&ratt n.Je k;i'eon· Th~ l<l-_...CI lll'•l1$1)fflf' ~trng m'hy tll" 
req!Jire::l}: SJ!Iaoh W'OllntP.Itt ~ -~r' 

Fantar;.yland: Pathwm lt>i'Jding I om Clndoutla's Cast<O 
~o fuiMale G~Oen; Pelt"'$ S•"' $itJt$N>-v "'' e&_ PMtlwJJy 
behind lhe B3ulsl()t'mC!'f 
Tomonovdand: Nowr Wilt Ol,nr•Vs CrrOtAel o4 Frog .... 

1~ ~ •l'od ql£da -tvb f..-tau.raM watitlg * ... (.,.ina ,..,...,..k t""od•l ................................................................................ 
F.p@t 
Ars~ Aid flt¥t oC Odvllltw Cof'lt•)t bJ1IanQ ~!(Ito leSl 
T<d) 

Futtnc WOJtd W••t CovltV'4fd lmd ll"~•oorn .,ec: out-
stde lmag.natton pe .. don AI .. b(lt.,_.~ Seas oouance 
3nd Co-al Reel Pleatiila'lltt 
Future Workt b11: Ne~t rn~n\ (nMW P.d'lf:f\tutA. 

World ShoweaH! ~"Ue "''"'to trw> iiQht of 
~he oovlk)nne!W the ~.$1age ~k Gt-nfl'tnorGwoeo 
eree neoa 10 Glit!J ... ,ullt . .M~,_.Goti,J~:n ••~•. MOio.:..:.o-
Vj~aye Cootdors; Fsa!l00--1o l....,. nQht ot ll'lf> butkitngs-
abrg ;he watcfs edge; trltQino~ltOnal Gr.t~ .... ay Ut'fted 
J:.ngdom-Gatden &tea a1 Mtl oll)tVthon (lfohen .sh::.ws 
001 IUOIW'Ig Bl gazcbo1 

Table servlct and quk:lt a.rvloe restaurel\'t seating areas (during non-put peliodl) .............. .... ' ................................... ........ .. ... .. ··········. 
n~ 
Ho ltvwood 8oul.v•td: '"'' Aod 
Echo lake: \.\lalkwav IUIIOUndtng Echo l.ah! 

Anim.tion Courtyaud: Nt:•v thr;- rP.~tr(JQI'f1s 10 tM lclt of 
ll'lell.~~ll;o#O.,f'yM!m,IOtlllt!'i~ 

Su:nMt Boukv•d; tot.ty;wd o~,. T~ Zvne 
1oM:Ir ot 1en'cr "'-

Strem ol Amll!rlu: Ale~ e.•~ tNOlf thl~ &ff.\lj l'1 ·~rv 
(l()!'l9e.ste<l dul'lng the l'M ()'.bill~ •e~•~ 5~~e~e or 
~nQng Li;l"lt' cv.::nt} 

CommiM.vy tAn•• Out:4<}t ABC CJno!mturt 

T.W. Mlf'Vb Mtd <I'J\c:t. ..mc. ...-.uunnt Mri'"Si •MS id10ring ~- periadat 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ........... .. 

A~Al. 
&J"f~ 

Ottooverv holancr; r11$t A.od '"""'t ,_, Cr661Jra Corrofons~: 
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Would you anc your family like to see or even meet D·sney Characters I rom your 
favmtte rnov1es or television ~hows) Many of our shows. parades, and ndes 
at our theme parks feat~re Orsney Characters as do themed character orn;ng 
experienc~ rn the -heme Parks and Resort l lotels. You can also share a magr-
ca! moment together and snap a p~o!ogrnph to capture the rr emeries forever 
at numerous Disney Character rreet ard greet locations at all tbe Theme Parks. 
Disney Characcers are also available to sign autographs. so bring ar autog<aph 
book il your family rnerntlt'r with a cognitive disal>il!t y i~ a collector Just bring 
an autograph bock A listrng of character meet and greet locatrons. as well as 
other attrac:ions. car be found on 15-32 of this Gurde or you can vrsrt 
www.disneyworfd.ccm as well as Guest Relations for more informa: on about all 
of our character experiences. 
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We hope this Guide has provided helpful information in planning 

a visit for you and your family member with a cognitive disability 

to the most magical place on earth- the Walt Disney WorlcP 

Resort. If you have any questions that were not answered in 

this Guide, please visit our website at www.disneyworld.com or 

call (407) 939-5277. 

Disney-AL0000186 
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HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

ORLANDO DIVISION

D.M., by and through C.M., as Next
Friend, Parent and Natural Guardian, and
C.M., Individually,

Plaintiffs,

v.

WALT DISNEY PARKS AND
RESORTS U.S., INC.,

Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.: 6:14-CV-1895-ACC-GJK

EXPERT REPORT OF BRUCE LAVAL

1. I have been retained to testify as an expert in the above-referenced matter on

behalf of Walt Disney Parks and Resorts U.S., Inc. I have been asked to review certain studies,

data and other information related to Disney’s Disability Access Service (“DAS”) and provide an

opinion on the issues raised by the plaintiffs in this case from the perspective of an industrial

engineer and expert on theme park wait times, attraction entitlements that mitigate wait times,

and the impact of wait times on guest satisfaction. This statement is made based on information

available to me at this time and I reserve the right to modify or supplement my statement should

additional information become available.

I. Background and Qualifications

2. I am a retired industrial engineer and former Executive Vice President of

Operations Planning and Development for Walt Disney Parks and Resorts. During my 30-year

career with Disney, I held key roles in both the planning, development and operation of many of

the Disney Parks around the world. I hold a Bachelor of Science degree in Industrial & Systems

Engineering and a Master of Business Administration from the University of Florida.
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HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL 2

3. I joined Disney in 1971 as an Industrial Engineer and was promoted to Manager

of the Industrial Engineering Department in 1973. In 1976, I joined the project development

team for Epcot and was responsible for developing the original design criteria for the park, which

quantified the required program and capacity requirements for all public facilities and all other

support facilities within the park. I later was promoted to the position of Director of

Administration/Planning for Walt Disney Imagineering. When Epcot opened in the early 1980s,

I assumed the role of General Manager of Epcot.

4. In 1985, I was promoted to Director of Project Development for the Disney-

MGM Studios. In that role, I was the lead owner/operating executive responsible for providing

all project design criteria and operational input to the creative design team. In 1989, I was

promoted to Vice President of Disney-MGM Studios responsible for the overall operation of the

Park. In 1994, I was promoted to Executive Vice President of Theme Parks and oversaw the

operation of the Magic Kingdom, Epcot, and Disney-MGM theme parks. I later assumed the

role of Executive VP of Walt Disney World Operations, which included responsibility for all of

the theme parks and all resort/hotel operations at Walt Disney World, or WDW.

5. In 1998, I was promoted to Executive VP of Operations Planning and

Development for Walt Disney Parks and Resorts. In this role, I was responsible for integrating

innovative theme park design with operational best practices for the Company’s Theme Parks

and Resorts throughout the world. During this time, I invented Disney’s FastPass system and

was instrumental in the design and implementation of the system throughout all Disney parks

worldwide.

II. The Study of Optimizing the Operation of Theme Park Attractions

6. As an Industrial Engineer (IE) and Manger of the Industrial Engineering

department, I pioneered the development of the process which later became known as
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“Guestology.” Guestology at the time was defined as . . . “the scientific study of the behaviors,

needs, and expectations of people in a theme park environment, and the application of this

knowledge to optimize the operation of existing attractions & facilities and the design efficiency

of future theme parks.” Over the years the term Guestology evolved to cover much broader

functions, but it was always based on using the most sophisticated technical and quantitative

tools to study all aspects of the guests experience and then to use these tools and information to

refine, improve and optimize all aspects of the park operation.

7.

8. Therefore, there was always a very strong value proposition and motivation on

everyone’s part at Disney to do whatever was reasonably possibly to reduce wait times. In

addition, Disney also pioneered the development of themed queue lines and entertainment in the

lines wherever possible.

III. Inventing the FastPass System and FastPass+ Today

9. Despite these various attempts and strategies to reduce wait times over the years,

wait time and its impact on guest satisfaction remained a top priority, and led in the late 1990s to

the development of the FastPass system. In developing FastPass, I accepted the fact that it is

impossible to totally eliminate wait times.
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. With the availability of new computer technology, the concept of a

“Virtual Queue” was conceived.

10. The FastPass system eliminates the physical standing in line by establishing a

“Virtual Queue” which essentially saves the guest’s place in line and then (through an algorithm)

projects when your saved place will move to the front of the line and be ready to enter the

attraction. This is accomplished with the issuance of a ticket with an attraction return time on it,

which would have been approximately the same time the guest would have entered the attraction

if they had stood in line the whole time. Therefore, instead of standing in a physical line the

guests were now able to spend that previously unproductive time going to other attractions,

entertainment venues, shopping or dining.

11.

12. When FastPass was first implemented, a guest could only get one Fast Pass at a

time and only when they had redeemed that entitlement could they obtain another Fast Pass time.

Therefore, guests entering the park after
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12:00 would not have access to the FastPass System and would have to wait in the standby line

at all attractions.

13. Implementation of these restrictions was necessary in order to provide everyone

equal opportunity and access to the FastPass system throughout the day. In addition to these

limitations, on some of the most popular attractions, access to

This also ensured that all guests at the

end of the day would still have the opportunity to visit the attraction through the standby line if

they were unable to obtain FastPass.

14. Over the years, Disney has continued to expand and make improvements to

FastPass. Today, the FastPass+ system at WDW allows guests to reserve, on a first come first

serve basis, up to three FastPass times for different attractions each day. They can do this online

up to 60 days in advance of their visit. For example, one attraction might be at 10 am, one at

1:30 pm and the third at 4 pm.

15. In addition to the three FastPass+ times guests can reserve in advance of their

visit, once those three entitlements have been redeemed, additional FastPasses can be requested

if available (one at a time) and that works the same way the original FastPass system worked.

IV. The Disability Access Service

16. The principle behind the Disability Access Service or DAS is similar to the

FastPass system, but it is not limited in some of the ways FastPass is. DAS provides an

entitlement to persons with cognitive disabilities, such as autism, who state they cannot wait in a

traditional queue environment. I am aware of the fact that Disney adapted DAS because the
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prior means of accommodating guests with cognitive disabilities, which was called the Guest

Assistance Card or GAC, was subject to abuse by guests who claimed they could not wait in a

traditional queue environment, even though they may not have had a disability. A guest with a

GAC was able to go to any attraction and board through the “backdoor” with little or no wait, or

through the shorter FastPass line, and never had to reserve a time in advance. It was, in effect,

like having your own premium pass that could be used without limitation at any attraction at

WDW. The GAC privilege was also extended to everyone in the same party of the person with

the disability.

17. There are several differences between DAS and FastPass, although the principle is

similar. A DAS card can be obtained at the Guest Relations office in each park at WDW. When

DAS was begun in October of 2013, it was a physical card that was filled out and issued to the

guest requesting it. (Today it is loaded into the guest’s electronic ticket or Magic Band.) With a

DAS card, the guest or anyone in the guest’s party can request a return time at an attraction

which is 10 minutes less than the posted wait time for that attraction. DAS entitlements never

run out for the day and can always be requested.

18. DAS can also be used on any attraction with a wait time of 10 minutes or less.

Because 10 minutes is always subtracted from the posted wait time, on rides with a wait time of

10 minutes or less, the DAS guest and his or her party can bypass the standby line altogether,

without having to receive a return time. This is a significant benefit, because the majority of the

attractions in the four parks usually have wait times of 10 minutes or less. Thus anyone with a

DAS card, including everyone in that person’s party, can go on any of these rides with no wait at

all; they essentially are waved in.
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19. Under the DAS system, once the return time arrives and the guest redeems the

DAS entitlement, he or she can then obtain another return time for the same attraction, or for any

other attraction. In addition to the ability to use the DAS card repeatedly throughout the day

(and every other day of the guest’s visit), the DAS guest can take advantage of the three

FastPass+ entitlements discussed above and often one additional entitlement.

The holder of this pass may

use it to enter the shorter FastPass line at any attraction in any of the four theme parks at WDW

at any time of the day.

20.

even if they were the most popular attractions which may have stand-by wait times

on busy days of 1-2 hours each.

V. Guest Relations Wait Times

21. I have reviewed and discussed with the IE team at Walt Disney World a recent

study that confirms that wait times for obtaining a DAS card are minimal. This study, which is

summarized in Table 2 in Dr. Siskin’s Report, measured wait times and transaction times at

Magic Kingdom and Epcot in the queue used to request a DAS card. These observations were

recorded at Magic Kingdom on July 16 and July 20, 2015, and at Epcot on July 17 and July 21,

2015.
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VI. The Success and Popularity of DAS

22. Despite the fact that a small percentage of DAS users have complained that it is

not as good as GAC, overall DAS has been extremely popular, and presumably many if not most

of the individuals who have received DAS cards are guests with cognitive disabilities, because

they are the individuals for whom this accommodation was primarily intended.

See Exhibit 1, attached hereto.

23.

. See Table 1 in Dr. Siskin’s Report. These

figures are powerful evidence in my opinion that DAS is working for the persons with cognitive

disabilities for whom it was principally designed.

A. Lower Wait Times

24. There are many reasons in my opinion why DAS has been extremely popular

among persons with cognitive disabilities, and this is obvious from several studies Disney has

conducted.
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. These types of

differences are apparent for many other Magic Kingdom attractions. See Exhibit 2, attached

hereto.

25. In short, having a DAS card provides a guest with faster access to the premium or

most popular attractions than what is experienced by guests without DAS, who must frequently

wait in long queues. Instead of being stuck in line, a DAS guest and his party have nearly

unlimited opportunities to experience other things during the time they have between obtaining a

return time and redeeming that entitlement. For example, they can watch a parade, search for

Disney characters, enjoy looking at castles and other landmarks, shop in one of the many stores,

eat lunch, and do many other things. If they just want to go on more rides, however, they can do

that as well.

26. This opportunity to gain immediate access to short-wait attractions is unique to

the DAS card. This can be done all day long, with no limitation, and it perfectly complements

the “free time” which all DAS cardholders have prior to each return time, when almost all other

guests who want to experience the same attraction are stuck in the standby line. This opportunity

is also available in each of the four parks at Walt Disney World. Today, Disney also has a

smartphone app that shows on a map where the closest attractions are and what the wait time is

at each attraction, making it extremely easy for DAS guests to use the time they have to

experience other nearby attractions.
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B. Experiencing More Attractions

27. One of the biggest benefits a DAS cardholder has is the ability, if he or she so

desires, to experience significantly more rides (including premium rides) in a day than guests

without DAS can experience. Both DAS and non-DAS guests are entitled to three FastPass+

return times which can be scheduled in advance, as described above. But that is the only type of

quick-entry passes that most guests receive. Except when they redeem a FastPass+ entitlement,

most guests have to wait in the standby line for every attraction which has a wait time, and most

of the premiere rides have wait times. DAS recipients, however, have two additional tools for

avoiding long lines and experiencing more attractions.

28. First, they have the DAS card itself which they can use, as described, to gain

access to both long-wait and short-wait attractions, and this can be done simultaneously.

Second,

which I discussed above, and these can be used to obtain near-immediate access to any attraction

in any theme park. There is also no time limit on these types of entitlements as long as they are

used the same day.

29. The combination of DAS, FastPass+ and re-admits allows a party which is so

inclined to experience a very high number of attractions, including premium attractions, in a

single day -- far more than most guests without DAS could experience.
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30.

31.

VII. Plaintiffs’ Requested Relief Constitutes a Fundamental Alteration

32. What plaintiffs are seeking here is in essence a request that Disney return to the

GAC system. This would be a dangerous path and would, in my opinion, fundamentally alter the

operation of Walt Disney World. The way to analyze this issue is rooted in the science of

studying the relationship between attraction capacity and wait times. Guest wait time is a
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function of how many guests are standing in line and the actual processing capacity of the

attraction at the time the guests are in line.

Because demand (number of guests in line) is constant at any given point in time, then

any slight change in the attraction capacity has an immediate impact on the resulting wait time.

A. Incremental Analysis Theory

33. With the implementation of the FastPass system, a specific percentage of the

available attraction capacity is assigned to FastPass users. The remaining attraction capacity is

set aside for standby guests. Therefore, when DAS guests use their DAS passes, re-admission

passes and assigned FP+ tickets, this reduces the total amount of capacity that is available for the

guests waiting in the standby line, which in turn increases the wait time for the standby line.

This demonstrates that any

excessive use of non-standard entitlements such as re-ads or GAC abuses can have an immediate

and significant impact on the wait time and overall guest experience for all regular non-DAS

guests in the park.

B. GAC Easter Study

34. This principle was played out when GAC was in effect and was studied by the

company. In April 2013, the Industrial Engineering (IE) team conducted a study to measure the
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volume of guests using GAC at select WDW attractions as compared to the percentage of total

ridership (hereinafter referred to as the “GAC Easter Study”).

35. At the time, Disney estimated that approximately of guests at WDW

were issued a GAC.

.

36. In short,

To me, this is like

turning civil rights or disability rights on its head.

C. July 2015 Incremental Analysis

37. If the plaintiffs who have sued Disney were to prevail on their request for relief,

which is as I understand it to return to the unfettered, immediate access to all rides and
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attractions that GAC offered, it would in my opinion have the same impact as was seen in the

GAC Easter Study.

38.

See

Exhibit 4, attached hereto.

39.
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VIII. Conclusions

40. Based on everything I have reviewed and discussed with the industrial engineers

at Disney about DAS and based on many years of working in this area, it is my conclusion that

DAS provides faster access and, if the guest desires, more access to more attractions than what a

guest at Walt Disney World can experience without DAS.

41. It is my opinion, to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty, that DAS not only

reasonably accommodates and provides equal access to guests with disabilities, for whom it may

be difficult to wait in a traditional queue, but that it also provides more than equal access to such

guests overall because they can experience the most popular attractions faster and, if they desire,

in greater number than what of guests at Walt Disney World can do without DAS.

Moreover, DAS guests are able to experience these attractions with essentially little or no time

waiting in a physical line.

42. It is also my opinion, to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty, that if Disney

were required to provide unlimited “backdoor” access to all rides, with no return time that

approximates the posted wait time, and if that type of access could be obtained by any guest who

simply states that he or she is unable to wait in a traditional queue, significant abuse would result

-- as previously documented under the GAC system. It is my opinion, to a reasonable degree of

scientific certainty,
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43. Because of the adverse impact of requiring Disney, in essence, to return to the

GAC system, it is my opinion, to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty, that such a

requirement would constitute a fundamental alteration of the operation of Walt Disney World

and would adversely impact the company and the vast majority of its guests, who would have to

endure longer stand-by wait times on the most popular attractions.

January 19, 2016 /s/ Bruce Laval
Bruce Laval
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1 the concern that more time ought to be used to

2 developing the DAS before it's implemented?

3      A    Not specifically, no.

4      Q    Was it rolled out at Disneyland first?

5      A    I don't recall.  I don't remember the

6 phasing of it.

7      Q    Was it beta tested anywhere first?

8      A    I don't recall.

9      Q    Did the Autism Society of Los Angeles

10 actually make any suggestions about the DAS?

11      A    Again, it was Autism Speaks, I believe, Los

12 Angeles chapter.

13      Q    Yes.  That is what you said.  I'm sorry.

14      A    Mark Jones was working with them, so they

15 may have.

16      Q    You don't know?

17      A    Not specifically on DAS.  We were already

18 working with them on a cognitive guide with guests

19 with disabilities, and they were providing lots of

20 input on that well before we even rolled out the DAS

21 card.

22      Q    Was the cognitive guide developed~-- strike

23 that.

24           The cognitive guide was developed before the

25 DAS was rolled out?
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1 disability?

2 MR. SCANLON: He just said no.

3 THE WITNESS: Again, I'm not a lawyer, but

4 the accommodation of the DAS card is the

5 accommodation for someone who cannot wait in line

6 for extended periods. And our cast members can

7 also grant additional things to make guests

8 happy, such as FastPasses. And those

9 transactions are discretionary and require, I

10 believe, to be entered into the magic file.

11 BY MR. DOGALI:

12 Q For this purpose, is there a difference

13 between a FastPass and a re-admit?

14 MR. SCANLON: For what purpose?

15 MR. DOGALI: For the purposes of Exhibit 3.

16 MR. SCANLON: Objection to the question,

17 vague.

18 THE WITNESS: Yes. There is -- the FastPass

19 system is available to everyone and provides all

20 the guests the ability to make appointments and

21 have their place held in line and not wait in

22 line. That's available to all guests.

23 So the FastPass system is there, and we did

24 it so that guests with disabilities, guests --

25 all guests can make use of it from the beginning.
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1      A    Because it, again, we've got all of the

2 ability for our guests to make use of the FastPass

3 system and make appointments to come back to rides at

4 a predetermined time.

5           And then the DAS card gives them the

6 additional ability not to have to wait in the standby

7 line and also come back with no wait and experience

8 other rides and attractions while the other guests

9 don't have that advantage.  They are having to wait in

10 the standby line.

11      Q    Now, the FastPass that you said you invented

12 that applies to everybody, if you come into Disney and

13 you want a ride and you go and get a FastPass, that

14 could be -- if it's a popular ride, that could be 2 or

15 3 p.m. in the afternoon, correct?

16      A    Yes, or into the evening even.

17      Q    But if you get the FastPass concept that was

18 put into DAS, if that person wants to go on that ride,

19 they would generally get it at what time compared to

20 the person who may have to wait into the afternoon?

21      A    So I can show you.  We have realtime -- an

22 app is available for all guests that tells them the

23 wait times for the attractions, and they're able to --

24 the standby line may be an hour, 50 minutes.  Not into

25 the evening.
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1 line is not able to experience.

2           And then come back and get on the ride in 50

3 minutes while all other guests are either waiting in

4 line for 60 minutes or waiting for a much later time

5 to return.

6      Q    So you're saying that if two people came at

7 the same time, a person who came and stood in the

8 normal line, and you have that indicated here with a

9 little people, right?

10      A    Yes.

11      Q    And they have to wait, in your case, 60

12 minutes and they can't go anywhere, right?

13      A    Correct.

14      Q    And the person with the DAS who gets a card

15 at the same time that the other people come and start

16 in this line, they're given a return time of 50

17 minutes later, and they can go to any of these other

18 opportunities that you show with the other circles,

19 correct?

20      A    Correct.  And if a ride has 15 minutes or

21 less wait time, the person with a DAS card is allowed

22 to go right in because we deduct ten minutes from the

23 wait giving them, again, the benefit of advantage.

24 And if it's five or ten minutes, they would actually

25 go right in these two attractions.  And they can see
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1 two other attractions with no wait, as well as come

2 back to the original attraction if they wanted.

3      Q    Okay.  And they never have to wait in the

4 line --

5      A    Correct.

6      Q    -- which is obviously one of the things that

7 people with these disabilities find it difficult to

8 do, right?

9      A    Correct.

10      Q    Waiting in a long line in a traditional cue,

11 correct?

12      A    Correct.

13      Q    You mentioned an app.  Is there an app that

14 is available to anyone that would have a DAS card that

15 if they're in this place waiting for Space Mountain,

16 and they have a 50-minute return time, or any other

17 attraction that will show them what's nearby and what

18 the wait time is?

19      A    Yes.

20      Q    Can you show us what that looks like?

21      A    So the app --

22      Q    And, Mr. Dogali, if you can come look at

23 this while he's testifying.

24      A    The app lets you pick your park, like I was

25 just showing the Magic Kingdom.  And it immediately
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1 guests, and the one experience that was a surprise

2 were the two moms in the presentation I was giving.

3 Because I was going there, as I have before -- met

4 with them to tell them about some of the things we

5 offer for children, and we offer -- that they need to

6 be aware of. Like, we have a wild about safety

7 program that does videos and trading pins for kids

8 about safety.

9 And so we were giving an update on that

10 program. And since we had rolled out DAS, and we knew

11 they were getting questions and things, then we -- I

12 was giving a presentation about how that process

13 worked.

14 Q Okay. Is there a system called FastPass

15 Plus right now?

16 A Yes. That is the -- originally, you had to

17 go from one attraction at a time, to use one FastPass

18 up before you could get another one. This is all

19 guests I'm talking about. Now all guests can go ahead

20 and reserve three attractions at a park. And then

21 once they've used those three up, continue getting one

22 attraction at a time at other attractions.

23 Q You have to use the three up first before

24 you can get the others?

25 A Yes. But those three get their times set
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1 before you arrive at the park.  You can do that in

2 advance of your visit.

3      Q    Let me ask you:  Currently, a DAS holder

4 wants to come to the park on Monday morning.  So do

5 they get these three FastPass Plus times?

6      A    Yes.

7      Q    So there's three times during the day where

8 they can get in rides of their choice at a time that

9 they know before they come they are going to have?

10      A    Yes.

11      Q    In addition to that, does a DAS card holder

12 also, are they able to get a return time under the

13 DAS -- under the normal DAS system?

14      A    Yes.

15      Q    They can do that one at a time?

16      A    Correct.

17      Q    They get one ride, and once they've come and

18 used the return time, then they can get another one

19 and so forth throughout the day?

20      A    And in addition to that, they can go through

21 the standby cue of any ride that has no wait and ride

22 those rides, as well.

23      Q    Right.  Where there's lower wait times?

24      A    Without using up the DAS card one at a time

25 or the FastPasses.  So those are -- they just walk in.
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1      Q    In addition to those three options, if they

2 are, as you put it, a guest services tool, if someone

3 happens to give them re-admits,

4 that would be in addition to all of the options you

5 just listed?

6      A    Correct.  So then if there's some

7 circumstance where that doesn't make the guest happy

8 for whatever reason, our cast members are allowed to

9 give the FastPass re-adds that are on top of that.  So

10 that when they walk up to an attraction that does have

11 a standby cue, they don't have to leave and come back

12 with the DAS card.  They can go right in.

13      Q    Right.  And you were asked a question by

14 Mr. Dogali about FastPasses or re-admits whether that

15 was part of the DAS accommodation.  Can you explain,

16 again, clarify what your testimony is regarding the

17 DAS accommodation and the readmits --

18      A    Sure.  That process existed before DAS.

19 That is something that our cast members have utilized

20 for various reasons at guest relations and at the

21 attractions, such as a ride going down that a family

22 had come just to ride that one ride or different

23 reasons.

24           So that's a tool that existed for guest

25 service prior to DAS, and is independent of the actual
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1      Q    Who is active in CastABLE who is himself or

2 herself autistic?

3           MR. SCANLON:  In what?

4           MR. DOGALI:  CastABLE.

5           THE WITNESS:  At the moment, I don't know.

6      We -- I know we've had family members of

7      individuals, but we don't -- at the moment, I

8      don't know.

9 BY MR. DOGALI:

10      Q    Who's active in CastABLE who is the parent

11 or close relative of someone who is autistic?

12      A    At the moment, I don't know.  The membership

13 varies year to year.

14      Q    Who is the employee in your group whose

15 child is autistic?

16      A    .

17      Q    Okay.  Can you identify any other Disney

18 employees who have children who are autistic?

19           MR. SCANLON:  Out of the 100,000?

20           THE WITNESS:  None come to mind at the

21      moment.

22 BY MR. DOGALI:

23      Q    Your sketch there indicated that the DAS

24 holder has immediate access to a ride with a 15-minute

25 wait or less, correct?
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1      A    Ten minutes is deducted from the time.  So,

2 typically, if the wait is less than 15 minutes, they

3 are allowed right in.

4      Q    What's the actual published policy?  Is it

5 15 minutes?

6      A    No, I believe it's ten, and a ten-minute

7 deduction off of the wait time.

8      Q    Is there a published policy for the amount

9 of wait time which will permit a DAS holder to go

10 immediately onto the ride without waiting at all or

11 coming back?

12      A    I don't know at the moment.  At one time, I

13 think we rounded, you know, if it was between ten and

14 15, it was -- might have been 15 at one time.

15      Q    Is the published policy today the 15 minutes

16 you just put on your drawing?

17      A    I don't know.

18      Q    Is it your intention that adult autistic

19 guests can navigate the park alone using My Disney

20 Experience?

21      A    I'm sorry.  I don't understand the question.

22      Q    Do you understand that adult autistic guests

23 come to the park without companions?

24      A    I would assume so.

25      Q    Is it your intention that they can navigate
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1· · developing new theme parks, a second theme park in

2· · Disneyland, a second theme park in Paris, a second

3· · theme park in Tokyo and were opening a new theme park

4· · in Hong Kong.· So I became -- just like what I did

5· · with the Disney-MGM Studios and Epcot, I became the

6· · operating executive responsible for working with the

7· · imagineers, the creative team in terms of providing

8· · input in terms of the design and development of that

9· · from an operating perspective.

10· · · · Q.· ·At that time in approximately 1998 was there

11· ·a concern at Disney regarding the length of lines and

12· ·wait times experienced by guests at the theme parks?

13· · · · A.· ·In what year?

14· · · · Q.· ·About that time of 1998.

15· · · · A.· ·I would say from 1971 through 1998 and

16· ·beyond wait times is always one of the number one

17· ·priorities of Disney always.· It was a fundamental

18· ·principle to ensure that we need to do whatever we can

19· ·do to minimize wait times.

20· · · · Q.· ·And why was that important?

21· · · · A.· ·

22· ·

23· ·

24· ·

25· ·
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Q. What is the --

A. Yes. You know, 

Q. In about that time in 1998 were you involved 
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with or did you create something that was -- became 

known as FastPass? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And can you describe the process that you 

went through and how you created FastPass? 

A. It was quite a long process and began 

7 this new role I was responsible for integrated 

8 innovative theme park best practices throughout the 

9 company and the president at that time really 

Page 22 

in 

10 challenged me to, you know, we need to continue to do 

11 things to eliminate wait time. And also at that same 

12 time we had new technologies, computer technology. 

13 And I actually kind of was on a ski trip and it kind 

14 of hit me, you know, I had the light bulb go off and I 

15 was in the standby line where they fill in, you know, 

16 a chair lift goes off and there's two people you kind 

17 of fill in, put in the standby line. And so I said, 

18 well, geez, you know, 

19 

20 

21 

22 And for example, if you walk up to the 

23 attraction and there's this 60-minute wait, normally 

24 you'd have to stand in line for 60 minutes. So I said 

25 well, geez, 
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11 And so the concept is you're still waiting 

12 the same amount of time as you normally would. The 

13 difference is instead of physically standing in line 

14 the computer's saving your space, you can go on, see 

15 another attraction, do whatever you want to and you 

16 come back at the same time that you normally would 

17 have been ready to board that attraction if you stood 

18 in line. So that's what the concept of a virtual 

19 queue is. 

20 Q. And what benefits, if any, does the virtual 

21 queue provide the customer? 

22 A. Oh, tremendous. And this was all documented 

23 in the research we did when we were justifying the 

24 system. First of all, it greatly reduced the amount 

25 of time that you had to stand in line because instead 
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1 prepared this data that's in --

2 A. No. 

3 Q. Okay. Thank you. What's your understanding 

4 of how the DAS system works? 

5 A. A guest goes up to guest relations, 

6 identifies himself and they go through a process to 

7 validate that and then they used to be they gave 

8 them a physical card, but now that have it embedded in 

9 either their ticket or their magic band that 

10 identifies them as a guest member and then they can 

11 take -- they have access to FastPass, the FastPass 

12 Plus system. So they're given three reserve times 

13 that they can have that can get them on the FastPass 

14 line on any three attractions they choose plus they 

15 can use that card on any attraction outside of the 

16 three FastPass ones they're already given. They can 

17 walk up to the attraction, identify themselves, show 

18 them their card which can be embedded in their ticket 

19 or their wrist band and they'll look at the wait time 

20 and if the standby wait time is 60 minute, they will 

21 give them a return time. They can come back in 50 

22 minutes. They get a ten-minute benefit and then they 

23 come back and go out and see other attractions that 

24 have no wait time. They can watch the parade. They 

25 can do what -- watch some character shows and they 
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1· · Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 5, did you conduct any

2· · independent calculations to verify the accuracy of the

3· · underlying assumptions used?

4· · · · ·A.· ·I reviewed it to make sure I understood it

5· · and the methodology in terms of how those numbers were

6· · calculated, yes, but that's -- that's what I did.

7· · · · ·Q.· ·Well, for example, the -- strike that.

8· · · · · · · I'm going to go next to --

9· · · · ·A.· ·Are we switching to another exhibit?

10· · · · Q.· ·Yes, we are.

11· · · · A.· ·Can I take a restroom break?

12· · · · Q.· ·Yes, let's just take an overall break.

13· · · · (RECESS TAKEN FROM 11:08 A.M. TO 11:14 A.M.)

14· ·BY MR. PARMER:

15· · · · Q.· ·Mr. Laval, I'm going to refer you now back

16· ·to Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 2, Incremental Re-Ad and

17· ·Daily DAS Users as a Percent of Attendance. · Did you

18· ·decide the criteria for the assumptions and data in

19· ·Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 2 or is that decided by the

20· ·IEs at Disney?

21· · · · A.· ·We discussed it.· I wouldn't say it was at

22· ·my sole discretion, but we discussed it.

23· · · · Q.· ·And can you relate what specifically you

24· ·discussed about the criteria or assumption going in to

25· ·Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 2?
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1· · · · ·A.· ·Well, it's really -- these two go together.

2· · It's kind of hard to separate this. · I thought this

3· · was part of Exhibit 6.· But what we were trying to

4· · identify is what impact additional usage such as re-

5· · ads would have.·

6· ·

7· ·

8· ·

9· ·

10· ·

11· · .

12· · · · Q.· ·And did you conduct your own calculations of

13· ·the underlying data that resulted in the figures on

14· ·Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 2 or did you rely on the

15· ·engineers at Disney?

16· · · · · · · · · MR. SCANLON:· Objection to form.

17· · · · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· I went through these

18· · · · examples and after seeing them, again, we had

19· · · · talked in methodology and we all understood how

20· · · · it would be put together and I did take and go

21· · · · through the calculations on these to make sure

22· · · · that they're correct, yes.

23· ·BY MR. PARMER:

24· · · · Q.· ·And that's the mathematical calculations of

25· ·the data that's on the face of Exhibit Number 2?
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1· · · · ·A.· ·Yes.· It's taking this data and then you use

2· · that data to come up with these figures here in terms

3· · of the wait times.· So for example, it went from

4· · .

5· · · · ·Q.· ·But you didn't compile the underlying data

6· · used to arrive at the figures on Plaintiff's Exhibit

7· · Number 2.· You relied on the engineers at Disney?

8· · · · ·A.· ·To put it together with the methodology that

9· · we had discussed and I agreed with and then I, after

10· ·seeing this, I went through my own calculations to

11· ·validate that this methodology that's represented here

12· ·does represent the correct methodology.

13· · · · Q.· ·And what calculations are those?

14· · · · A.· ·You want me to go through it with you?

15· · · · Q.· ·We don't have to do the actual calculation,

16· ·but you can just tell me what calculation.

17· · · · A.· ·This is the existing wait time

18· ·that you start with.· You want to be able to determine

19· ·what the new wait time is.

20· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Are you talking about Mania?

21· · · · A.· ·Yeah, do that as an example.· I mean, you

22· ·can do it with any of them with the same methodology.

23· · · · Q.· ·So we're talking about page 1 of Plaintiff's

24· ·Exhibit Number 2, Mania has current standby wait

25· ·minutes, .· And that's an assumption that was
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1· · provided by -- the current standby wait time

2· · would be --

3· · · · ·A.· ·Was the assumption that was what documented

4· · as what the wait time is.

5· · · · ·Q.· ·A peak wait time.

6· · · · ·A.· ·Yeah, during the period that it was taken.

7· ·

8· · ?

9· · · · ·Q.· ·No, I prefer you just write on scratch

10· ·paper.· You can just describe what figure you're

11· ·pointing to.

12· · · · A.· ·

13· ·

14· · --

15· · · · Q.· ·And that's the top chart, average PP standby

16· ·GC for guest carry?

17· · · · A.· ·Right.

18· · · · Q.· ·And that's for Mania.· Okay.

19· · · · A.· ·

20· ·

21· ·

22· ·

23· ·--

24· · s

25· ·
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1· · · I'm assuming.

2· · · · ·Q.· ·Well, I'm not going to hold you to the

3· · figure being correct.· I just want to understand the

4· · calculation.

5· · · · ·A.· ·Well, I want to make sure I can come up to

6· · the same number.·

7· ·

8· ·

9· ·

10· ·

11· ·

12· ·

13· ·

14· ·

15· ·

16· ·

17· · ,

18· ·

19· ·

20· ·

21· ·

22· ·

23· ·

24· ·

25· ·
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1· ·

2· ·

3· · · · · · ·

4· ·

5· ·

6· ·

7· · .

8· ·

9· ·

10· ·

11·

12· · · · Q.· ·Can we mark this as -- I'll mark this as

13· ·Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 8.

14· · · · (PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NUMBER 8 WAS MARKED FOR

15· · · · · · · · · · · IDENTIFICATION)

16· · · · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· It's pretty messy.· Can

17· · · · you read my writing?· Do you want me to rewrite

18· · · · it.

19· · · · · · · · · MR. SCANLON:· That's fine.· I have no

20· · · · objection to that.

21· · · · · · · · · MR. PARMER:· · And we'll stipulate for

22· · · · the record that the back of Plaintiff's Exhibit

23· · · · Number 8 contains a squiggly line with numbers on

24· · · · it that is not an exhibit.

25· · · · · · ·MR. SCANLON:· Well, if you want to you could
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1· · · · A.· ·No.

2· · · · · · · · · MR. SCANLON:· Objection.· Vagueness. I

3· · · · think it's confusing.

4· · · · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Yeah, I'm -- I am a little

5· · · · confused.

6· ·BY MR. PARMER:

7· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Well, let me start over.· This study

8· ·in Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 2 makes an assumption

9· ·based upon a population of DAS users, let's say for

10· example in Mania as one of the subsets, correct?

11· · · ·A.· ·Yes.

12· · · ·Q.· ·And the study purports to say what would the

13· impact be of giving those DAS users,

14·

15· · · ·A.· ·Yes.

16· · · ·Q.· ·The other assumption the study makes in

17· determining the impact that giving the DAS users

18· is that

19·

20· · · ·A.· ·No.

21· · · · · · · · ·MR. SCANLON:· I think that's where the

22· · · ·confusion is.

23· · · · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· No, that's not the case.

24· · · ·This shows you all the attractions. · If the guests

25· · · ·were given one additional re-ad, they could use
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1· · · · that re-ad at any one of these attractions. ·

2· · · ·

3· · · ·

4· · · ·

5· · · ·

6· · · · So we currently have data of how they use their

7· · · · current usage of the card.· We know that.·

8· · · ·

9· · · ·

10· · · ·

11· · · ·

12· · · ·

13· · · ·

14· · · ·

15· · · ·

16· · · ·

17· · · ·

18· BY MR. PARMER:

19· · · ·Q.· ·Okay.· I see.· And but the data under -- the

20· data that Disney has collected regarding the expected

21· or actual usage of DAS is -- you didn't review any

22· separate written documents other the Plaintiff's

23· Exhibit 2 or the other documents we've talked about in

24· reaching your conclusion?

25· · · ·A.· ·Yeah.· I used these documents here.
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Disney Parks 
Disability Access Service Card 

Accommodating Guests with Disabilities 

Disney Parks have an unwavering commitment to providing a welcoming and inclusive environment 
and accessible experiences for our Guests. As part of this commitment, the Disability Access 
Service (DAS) Card is a tool provided at the Walt Disney World® Resort and Disneyland® Resort 
Theme Parks to enhance the service we provide to our Guests with disabilities. 

A Guest whose disability is based on the necessity to use a wheelchair or scooter does not need a 
DAS Card. Depending on the attraction, Guests utilizing a wheelchair or scooter will either wait in 
the standard queue or receive a return time at the attraction comparable to the current wait time. 

Disability Access Service Card 
The Disability Access Service, "DAS" Card, is intended for Guests whose disability prevents them 
from waiting in a conventional queue environment. This service allows Guests to schedule a return 
time that is comparable to the current queue wait for the given attraction. Once a return time is 

issued, Guests are free to enjoy other theme park offerings such as meeting a character, grabbing a 
bite to eat, enjoying entertainment or even visiting another attraction until their listed return time. 
Return times are valid until redeemed prior to park closing. 

Guests may only have one active return time. As soon as an outstanding attraction return time is 
redeemed, Guests may receive a return time for the same or a different attraction. 

This service can be used in addition to Disney FASTPASS® Service and Disney FastPass+ service. 

Special Accommodations for Specific Circumstances 
The DAS card, with its virtual wait, will accommodate many of our Guests with disabilities. We 
recognize, however, that our Guests with disabilities have varying needs, and we will continue to 
work individually with our Guests to provide assistance. 

In unique situations, our Guest Relations staff will discuss special accommodations for persons who 
are concerned the DAS Card doesn't meet their needs (e.g., for those whose disability limits the 
duration of their visit to the park or limits their choice of attractions). 

All accommodations will be made in person, on site at Guest Relations. We are unable to provide 
accommodations in advance of a Guest visit. 
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Let's Chat 

Guest Relations Cast Members will work with you individually to provide 
assistance. Based on your specific needs, a DAS Card or other 
accommodations may be provided. 

DAS Card Process 
To help you as you plan your visit, below is a brief description of how the DAS Card process works: 

You are here 

You arrive at a Disney Theme Park. 

Please note, all accommodations will be discussed and provided in 
person upon arrival. 

Where to Go 

Stop by a Guest Relations main entrance location to discuss your 
specific needs. 

Guest Relations main entrance locations: 

• Disneyland® Park: City Hall 

• Disney Caltifornia Adventure® Park: Chamber of Commerce 
(near main entrance) 

• Magic Kingdom® Park: City Hall 

• Disney's Animal Kingdom® Theme Park: Guest Relations Lobby 
(near main entrance) 

• Disney's Hollywood Studios®: Guest Relations Lobby 
(near main entrance) 

• Epcot®: Guest Relations Lobby (near Spaceship Earth) 
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The goal of the DAS Card is to accommodate Guests who aren't able to 
wait in a conventional queue environment due to a disability. A Guest whose 
disability is based on the necessity to use a wheelchair or scooter does not 
need a DAS Card. Depending on the attraction, Guests utilizing a 
wheelchair or scooter will either wait in the standard queue or receive a 
return time at the attraction comparable to the current wait time. 

If you have additional needs, please discuss them with Guest Relations. 

Registration 

If a DAS Card is provided, you will participate in a registration process, 
which includes having a photo taken of the DAS Cardholder for the card. If 
preferred, a photo may be taken of a guardian. The Guest Relations Cast 
Member will then review the card and ask for a Guest signature. 

A DAS Card is good for up to 60 days based on your ticket entitlement.* 
Once the card expires, it is no longer valid and you will need to return to 
Guest Relations to have a new card issued. If possible, please bring your 
expired card to help expedite future visits. 

*Annual Passholders can obtain DAS Cards that are good for up to 
60 days. 

Time to ride 

Now it's time to head into the park and enjoy your day. At Walt Disney 
World Resort, visit an attraction to receive your first return time, which will 
be comparable to the current wait time for the attraction. If visiting the 
Disneyland Resort, you will receive your first return time at Disneyland 
Park's City Hall or Disney California Adventure's Chamber of Commerce 
directly after receiving your DAS Card. 

• Once the return time is issued you are free to enjoy other theme park 
activities such as visiting with a character, grabbing a bite to eat, 
enjoying entertainment or even riding another attraction while you wait. 

• Return times are valid until redeemed prior to park closing. 

• You may only have one active return time at a time. As soon as you 
finish one attraction, you can receive a return time for the same or a 
different attraction. 
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• Another member of your travel party may obtain a return time, but the 
DAS Cardholder must board the attraction with his/her party. 

• You can use the DAS Card in conjunction with Disney FASTPASS 
Service and Disney FastPass+ service. 

Are you park hopping? DAS Cards issued at Disneyland Resort are good 
at Disneyland Park and Disney California Adventure Park. DAS Cards 
issued at Walt Disney World Resort are good at Magic Kingdom Park, 
Disney's Animal Kingdom Theme Park, Epcot and Disney's 
Hollywood Studios. 

Have additional questions? Please return to Guest Relations. Our Guest Relations staff will discuss 

with you the personal accommodations that you may require and may suggest additional 

accommodations that can be used in conjunction with a DAS Card. All accommodations will be 

determined in person at Guest Relations. 

Can I arrange to have a DAS Card before my visit? 
We are unable to provide accommodations in advance of a Guest visit. All accommodations will be 
determined on site at Guest Relations. 

Where can I go if I have more questions? 
Guests with additional questions should discuss them with Guest Relations. For general questions, 
call 407-560-2547. 

Does a Guest whose disability is based on the necessity to use a wheelchair or 
scooter need a DAS Card? 
No, a Guest whose disability is based on the necessity to use a wheelchair or scooter does not 
need a DAS Card. Depending on the attraction, Guests utilizing a wheelchair or scooter will either 
wait in the standard queue or receive a return time at the attraction comparable to the current wait 
time. For some attractions at Disneyland Resort, these Guests will go directly to an alternate 
entrance. Guests with additional needs should discuss them with Guest Relations. 

What is a Disability Access Service Card and how does it work? 
The DAS Card is intended for Guests whose disability prevents them from waiting in a conventional 
queue environment. Once issued at Guest Relations main entrance locations, DAS Cards can be 
used to obtain a return time for an attraction comparable to the current conventional queue wait 
time. As soon as a Guest finishes one attraction, they can receive a return time for the same or a 

different attraction. This service can be used in addition to Disney FASTPASS Service and Disney 
FastPass+ service. 
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What will Disney Parks do if a Guest is concerned the DAS Card doesn't 
meet their needs? 
Disney Parks have long recognized and accommodated Guests with varying needs and will 
continue to work individually with Guests with disabilities to provide assistance that is responsive to 
their specific circumstances. In unique situations, our Guest Relations staff will discuss special 
accommodations for persons who are concerned the DAS Card doesn't meet their needs (e.g., for 
those whose disability limits the duration of their visit to the park or limits their choice of attractions). 
All accommodations will be made in person, on site at Guest Relations. 

What are some other services available to Guests with disabilities? 
Disney Parks offer a variety of services to Guests with disabilities, such as Disney's Handheld 
Device that offers assistive listening, captioning and audio description. Additionally, Disney Parks 
has developed a "Guide for Guests with Cognitive Disabilities" as well as a "Guide for Guests with 
Disabilities" that can be obtained on the Guest Services page of waltdisneyworld.com  and 
disneyland.com. Disney Parks will continue to provide excellent Guest service and accessible 
experiences. Guests should visit Guest Relations at any park should they feel they need assistance 
due to a disability. 

Will Disney Parks continue to provide a service to wish-granting organizations? 
This process will not affect those who are visiting on trips organized by wish-granting organizations. 

How do I ride an attraction multiple times? 
As soon as a Guest finishes one attraction, they can receive a return time for the same or another 
attraction. The DAS Card can be used in conjunction with Disney FASTPASS Service and Disney 
FastPass+ service. 

What if I have to leave a queue due to my disability? 
Based on your immediate need, please locate the nearest Cast Member or visit Guest Relations 
located in the Park. 
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1      Q     How did you first become involved in         

2 development of what became known as the DAS?            

3      A     When I came back from Paris, it was the      

4 summer of 2011.  My role was very different.  I was a   

5 service provider to the operators.  I served them in    

6 any aspect that would involve multi-site consistency    

7 typically from a pure operator perspective, and I was   

8 consistently receiving feedback from my clients, the    

9 operators, that the system was being abused at that     

10 point.                                                  

11            So over a course of months, which culminated 

12 after about six months that I had been on the job, I    

13 did some shadowing myself in the operation, but it was  

14 a consistent source of feedback that people are asking  

15 me to look into.                                        

16      Q     Do you recall in April of 2012 enlisting     

17 others from other units of the company to participate   

18 in a team to develop what became the DAS?               

19      A     I think it was approximately that time       

20 frame.                                                  

21      Q     How long before then had you been privy to   

22 these discussions of abuse of the GAC?                  

23      A     Again, I came back in the summer of 2011 and 

24 it was over that course of time, I would say, that I    

25 was hearing about it.  I went out in February of 2012   
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1 to do my in-costume shadowing.  I knew that was         

2 something -- it was specifically something I needed to  

3 be observant for, so it was that time frame.            

4      Q     The in-costume shadowing was before you      

5 started enlisting folks to participate on the team with 

6 you?                                                    

7      A     Well, as being new to my role in supporting  

8 operations, I was doing shadowing in costume for a lot  

9 of functions of the operation, and so that was also     

10 part of my on-board strategy.  I was doing in-costume   

11 training at attractions all over.  Yes, it was in       

12 February that I did my in costume.  I remember that     

13 specifically.                                           

14      Q     2012?                                        

15      A     Yeah.                                        

16      Q     Let me step back a bit.  For right now, to   

17 whom do you report?                                     

18      A     Mark Rucker.                                 

19      Q     What's his title?                            

20      A     Vice president, parks and lodging line of    

21 business.                                               

22      Q     To whom does he report?                      

23      A     Joe Schott.                                  

24      Q     Is he a senior VP or executive VP?           

25      A     He's a senior VP.                            
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1      Q     Who decided it would be you?                 

2      A     I don't know that anyone specifically        

3 decided that.                                           

4      Q     Who gave you the directive to start doing    

5 it?                                                     

6      A     There wasn't a specific directive.  It was   

7 nothing so formal or specific, meaning when I was given 

8 the charge.  It was more organic in nature and how it   

9 became an increasing priority as it became an           

10 increasing concern of the operators.                    

11    (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1 marked for identification.)   

12 BY MR. DOGALI:                                          

13      Q     I'll show you something I marked as Exhibit  

14 1.                                                      

15      A     Sure.                                        

16      Q     After you've had a chance to look at it, the 

17 first question is going to be, what is it?              

18            MR. SCANLON:  We're off the record.          

19         (A discussion was held off the record.)         

20 BY MR. DOGALI:                                          

21      Q     What is this?                                

22      A     So this was a notification I sent out to     

23 some of the key partners that we would be -- we         

24 initially thought we'd be integrating with letting them 

25 be aware that there is a need for us to look at         
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1 attraction access, is what we were calling it at the    

2 time.    

3  

4   

5   

6  so we incorporated that into a much  

7 broader presentation -- at the time my leader did --    

8 and it was all approved to look at it at that time.     

9            So we did feel like we wanted formal         

10 sponsorship of it, and I think we used  

11 that we had at the time as a vehicle to make sure we    

12 had visibility to this other element, which was an      

13 offshoot of that work.  We felt like we could bundle    

14 it, if you will, although I didn't believe all the   

15  that was all under Brian Britton -- to try to      

16 bundle it at the time.                                  

17      Q     When you mentioned your leader, was that Mr. 

18 Rucker?                                                 

19      A     No.  It was Brian Britton at the time.       

20      Q     That's right.  I'm sorry.                    

21            To what extent, up until this time, April of 

22 2012, had you personally been exposed to issues         

23 relating to ECV access in the parks?                    

24            MR. SCANLON:  Excuse me.  Is that related to 

25      your 30(b)(6) notice?                              
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1            MR. DOGALI:  Yes.                            

2            MR. SCANLON:  How?                           

3            MR. DOGALI:  She just answered the question  

4      in the context of       

5       --                                            

6            MR. SCANLON:  How is the detail about the    

7       relevant to DAS?                       

8            MR. DOGALI:  Can you answer the question,    

9      ma'am?                                             

10            THE WITNESS:  Can you repeat the question?   

11            MR. SCANLON:  Objection to the question.  Go 

12      ahead.                                             

13            THE WITNESS:  If you can repeat the          

14      question.                                          

15 BY MR. DOGALI:                                          

16      Q     Prior to April of 2012, had you personally   

17 had any exposure to issues relating to ECV access in    

18 the parks?                                              

19      A     Me personally?                               

20      Q     Yes, ma'am.                                  

21      A     No.                                          

22      Q     During these first formative periods, weeks  

23 say, who became the members of the team?                

24      A     It was for sure Mark Jones, was the one from 

25 the services guest disabilities who was most closely    
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1 involved, although he kept his leadership at the time   

2 also aware.  We also worked very closely with our       

3 internal legal counsel.  Scott Pacula was my assigned   

4 partner from that group.  Todd Evans on my team was a   

5 key contributor.  We also worked closely with Teri      

6 Rosenfeld and Carla Mertz on the training and           

7 documentation and components that were needed, and      

8 Jacquee Wahler was our contact from a public affairs    

9 perspective.  Those were the main partners.             

10      Q     These individuals that you addressed the     

11 initial communique to were leaders of those units, you  

12 encouraged them to assign somebody to your team; is     

13 that fair?                                              

14      A     Yeah.  I was trying to get them to           

15 understand it was something we needed leaders to be     

16 involved in and we needed to prioritize this, was my    

17 focus of this communication.                            

18      Q     Ms. Mertz assigned Ms. Barrett -- Mr.        

19 Barrett?                                                

20      A     Jason Barrett.  He was involved initially, I 

21 believe, yes.  We had many folks from the documentation 

22 team at the time but, yes, he was involved.             

23      Q     Ms. Wahler at a point?  Crimmins?            

24      A     Brian Crimmins would have been from a        

25 communication perspective under Jacquee, yes.           
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1      Q     Who is Margaret Giacalone?                   

2      A     She's Scott Pacula's manager.                

3      Q     Who is Ms. Morris, Julie Morris?             

4      A     She had been the originator of the GAC       

5 system, so she -- I believe we reached out to her for   

6 history of that development, but she didn't have a lot  

7 of contribution going forward from that perspective.    

8      Q     And guest relations, did she assign Ms.      

9 Sweetman for Disneyland and Mitchell for Disney World?  

10      A     She basically wasn't involved from that      

11 point on.  Jenny Sweetman was involved from guest       

12 relations.  At the time, Julie was leading guest        

13 relations when GAC was developed, but she wasn't        

14 involved in it anymore in 2012.  She was more from a    

15 historical perspective to understand what efforts they  

16 went through in GAC implementation.  Jenny Sweetman was 

17 involved.  She was reporting to the guest relations     

18 director out in California.                             

19      Q     Did you involve anyone from media relations? 

20      A     Our communications team was -- I'm trying to 

21 remember the -- basically they're integrated together,  

22 so internal/external we deal with one point person from 

23 a communications perspective on this.                   

24      Q     For purposes of this team, did that simply   

25 become Ms. Prihoda?                                     
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1      that answer back.                                  

2              (The preceding answer was read             

3               back by the court reporter.)              

4            MR. SCANLON:  Thank you.                     

5            THE COURT REPORTER:  You're welcome.         

6 BY MR. DOGALI:                                          

7      Q     Is it fair to say when the team began its    

8 work in the spring of 2012, it was already resolved and 

9 the objective was to equalize wait time across the      

10 universe of guests?                                     

11      A     The work group was pulled together at this   

12 point as a collaborative process to seek everyone's     

13 feedback, reaction and input; and that's what we set    

14 out to do, as I mentioned here over the course of a     

15 period of time.  Initially we estimated it to take six  

16 months to really formalize what we were going to do.    

17      Q     This idea of equalizing wait time for all    

18 guests was one of the team's initial objectives, fair?  

19            MR. SCANLON:  I think that misstates what    

20      she just explained.                                

21 BY MR. DOGALI:                                          

22      Q     The question, ma'am:  Is it fair to say --   

23            MR. SCANLON:  Objection, misstates her       

24      testimony.                                         

25 BY MR. DOGALI:                                          
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1      Q     Is it fair to say that one of the team's     

2 initial objectives from its outset was equalizing wait  

3 time for all guests?                                    

4      A     Our objective was to reform a system to      

5 reduce abuse to sustainable service, and this is one    

6 concept we had in that regard that would be evaluated.  

7      Q     Is there any aspect of the second bullet     

8 point of this page which is inaccurate?                 

9      A     Inaccurate in what sense, I guess?           

10      Q     I don't know.  It looks entirely -- I don't  

11 know if something is inaccurate about it, so I'm asking 

12 you.                                                    

13      A     The context of this was to bring up to speed 

14 numerous stakeholders that would all have input into    

15 this project and the process.  To bring them up to      

16 speed was what we were doing with this entire           

17 presentation, for them to start to think about some of  

18 these concepts so we could, as a group, together evolve 

19 to what we ultimately would want to do.                 

20            This was absolutely put in front of them to  

21 react to, but it wasn't necessarily in the context of a 

22 mandate.  It was something for them to react to as a    

23 concept.                                                

24      Q     Turn one page.                               

25      A     Sure.                                        
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1 July of 2012 probably to -- when I say advisory         

2 committee, probably to the leaders of the group that    

3 was assembled for the working team.  That would be my   

4 intuition.                                              

5      Q     The document was created by your team?       

6      A     Yes.                                         

7      Q     On the second page, there's a bullet most of 

8 the way down.  Balancing legal requirement versus guest 

9 expectations, do you see that?                          

10      A     Sure.                                        

11      Q     What does that mean?                         

12      A     Primarily we knew that guests had come to    

13 expect a high level of service with the GAC and if we   

14 were to modify that, it would be challenging for guests 

15 to accept.                                              

16      Q     What's that have to do with a legal          

17 requirement?                                            

18      A       

19           

20      

21    

22    

23 .                          

24      Q     You mentioned lawyers in the plural.  Does   

25 this refresh your recollection about when the outside   
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1 attorneys became involved in the process?               

2      A     Not necessarily, not specifically.           

3      Q     Okay.  Go to the next page.                  

4      A     Sure.                                        

5      Q     Does the first bullet accurately state one   

6 of the objectives of the team?                          

7      A     There were multiple objectives, but one was  

8 to understand was this achievable in terms of providing 

9 equal access.                                           

10      Q     What does not granting preferential wait     

11 time via an expedited back door process mean?           

12      A     It's a description of what the GAC service   

13 was.                                                    

14      Q     By its alternate entry stamp?                

15      A     Yes.                                         

16      Q     Why was the solution to eliminating the      

17 alternate entry concept equalizing wait time rather     

18 than providing an expedited front door process?         

19      A     I don't know that I understand the question. 

20      Q     Well, you -- I understand you write the      

21 alternate entry concept left the system vulnerable to   

22 abuse, true?                                            

23      A     Yes.                                         

24      Q     And you recognize a solution to that was to  

25 equalize wait times?                                    
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1            THE WITNESS:  Well, we are not experts in    

2      disabilities as a company, so we focus on the      

3      needs of our guests and what they're saying they   

4      need and what their expectations are and how to    

5      make them happy.                                   

6            Even Mark alluded to in his e-mail that we   

7      like the advice of our operators.  Our operators   

8      are interacting with them every single day, so as  

9      we looked at the needs of our guests, we leveraged 

10      our operators who first hand are the ones talking  

11      with them and understanding the wide spectrum of   

12      needs independent of a specific disability name    

13      because we have guests that come up to us and say  

14      they have X, Y, Z and we may have never heard of   

15      that.                                              

16            It's not our -- the expectation of our cast  

17      to understand that diagnosis, and it's really      

18      about what of their experience do they have        

19      concerns about and how we can help them with those 

20      concerns.  That's how we looked at the needs of    

21      what our program needed to fulfill.                

22 BY MR. DOGALI:                                          

23      Q     With respect to autistic persons, why did    

24 Disney think replacing the back door concept with a     

25 virtual wait was a good idea?                           
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1            MR. SCANLON:  Can you repeat that question,  

2      please?                                            

3           (The preceding question was read back by the  

4         court reporter.)                                

5            MR. SCANLON:  Do you understand the          

6      question?                                          

7            THE WITNESS:  I think I do.  We looked at    

8      preserving a system that would enable our guests   

9      to experience the attractions without having to be 

10      in a traditional cue.  Doing other things and      

11      occupying their time elsewhere was critical to     

12      sustain.                                           

13            The immediate back door entry use of the     

14      GAC, which the GAC had become, was creating        

15      excessive lines at times, fraud.  We saw guests    

16      complaining in your exhibits here related to the   

17      abuse and it was unsustainable.                    

18 BY MR. DOGALI:                                          

19      Q     Why was GAC access, the back door access     

20 unsustainable?                                          

21            MR. SCANLON:  Asked and answered.  You can   

22      answer the question again if you'd like to.        

23            THE WITNESS:  Well, I think in your exhibits 

24      it's outlined quite clearly in some regard that    

25      the GAC system was intended to actually be six     
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1      different tiers and stamps, and it had essentially 

2      become everyone at the top level because of        

3      increased awareness, because of social media and   

4      because of our inability to actually filter        

5      guests.                                            

6            Because of that, we saw excessive use, we    

7      saw exaggeration and fabrication of need and we    

8      even saw some blatant fraud.  With that inability  

9      to control access, a demand for this pass, we felt 

10      it needed reform.  It proved to us that we were    

11      not able to actually filter with six or seven      

12      stamps based on guests stated need.                

13 BY MR. DOGALI:                                          

14      Q     Has Disney ever studied the cost of          

15 providing GAC access to autistic persons?               

16            MR. SCANLON:  I'm sorry.  Can you repeat     

17      that?                                              

18 BY MR. DOGALI:                                          

19      Q     Has Disney ever studied the cost of          

20 providing GAC access to autistic persons?               

21            MR. SCANLON:  The monetary cost?             

22            MR. DOGALI:  There's only one deponent here. 

23            MR. SCANLON:  I object to the question as    

24      vague.                                             

25 BY MR. DOGALI:                                          
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1      Q     Whether Disney has ever performed an         

2 analysis of that question is impossible to answer?      

3            MR. SCANLON:  Mr. Dogali, you know it's      

4      impossible and you know why it's impossible.       

5            MR. DOGALI:  No, I don't.                    

6            MR. SCANLON:  Because you can't do it for    

7      one person.                                        

8 BY MR. DOGALI:                                          

9      Q     Has Disney ever examined the cost of         

10 providing GAC access to any single guest?               

11      A     That is impossible to do.                    

12      Q     Has Disney ever studied the extent to which  

13 providing GAC access to any single guest would require  

14 a fundamental alteration of the services Disney         

15 provides?                                               

16      A     We know -- to a single guest, is that what   

17 you said?                                               

18      Q     Yes.                                         

19      A     No.                                          

20      Q     Has Disney ever examined the extent to which 

21 providing GAC access to autistic guests would require   

22 fundamental alteration of the services Disney provides? 

23      A     Again, we don't know how many guests are     

24 autistic versus any other diagnosis, so that would be   

25 impossible for us to do.                                
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1      Q     Disney ever examine the extent to which      

2 providing GAC access to guests with cognitive           

3 impairments would require a fundamental alteration of   

4 the services Disney provides?                           

5      A     Same answer as before.                       

6            MR. DOGALI:  Let's take a break.             

7            THE WITNESS:  Okay.                          

8                  (A recess was taken.)                  

9 BY MR. DOGALI:                                          

10      Q     What is FLIK, F-L-I-K?                       

11      A        

12                            

13      Q     Proprietary software of Disney?              

14      A     I believe it is custom.  I believe we did it 

15 in-house customized.                                    

16      Q     Is there a separate team called GAC card     

17 abuse task team?                                        

18      A     Not that I can recall independent of the     

19 group we were working with.                             

20    (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 5 marked for identification.)   

21 BY MR. DOGALI:                                          

22      Q     I'll show you Exhibit 5.                     

23      A     Sure.                                        

24      Q     It doesn't have any content.  I'm just going 

25 to ask you about the subject line.  Does that refresh   
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1 your recollection about what this is?                   

2      A     I believe that this was -- given the timing  

3 of it being in January, we had seen -- that holiday     

4 season was my first introduction into the level of      

5 abuse with operators, so we called a few meetings, same 

6 players as we had done with the DAS development to      

7 specifically address some card abuse knowing that we    

8 still had to operate that system at this point in time. 

9 We wanted to see what could we do given some of the     

10 things we had been made aware of.  This was             

11 specifically to try to address and curb some abuse      

12 while operating GAC.                                    

13      Q     So was there actually a team established     

14 with that name?                                         

15      A     Well, I think we had a few meetings, this    

16 group, but it's essentially the same team that was      

17 working on DAS earlier in 2012.  I don't recall how     

18 many meetings we had.                                   

19      Q     Is it in the aftermath of the holidays 2012  

20 that you first became familiar with this phenomenon of  

21 abuse of the GAC by tour guides?                        

22      A     Me personally, that is my recollection, and  

23 it wasn't something that I remembered hearing about as  

24 we were talking through different reform, but it was    

25 something common within some levels within the          
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1 operation that -- they knew of it.                      

2      Q     So what extent did Disney ever study the     

3 prevalence of that phenomenon?                          

4            MR. SCANLON:  Are you referring to abuse by  

5      tour guides?                                       

6            MR. DOGALI:  Yes.                            

7            THE WITNESS:  That is one of those things    

8      where -- really why we called this meeting         

9      together, to be honest, was to understand it.  I   

10      had seen one e-mail from both coasts over the      

11      holiday period of essentially people caught in the 

12      act of doing this, and it was alarming to me.      

13            People had anecdotal knowledge of it, but    

14      it's not something people were advertising and     

15      letting us know, hi, I'm here as a tour guide to   

16      pick up my GAC card to sell my services.  That was 

17      not something they would tell us, nor could we     

18      ask.                                               

19 BY MR. DOGALI:                                          

20      Q     The question was:  Did Disney ever examine   

21 or study the prevalence of the problem?                 

22            MR. SCANLON:  Could you ask those questions  

23      separately?                                        

24 BY MR. DOGALI:                                          

25      Q     Did Disney ever study the prevalence of this 
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1 phenomenon of tour guides abusing the GAC?              

2      A     It was impossible to formally study.         

3      Q     Okay.  You used a term -- I'm sorry, I       

4 should remember it.  But with respect to that practice  

5 being a less than scrupulous one of tour guides using a 

6 GAC from outside, was that your view then when you      

7 first heard about this?                                 

8      A     That it was unscrupulous?                    

9      Q     Yes.                                         

10      A     I found it -- I found it offensive to our    

11 guests with disabilities.                               

12      Q     At that point in time, if an independent     

13 tour guide indeed had a disability, why did Disney deem 

14 it improper to operate a tour guide service using that  

15 tour guide's GAC?                                       

16      A     That's a lot of what we discussed with this  

17 group with Scott -- as you noted, we have Scott Pacula  

18 on there, as well as a lawyer from the west coast, and  

19 so there's a lot of nuances to what was happening and   

20 we couldn't suppose anything.  We did have some         

21 alarming reports from the field as related to specific  

22 incidents.  But to your point, who are we to determine  

23 if someone has a disability or not?  We couldn't.       

24      Q     Did Disney understand there to be something  

25 improper about the conduct of a disabled person who was 
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1 a tour guide and used the GAC?                          

2      A     Not in particular.  It depends on how they   

3 did it.  If they were impersonating a cast member, that 

4 would be improper.  We really didn't know how they were 

5 executing this service.                                 

6      Q     Do you remember the name Dee Patrick?        

7      A     I do recall that.                            

8      Q     Did Disney sue her?                          

9      A     I wouldn't know.  I don't know.              

10      Q     Were the efforts of this team relating to    

11 the tour guides and card abuse folded into the          

12 attraction access team's efforts?                       

13      A     It was always our belief that there were     

14 various forms of abuse.  I didn't realize that until    

15 this holiday period there was one as egregious as       

16 people potentially impersonating tour guides with them. 

17            What we felt like, though, was the major     

18 sources of abuse were coming more from guests just      

19 fabricating their needs to get the pass for themselves  

20 because there was really no reason to pay for a guide   

21 if you were willing to just go and ask for a pass for   

22 yourself.  We felt that that was the major form.        

23            Of course this was something that we found   

24 offensive to guests with disabilities, that there were  

25 truly people using disability access cues that did not  
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1 have a disability.  But we felt that this was just one  

2 component of an overall need for reform, and it was not 

3 the most significant in terms of abuse and excessive    

4 use we were seeing.                                     

5      Q     Did that group look up or Google all the     

6 firms in Anaheim that were advertising their services   

7 as independent tour guides?                             

8      A     I don't recall necessarily that at the time. 

9 I don't recall the time.  Essentially we were under the 

10 belief that because someone could legitimately have a   

11 disability, we couldn't ask a question of them on that  

12 and we felt this was fairly small in volume once the    

13 dust settled on our shock, that this was not            

14 necessarily our primary goal in life in the sense of we 

15 needed to look at the overall program and all the uses  

16 of the program.                                         

17            So I don't recall if we were Googling at     

18 this point in time or not, I really don't.  I know at   

19 some point there was some awareness of some Craig's     

20 List ads and things of that nature.  I just don't       

21 recall the timing.                                      

22      Q     Ultimately did the implementation of the DAS 

23 largely eliminate the problem of tour guides competing  

24 using disabled access?                                  

25      A     We believe that the DAS system still is an   
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1 advantage and still provides a benefit.  Our goal was   

2 equal access.  We believe it is still a premium product 

3 for people, so we believe that people are still         

4 motivated to achieve and acquire the DAS.  We're not    

5 naive to that and whether or not they do it as a tour   

6 guide or not, they very well may.                       

7            At the same time, we feel very strongly that 

8 it has curbed it, and if they do have it, it's more of  

9 an equalizer than what the GAC was.  We feel we've      

10 substantially impaired their ability to offer VIP       

11 services.                                               

12      Q     Without limiting the type of abuse           

13 specifically to tour guides, to what extent has abuse   

14 of Disney's Disability Access System been reduced under 

15 the DAS in comparison to the GAC?                       

16      A     We believe that it is highly sought after.   

17 It was highly used, but it is -- it is controlling the  

18 cadence of consumption where the GAC was not.  We were  

19 seeing excessive use of consumption of attraction       

20 capacity with the GAC and we're seeing -- although it's 

21 still a premium service for people to have DAS and      

22 we're still seeing guests come in asking for it but not 

23 having a need for it.  It is controlling that unlimited 

24 attraction capacity aspect that the GAC was affording   

25 people.                                                 
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1      Q     What data does Disney possess regarding the  

2 extent to which fraud still occurs in comparison to the 

3 period of time under the GAC?                           

4      A     Well, speaking of fraud in general, we do    

5 feel that although people are still wanting and         

6 desiring the pass and potentially fabricating the need  

7 for DAS, we have put some limits in place as it         

8 pertains to transferability, ability to resale with the 

9 photo in place now.                                     

10            You can't sell it on the street corner.  We  

11 were seeing them on eBay.  We were seeing them on       

12 Craig's List, so we know that there are certain         

13 channels of fraud through controls that we have through 

14 the photo and tying it to people's ticket that we have  

15 virtually eliminated.  I feel confident in that.  But   

16 to the extent that people are still exaggerating need   

17 for it, we have no way to know that.                    

18      Q     Did Disney ever perform an analysis of the   

19 economic cost of GAC abuse?                             

20      A     We looked at -- as mentioned earlier -- the  

21 operating impact of the GAC as a whole, as a system.    

22 We did that subsequent to this holiday period when we   

23 saw some egregious behavior or what we thought was      

24 egregious.      

25         
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1  

2          

3         

4      

5   

6         

7    

8    

9                            

10              

11       

12       

13   

14    

15      

16    

17                            

18      Q     What's a ghost rider?                        

19      A     It is someone that we don't count in the     

20 sense -- in two different ways, really.  Traditionally  

21 before we had FastPass, anyone who went through the     

22 back door, they weren't always counted, and so a ghost  

23 rider would be uncounted.                               

24            Then the definition evolved somewhat with    

25 the evolution of FastPass where there's someone that is 
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1      Q     Does it appear to be a comparison of US and  

2 Paris?                                                  

3      A     It does.                                     

4      Q     In the right column, one of these            

5 descriptions of the DAS says this card allows back door 

6 access.  Do you know what that means?                   

7      A     Again, I think this is coming from Paris and 

8 things sometimes get a little bit franglais.  It does   

9 allow them entry into the attractions given -- whatever 

10 entry they were using for the alternate entrance, the   

11 physical entry point is exactly the same.  The physical 

12 entry point into the attraction is the same.            

13            With this card, it's after they have waited  

14 the virtual wait.  It doesn't clarify that here.        

15 That's what makes me think this is a French document.   

16 Their focuses tend to be on physical access to the      

17 attraction and how you enter into the environment.      

18      Q     The next line says, Guests have their        

19 picture taken to avoid fraud.                           

20            Is that an accurate description of the DAS?  

21      A     Again, I don't think these are our words.    

22 The photo was intended to assist to prevent             

23 transferability of the service and to ensure that the   

24 person needing the service was the one using the        

25 service.  I don't think we would have summarized it     
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1      A     Yes.                                         

2      Q     What's the import or general message of this 

3 document?                                               

4      A     Well, we knew from the study that guests     

5 with GAC cards were consuming  of the overall 

6 capacity of the attraction if you had a GAC card.  We   

7 felt that GAC holders were roughly  of our     

8 attendance base.                                        

9            So if it was proportionate amount of         

10 consumption,  of our attendance would have     

11 consumed  of the attraction capacity.  They    

12 consumed  that amount, and so she was trying   

13 to do a sensitivity of analysis of how many times we    

14 think each guest with a GAC card rode and then impute   

15 how many times everyone else would have ridden, which   

16 is what she did here.                                   

17      Q     The second page of the entire document, it's 

18 an e-mail from you in the middle.  It says, Thanks      

19 Shannon.                                                

20            Do you see that?                             

21      A     Yeah, yeah.                                  

22      Q     Where it says, We hope to have some          

23 agreements on program recommendations from our advisory 

24 committee next week; what is the advisory committee?    

25      A     It would have been the task force that we    
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1      Q     If you can turn to the third page, 799 at    

2 the bottom.                                             

3      A     Okay.                                        

4      Q     Apparently this is a list of items saying we 

5 have the following topics to follow up on.  The last    

6 one on the page, prearrival exceptions process by a     

7 select group; do you see that?                          

8      A     Uh-huh.                                      

9      Q     This is a request by the guests with         

10 disabilities team to use a different type of card       

11 prearrival that is equivalent to the current alternate  

12 entrance card.                                          

13            What happened to that request?               

14      A     All of these -- you can see it's a robust    

15 list of topics.  It's an indication of the amount of    

16 effort and rigor we put into every aspect of the        

17 program.  We had all of these topics and we continued   

18 to have discussion on them.  We continued -- sometimes  

19 you have a work session and you bring a lot of people   

20 together and you have a lot of debate and then you have 

21 to walk away to have some additional time to reflect.   

22            And I think upon additional reflection, we   

23 felt strongly that providing -- continued to have a     

24 tiered system and a tiered service, although that was   

25 what we had done in the past and that was what we were  
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1 comfortable with.  Just like everyone else, when you've 

2 done something for years and years, that if we did not  

3 break that paradigm shift, we wouldn't be able to       

4 prevent the slip back into a GAC situation.             

5      Q     Next sentence regarding that request by the  

6 guest with disabilities team is needs to be discussed   

7 with senior leadership.  Do you see that?               

8      A     Yes, I do.                                   

9      Q     Did that occur?                              

10      A     I believe that was discussion that my leader 

11 had with Greg Hale, Brian Britton.                      

12      Q     So for purposes of this communication, the   

13 Hale/Britton level would be senior leadership?          

14      A     Yes, because Mark Jones was a part of this   

15 work session, and so we would have bubbled up.  I was   

16 bubbling it up to my leader, Brian.                     

17      Q     Going back in time a little bit, when the    

18 attraction access team had meetings telephonic or in    

19 person, were audio recordings made?                     

20      A     No.                                          

21      Q     What about at the operations consistency     

22 meetings?                                               

23      A     No.                                          

24      Q     To your knowledge, when the senior leader    

25 discussion took place at the Britton/Hale level, did it 
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1 go any higher?                                          

2      A     I don't -- I don't recall.  I may not know.  

3 I don't recall.                                         

4   (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 19 marked for identification.)   

5            THE WITNESS:  Okay.                          

6 BY MR. DOGALI:                                          

7      Q     What is this document?                       

8      A     I remember this being a request that the     

9 guest with disabilities team wanted us to think of an   

10 alternative.  If we absolutely -- just to think out of  

11 the box every possible scenario.  Let's say a guest     

12 didn't want to use DAS; they want to use something      

13 where they would know in advance their return times if  

14 that were important to them but design it in such a way 

15 that we could mitigate fraud.  The challenge with it    

16 was we were forced to come up with some scenario, and   

17 ultimately no one liked the scenario because what we    

18 were saying was you would be limited.                   

19            You couldn't have DAS as DAS was designed,   

20 and at the maximum you could have one experience every  

21 two hours three times.  So to put a lot of controls on  

22 it, a lot of controls.  Ultimately I don't think we     

23 felt that this was a scenario that would really meet    

24 anyone's needs, other than just create, again, a        

25 tiered -- a tiered option that would -- would slide us  
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1 potentially into having to try to filter, again, guest  

2 needs.                                                  

3            So it was an attempt by us to push our       

4 thinking, but it wasn't anything that we ever felt      

5 passionate or sold on.  Throughout the development of   

6 this, we attempted to push ourselves in every aspect to 

7 think of many options, this being one of them.          

8            MR. SCANLON:  I'd like to take a break at    

9      some point in the next ten minutes, whenever is    

10      convenient.                                        

11            MR. DOGALI:  How about now?                  

12            MR. SCANLON:  Okay.                          

13                  (A recess was taken.)                  

14   (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 20 marked for identification.)   

15            THE WITNESS:  Okay.                          

16 BY MR. DOGALI:                                          

17      Q     Who is Betty Appleton?                       

18      A     She's the director of claims at Disneyland,  

19 I believe.  That's at least part of her function.  I    

20 think she has some other scope as well, but that's her  

21 title more or less.                                     

22      Q     Is it -- I'm looking at Mr. Jones' e-mail in 

23 the middle of the first page.  Was he accurate in       

24 indicating that park ops wanted this to be their        

25 project with all facets being their idea?               
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1      A     What was the question?                       

2      Q     Was that an accurate statement by him?       

3      A     Not in my opinion, no.                       

4      Q     Can Disney think of any objective indicators 

5 that would have led someone to conclude that?           

6      A     No.  He was -- we had many people involved   

7 throughout the entire process.                          

8      Q     Do you recall any specific communication     

9 about this topic yourself with Ms. Appleton?            

10            MR. SCANLON:  Which topic?                   

11            MR. DOGALI:  The topic of this e-mail.       

12            MR. SCANLON:  I object.                      

13            MR. DOGALI:  Okay.                           

14            MR. SCANLON:  This e-mail has at least four  

15      e-mails in it from different people at different   

16      times on different dates.                          

17 BY MR. DOGALI:                                          

18      Q     Ma'am, did you ever have a conversation or   

19 other discussion than this with Ms. Appleton about any  

20 issues in this e-mail?                                  

21      A     Well, I think the very fact that this e-mail 

22 even exists is a testament to the fact we were          

23 collaborating and trying to think of new ideas and      

24 trying to take into account all the feedback and        

25 thoughts from all of our partners.  We were trying to   
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1 think of more ideas and seek more feedback.  That's     

2 exactly what we were doing.                             

3      Q     My question was:  Did you ever have any      

4 other communications with Ms. Appleton?                 

5      A     I talked to Betty all the -- yes, of course. 

6 Have I had communications with Betty Appleton; is that  

7 the question?                                           

8      Q     No.  You know, the question was:  Have you   

9 done that with respect to the issues in this e-mail?    

10      A     This specific e-mail, not that I can recall. 

11 I honestly don't recall.  I wouldn't recall either way. 

12      Q     Did she ever convey to you a belief that     

13 park ops will only change after they personally         

14 experience the issues first hand?                       

15      A     Not that I can recall.                       

16   (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 21 marked for identification.)   

17 BY MR. DOGALI:                                          

18      Q     Ma'am, from reviewing -- strike that.        

19            Did there come a time in June or July of     

20 2013 when Mr. Jones was no longer a part of the regular 

21 circulation of the attraction access team?              

22      A     Not that I can recall.  He attended our      

23 two-day work session in June where we were going        

24 through all of the minute details of how to execute the 

25 program, and there was a period in July where we were   
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1 a wheelchair or something.  But most of the time the

2 guest wouldn't even go that far and we did not

3 challenge or ask questions dealing with a disability.

4 So we pretty much, if they said they needed

5 assistance, we just gave them assistance.

6      Q    The frontline personnel occasionally just

7 complained to you that, I just gave a GAC to somebody

8 who obviously didn't need it?

9      A    I can share a story.  We had a person who,

10 what we call a greeter, who is in front of City Hall

11 came in very upset because they said they just watched

12 a teenage boy walk out the thing holding up the GAC

13 card to his friends at the bottom of the stairs, they

14 high-fived them and then just kind of skipped off as

15 if they just succeeded in getting a GAC card even

16 though they probably didn't deserve it.  So was kind

17 of just rubbing it in their face that people were

18 getting away with something.

19      Q    How long after you started in the role was

20 that?

21      A    That was probably -- I'd probably been there

22 a few months, at least, I think.

23      Q    When these occasions unfolded that guest

24 services personnel gave a GAC and had reservations

25 about having done so, what did you tell them?
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1      A    Mine is you have to have a park ticket to

2 come in the park, and then I have four different

3 tours.  The most expensive is keys to the kingdom,

4 which I think is currently $79.  It's an additional

5 $79 on top of the cost to come to the park.

6      Q    Were the VIP tours previously part of guest

7 relations and were moved to special activities?

8      A    I couldn't say.  I don't know.

9      Q    So you understand, was there ever a reason

10 to replace the GAC other than its abuse?

11      A    That's, I know, what I kind of pushed for

12 was because I felt like it was being abused.

13      Q    Did you have any other gripe about it?

14      A    Like -- I mean, I just felt it was being

15 abused, and the fact that -- I can give an example.  I

16 was standing in front of Haunted Mansion one time

17 observing the greeter position, and watching there --

18 it was a slow day, and literally out of five people,

19 three of them came up with a GAC card.  And I said,

20 okay, this has got to stop.  You get in your mind that

21 the people who get the GAC who legitimately need it

22 are probably now going to have to wait longer because

23 these people are abusing it.  So I just felt like it

24 was a failing system.

25      Q    When you started in guest relations in late
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1      A    Yes.

2      Q    Any other specific disabilities that your

3 role-playing training included?

4      A    Yes.  We had somebody with irritable bowel

5 syndrome.  We had somebody with just a mobility issue.

6 We had somebody with cognitive disabilities.  We had

7 somebody who had just limited time within the park.

8      Q    You mentioned -- first, we discussed the

9 anxiety role-playing.  Person comes into guest

10 relations now and complains of anxiety.  Is a guest

11 relations cast member authorized to issue a DAS for

12 that?

13      A    Yes.  If they, in their discussion with the

14 guest, it's determined that the anxiety is, you know,

15 by waiting in line can trigger an anxiety attack where

16 they have anxiety waiting in line, that would be a

17 reason because now they cannot wait in a traditional

18 line.

19           But that also gives us an opportunity, and

20 that's why we like to have the one-on-one interaction,

21 to say, hey, you know, just be aware of certain

22 attractions.  There's some places that you'll have

23 large crowds anyway.  So we might make them aware of

24 those attractions.  We might give them some helpful

25 hints.
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1           If you want to view the parade, we recommend

2 maybe -- if the nighttime parade, maybe stay for the

3 last parade, watch in Frontier Land because it's less

4 crowded.  So we just give them helpful hints to try

5 and help plan out their day based on what they told us

6 their challenge might be.

7      Q    Cast member authorized to issue a DAS to

8 somebody with irritable bowel syndrome?

9      A    Yes.  I mean, that would be one that a guest

10 says, I have challenges waiting in line because I'm

11 going to have to go to the bathroom at any time, that

12 means they can't stand in a traditional queue.

13           So we would possibly issue them a DAS there,

14 and that's one where we would probably take the extra

15 step, too, if they allow us to, to take a guide map

16 and mark where all the restrooms are.

17           You know, it's no secret Magic Kingdom's

18 restrooms can be hard to find sometimes, and we have

19 some restrooms that are not even on the map.  So we

20 would mark those out for those guests so they know

21 where to go if they have to go right away.

22      Q    Guest relations cast members authorized to

23 issue a DAS for someone who mentions only a mobility

24 challenge?

25      A    If it's only mobility, we would encourage
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1      A    The challenge -- and, again, this is just

2 me -- is when you have somebody who is autistic, they

3 have challenges waiting in line with other people,

4 that they can -- sometimes they can start having their

5 tantrums or whatever it might be, that they can hurt

6 other people in line, they can have a meltdown.  So by

7 not having to wait in line, this gives them an

8 alternative to do other stuff that will keep them busy

9 and occupied so they will not be challenged to wait in

10 line like all the other guests have to do.  So this is

11 a nice alternative for them.

12      Q    Are there occasions when the guest relations

13 personnel will suggest to autistic families how to use

14 that time?

15      A    One of our goals is to do planning,

16 itinerary planning.  So based off the guest, what they

17 tell us they would like to do for the day, we'll look

18 and see if we can help them set up what they might be

19 able to do.  So we might look at the map and start

20 giving some ideals and direction on how they might be

21 able to accomplish what they want to do for the day.

22      Q    Are guest relations cast members actually

23 trained to do that?

24      A    It's just -- the good thing about guest

25 relations cast members, they are hired in because of
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1 the passion of what they do. They really care about

2 the guest. They usually have a very good

3 understanding of the property or the park, so when

4 somebody comes in with a question or has -- says this

5 is what I want to do.

6 I wouldn't say we train them to do it, but

7 they just innately come in with that ability because

8 of their experiences already and their desire to be

9 able to try and meet the needs of that guest. So they

10 will look at it and based on what the guest tells

11 them -- I'm sorry, I'm going fast -- what the guest

12 tells them, then they will go ahead and try to plan

13 out the day for them or give at least them advice on

14 what the best route might be.

15 Q Have you become familiar with situations in

16 which an autism family has pushed back on the cast

17 member by advising that just will not work for my

18 autistic son or daughter? What happens next?

19 MR. SCANLON: Objection as to vagueness as

20 to, "what will not work."

21 BY MR. DOGALI:

22 Q Do you understand my question?

23 A So when you say, doesn't work, then I guess

24 that would be the question. Because for us it does

25 work. You know, understanding what's the best way to
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1 use it and how to use it.  So depending on what the

2 needs are, you know, we'll help them plan, give them

3 suggestions.

4           Because you can also use this in conjunction

5 with FastPasses.  So if waiting in line or having that

6 wait is one of the issues, then you can go ahead and

7 plan it out with FastPasses with the DAS.  And with

8 the DAS, you're not even waiting in line, so you can

9 even do other stuff.

10           So this affords them the opportunity to do

11 many different things that a regular guest coming in

12 would not be able to do.  So I think this does really

13 help the guest in many ways.

14      Q    If a guest comes into guest relations and

15 says, please understand my child's need is not to be

16 relieved of standing in a line, it is that he can't

17 wait more than ten minutes to visit an attraction.

18 What is your cast member authorized to do for that

19 guest?

20           MR. SCANLON:  Asked and answered.  You can

21      repeat your answer, if you'd like to.

22           THE WITNESS:  Basically, what we just said

23      is that we're going to sit down and we're going

24      to plan.  We're going to say, What were your

25      plans for the day?  We'll look at what you have
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1      already set up for FastPasses, if you set up

2      FastPass.  If you haven't, let's go ahead, and

3      based off your plans, we'll see if we can get you

4      that FastPass to meet those needs.

5           We'll go ahead and issue the DAS.  We'll

6      explain how that works, give you some helpful

7      hints, how that would work.  You know, so we will

8      actually itinerary plan for you to try to meet

9      what those needs are.  So to minimize or

10      eliminate the wait as much as possible.

11 BY MR. DOGALI:

12      Q    There have been autism parents in your guest

13 relations City Hall who have advised cast members, my

14 child can't wait more than a few minutes to visit an

15 attraction, and your suggested alternatives do not

16 solve it.

17           MR. SCANLON:  I'm sorry.  Is this testimony

18      or is this a question?

19           MR. DOGALI:  The -- are you aware --

20           MR. SCANLON:  Mr. Dogali, this does not

21      sound like a question, and I object because

22      you're not the one testifying today.  That is an

23      absolute statement of fact.  There's no

24      foundation for it, and it is not even phrased

25      remotely like a question.
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1 them.

2      Q    So in your role-playing training, the guest

3 with the cognitive impairment was concerned about

4 waiting in a line?

5      A    Right.

6      Q    You ever hear the concept of a repeat rider?

7      A    That people go on over and over again?

8      Q    Yes.

9      A    Yes.

10      Q    Have you ever heard of one of your cast

11 members being approached by a guest who said a member

12 of my family needs to ride one ride a number of times?

13      A    Uh-huh.

14      Q    You've heard of that?

15      A    Yes.

16      Q    Does the DAS accommodate that special need?

17      A    It can, yes.

18      Q    How?

19      A    By, again, planning.  You can go ahead -- if

20 that guest knows before coming to the park that that's

21 a ride they want to ride, they can utilize the

22 FastPass system, go ahead and reserve the ride.  Come

23 get the DAS, we can go ahead and set them up for the

24 DAS so they can get a return time.  We'll a lot of

25 times go ahead and start a return time for them, too.
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1           So, at that point, they've got three rides

2 plus an additional -- once they've used the FastPass,

3 they can get additional FastPasses to go on there.

4 And depending on what the -- you know, time of day,

5 year, sometimes there's hardly -- you know, depending

6 on the wait of the attraction, they might be able to

7 ride it without even a wait.  But we'll afford them,

8 just what I stated, multiple opportunities to ride it.

9      Q    What information is recorded about a person

10 who receives a DAS?

11      A    No.

12      Q    Is the answer none?

13      A    No.  I'm sorry.  We do not record people we

14 give DASs to.  When I say that, I mean, it's part of

15 the DOT system, so it's probably in there, but we

16 don't capture and track people's information.  Not

17 that I'm aware of.

18      Q    In the current version, DAS is actually

19 connected to their ticket and MagicBand, correct?

20      A    No.  The current version right now is what

21 we've been doing is it's a hard ticket that we

22 basically just take the person's picture, print a

23 ticket or a card and give them the card.

24      Q    When was the transition to electronic DAS?

25      A    It's actually happening today.  So when you
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1      A    No.  They are waiting in line.

2      Q    The person with the DAS card, when they get

3 their return time, what would their return time be?

4      A    With the DAS we always substract ten

5 minutes, so they will end up getting a 50-minute

6 return time.  So they'll have a little less.

7      Q    In that 50 minutes, what opportunities do

8 they have to ride on other attractions?  How would

9 they find the attractions?  How would they know where

10 they are and what the wait times are?

11      A    There's lots of things they can do.  A lot

12 depends on their familiarity with the park.  But one

13 thing is with the My Disney Experience account, you

14 can utilize that.  You can look and see what's

15 happening in the areas around you.  If they want to

16 experience other attractions, they can look and see if

17 they have wait times posted on My Disney Experience.

18 So they can go ahead and plan and see if they want to

19 visit other attractions with less wait or want to just

20 go to a food location or whatever else they want to

21 do.  So they do have opportunities to pretty much do

22 anything else they want.

23      Q    Could they go to a parade?

24      A    They can go to a parade.  They can go to a

25 show.  The bottom line is their position in line is
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1 being saved, so they can do whatever they want warrant

2 for that period of time.

3      Q    Mr. Dogali was in the process of asking you

4 a question about a situation, and someone would have

5 to quote, kill substantial amounts of time waiting.

6 Is there anything about the DAS program that would

7 require someone to kill substantial amounts of time

8 just waiting?

9      A    No.  That's the point, you literally,

10 instead of waiting in line, you can do anything.  You

11 have the opportunity to do additional attractions.

12 You have the opportunity to go on a ride, shows, go

13 get something to get.  Sit and relax.  Go shopping.

14 That's why some people say they can't be in the sun,

15 they can just sit in the shade.

16      Q    Would that be a situation that they can go

17 on additional attractions, additional rides, during

18 that 50 minutes just with the DAS?  Without any

19 re-admits, without any other FastPasses, just the DAS

20 itself?

21      A    With the DAS, they can't get two DAS

22 attractions, but with the DAS attraction that they --

23 if they already have the DAS attraction committed,

24 they can easily go on other rides.  They can use My

25 Disney Experience to see what wait times are in the
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1 area.  They can go to something that has a shorter

2 wait time.

3      Q    If there are lower wait times in the area,

4 how many additional attractions could the DAS holder

5 experience while the other person in the normal line

6 is waiting in line?

7      A    Depends on where they are, what the

8 attractions are.  But you can do -- if there's no wait

9 on some of the other attractions they could virtually

10 go on -- again, it depends on how long the attractions

11 are but anything up to less than 50 minutes they can

12 go on.  So they can go on multiple attractions.

13      Q    If the attraction wait time was 15 minutes,

14 would they still deduct the ten minutes away from

15 that?

16      A    For if they went up to an attraction to get

17 a return time?

18      Q    Right.

19      A    Yes, they will take the ten minutes off.

20 Now, it's probably up to that individual attractions

21 if there's -- so if there's only five minutes,

22 sometimes they might opt to let them in at that time

23 because you're only talking about five minutes.

24      Q    These guest relations cast members, you gave

25 one example.  Have they -- is that the only time
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Wealthy Manhattan moms hire handicapped tour guides to bypass lines at Disney World- NYPOST.com Page 1 of2 

Rich Manhattan moms hire handicapped 
tour guides so kids can cut lines at Disney 
World 
By TARA PALMERI 
Last Updated: 7:05AM, May 14, 2013 
Posted: 245 AM, May 14, 2013 

They are 1 percenters who are 100 percent despicable. 

Some wealthy Manhattan moms have figured out a way to cut the long lines at Disney World- by hiring 
disabled people to pose as family members so they and their kids can jump to the front, The Post has 
learned. 

REUTERS Rich moms shamelessly hire disabled tour guides so their kids can cut long lines. 

The "black-market Disney guides" run $130 an hour, or $1,040 for an eight-hour day. 

"My daughter waited one minute to get on 'It's a Small World' -the other kids had to wait 2 1/2 hours ," 
crowed one mom , who hired a disabled guide through Dream Tours Florida. 

"You can 't go to Disney without a tour concierge," she sniffed. "This is how the 1 percent does Disney." 

The woman said she hired a Dream Tours guide to escort her, her husband and their 1-year-old son and 5-
year-old daughter through the park in a motorized scooter with a "handicapped" sign on it. The group was 
sent straight to an auxiliary entrance at the front of each attraction. 

Disney allows each guest who needs a wheelchair or motorized scooter to bring up to six guests to a "more 
convenient entrance." 

The Florida entertainment mecca warns that there "may be a waiting period before boarding." But the 
consensus among upper-crust moms who have used the illicit handicap tactic is that the trick is well worth the 
cost. 

Not only is their "black-market tour guide" more efficient than Disney World 's VIP Tours, it's cheaper, too. 

Disney Tours offers a VIP guide and fast passes for $310 to $380 per hour. 

Passing around the rogue guide service's phone number recently became a shameless ritual among 
Manhattan's private-school set during spring break. The service asks who referred you before they even take 
your call. 

"It's insider knowledge that very few have and share carefu lly," said social anthropologist Dr. Wednesday 
Martin, who caught wind of the underground network while doing research for her upcoming book "Primates of 
Park Avenue." 

"Who wants a speed pass when you can use your black-market handicapped guide to circumvent the !ines all 
together?" she said. 

http://www.n ypost.com/f/print/news/1oca1/manhattan/disne y _world_ srich _kid_ outrage_ zTBAOxrvZRk!Vc1zitXGDP 
Highly Confidential 
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Wealthy Manhattan moms hire handicapped tour guides to bypass lines at Disney World- NYPOST.com Page 2 of2 

"So when you're doing it, you 're affirming that you are one of the privileged insiders who has and shares this 
information." 

Ryan Clement runs Dream Tours Florida with girlfriend Jacie Christiano, whom the rich Manhattan mom 
indicated was her family's guide. 

A working phone number for Christiano couldn 't be found, and Clement refused to put The Post through to 
her. A message left on Facebook was not immediately returned by Christiano. 

Clement denied that his gal pal uses her disability to bypass lines. He said she has an auto-imm une disorder 
and acknowledged that she uses a scooter on the job. 

Disney did not return repeated requests for comment. 

tpalmeri@nypost.com 

NEW YORK POST is a registered trademark of NYP Holdings, Inc. 

nypost .com , nypostonline.com , and newyorkpost. com are trademarks of NYP Holdings, Inc . 

Copyright 2013 NYP Holdings, Inc . All rights reserved. Privacy 1 Terms of Use 
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Moms pay $1,000 -a-day to hire disabled members to skip lines at Disney 
Published May 14, 2013 

I FoxNews.com 

Forget the FastPasses. Apparently the secret to skipping the long lines at Disney World is to hire a disab led person. 

The New York Post is reporting that some deep -pocketed New York City moms are hiring a motorized scooter -bound 
guide to pose as a family member so they and their kids can jump to the front of the lines. 

Accord ing to the report, families book tours through an outfit called Dream Tours in Florida, which on its website claims 
to provide "quality based, memorable, and affordable vacations, to people with needs." The Disney guide 
charges $130 an hour, or $1,040 for an eight -hour citing a Manhattan mom who claims she hired a tour guide 
using a motorized scooter. 

"You can't go to Disney without a tour concierge," she told the Post. "This is how the 1 percent does Disney." 

The mom said that a guide using a motorized scooter escorted h er, and her husband and their two sons around the 
theme park and were able to immediately go onto rides while others waited for hours. 

Disney allows each guest who needs a wheelchair or motorized scooter to bring up to six guests to a "more convenient 
entrance." 

The New York mother indicated that Jacie Christiano --who works at Dream Tours and is the girlfriend of the tour 
company owner, Ryan Clement --was the family's guide. Clement told the Post that Christiano doesn't use her 
to bypass lines and says that she has an auto -immune disorder. 

10 
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Rich Manhattan moms hire handicapped tour guides so kids can cut lines at 
Disney World 

TARA PALMERI 

Last Updated: 7: 14PM, May 14, 2013 

They are 1 percenters who are 100 percent despicable. 

Some wealthy Manhattan moms have figured out a way to cut the long lines at Disney World hiring disabled 
people to pose as family members so they and their kids can jump to the front, The Post has learned. 

REUTERS Rich moms hire disabled tour so their kids can cut long lines. 

The ''black-market Disney guides" run $130 an hour, or $1,040 for an eight -hour day. 

"My daughter waited one minute tog et on 'It's a Small World' -the other kids had to wait 2 1/2 hours," crowed one 
mom, who hired a disabled guide through Dream Tours Florida. 

"You can't go to Disney without a tour concierge," she sniffed. "This is how the 1 percent does Disney." 

The woman said she hired a Dream Tours guide to escort her, her husband and their 1 -year-old son and 5 -year-old 
daughter through the park in a motorized scooter with a "handicapped" on it. The group was sent straight to an 
auxil iary entrance at the front of each attraction. 

Disney allows each guest who needs a wheelchai r or motorized scooter to bring up to six guests to a "more convenient 
entrance." 

The Florida entertainment mecca warns that there "may be a waiting period before boarding." But the conse nsus 
among upper-crust moms who have used the illicit handicap tactic is that the trick is well worth the cost. 

Not only is their "black -market tour guide" more efficient than Disney World's VIP Tours, it's cheaper, too. 

Disney Tours offers a VIP guide a nd fast passes for $3 10 to $380 per hour. 

Passing around the rogue guide service's phone number recently became a shameless ritual among Manhattan's 
private-school set during spring break. The service asks who referred you before they even take your calL 

"It's insider knowledge that very few hav e and share carefully," said social anthropologist Dr. Wednesday Martin, who 
caught wind of the underground network while doing research for her upcoming book "Primates of Park Avenue." 

"Who wants a speed pass when you can use your black -market handicapped guide to circumvent the lines all 
together?" she said. 

"So when you're doing it, you're affirming that you are one of the privileged insiders who has and shares this 
information." 
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Ryan Clement runs Dream Tours Florida with girlfriend Jacie Christiano, whom the rich Manhattan mom ind icated was 
her family's guide. 

A working phone number for Christiano couldn't be found , and Clement refused to put The Post through to her. A 
message left on Facebook was not immediately returned by Christiano. 

Clement denied that his gal pal uses her disability to bypass lines. He said she has an auto -immune disorder and 
acknowledged that she uses a scooter on the job. 

Disney did not return repeated requests for comment. 

http://www.nypost.com/p/news/local/manhattan/disney world srich ki d outrage zTBAOxrvZRkiVc1zltXGDP 
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Undercover at Disney: 'Deplorable' scheme to skip lines - TODAY.com http://www.today.com/news/undercover-disney-deplorable-scheme-skip-...
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status symbol." 

On ads we found on Craigslist. tour guides brag about their disabled passes: 
"Let's cut the Disney lines together," "access to ... special entrances." So we had 
our producer and his family go undercover with home video cameras. hiring 
two of those disabled guides to show them around Disneyland. 

First up was a guide named Mara. who said she got her pass after a car 
accident. ''I'm here to make sure everyone has fun at Disneyland and we get on 
as many rides as possible," she told us. 

"And you have a secret weapon that's going to help us?" our producer asked. 

"I do. I have a special card that's going to help us beat t he lines," Mara replied 
with a wink. 

And she charged $50 an hour to do it . We started at t he Mad Tea Party ride. 
The long line was no problem for us: We skipped ahead. and got right in 
through a side door. 

Our second disabled guide. Ryan. charged our family $200 and got them right 
through another side door at Star Tours. an attraction inspired by "Star Wars." "I 
cant believe we're getting past everybody; our producer exclaimed. 

The line at Splash Mountain was at least an hour long. But we slipped r ight in 
through the back exit thanks once again to that trusty disabled pass. 

In fact .. over two days, Ryan and Mara flashed their passes and got us nearly 
instant access to some of t he most popular attractions, bypassing the monster 
line at Pirates of the Caribbean and breezing past all the people at Alice in 
Wonderland. The guides were happy to take our money while other families 
had to wait. 

We met up with Mara in the parking lot. "You're profiting from this," we said. 

"Well, Disneyland's profiting a lot from all t he people t hat enter." she said. 

"Will you continue to do this?" 

"Yes. I will." Mara said. "We live in a capitalist country. and I don't feel like it's 
morally wrong." 

Mara was unapologetic. but when we interviewed Ryan. he was downright 
defiant. "Do you think you're abusing the system?" 

"No." Ryan said. 

"Why not?" 

"I gave him a wonderful tour; Ryan replied. 

"With your disabled pass, where you went through side entrances and exits," 
we pointed out. "And they're not disabled at all. They're complete strangers. 
And you charged them for it." 

"And?" Ryan said. 

"Do you ever feel any pangs of guilt when you're cutting past all of those 
people who are waiting in line with people who are paying you, who aren't 
disabled at all?" we asked. 

"It's a moral question." 

"And that's the question. you don't feel morally--" 

"I couldn't care less." Ryan said. 

"About those people waiting in line," we said. 

Advertise 
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"No." 

But Disney has a big problem with it. telling us in a statement: ·we find it 
deplorable ... We have initiated a review of this abuse and will take appropriate 
steps to deter this type of unacceptable activity." 

So no one's jumping ahead of you this summer who shouldn't be. 

Our investigation got results. Disney is cracking down, sending out warning 
letters to anyone advertising these services online. And if t hey catch any o f 
these "disabled tour guides· in t he act, their disabled passes will be revoked, 
and they won't be allowed back into the park. 

By the way, we also called the American Association of People with Disabilities. 
They agree with Disney that this practice is abusive and should be stopped. 

Here is the full statement from Disney: 

·we find it deplorable that people would hire the disabled to abuse 
accommodations that were designed to permit our guests with disabilities to 
enjoy their time in our parks. We have initiated a review of this abuse and will 
take appropriate steps to deter this type of unacceptable activity." 

Here is the full statement from Mark Perriello, president and CEO of the 
American Association of People with Disabilities: 

"No one l ikes waiting in long l ines. but exploiting people with disabilities in 
order to skip to the front is disgraceful. 

"While Disney must move swiftly to train t heir employees to recognize and 
stop this abuse, it's important to note that Disney has a great track record on 
accommodating people with disabilities. It's disturbing that nondisabled 
visitors would take advantage of these accommodations. This situation goes to 
show that money may buy a lot. but apparently civility and respect are not 
among those things." 

Do you have an issue or topic you would like to see investigated? Click here to 
send an email to Rossen Reports. 

Tags: Roosen Reports. Rossen Reports, Disney, On the show 
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WOW Guest Assistance Card (GAC) Impact- Toy Story Mania Scenario 

Document#: 215630 
Source Doc#: 215478,215477 WDP&R Industrial Engineering 
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REDACTED 

From: Armor, Alison 
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2012 2:56 PM 
To: Hale, Greg; Wahler, Jacquee M. (Polak); Bellavia, Deborah; Rosenfeld, Teri; 
Mertz, Carla; Martinez, Elisa; Giacalone, Margaret C; Muscaro, Kent; Morris, 
Julie 
Cc: Evans, Todd; Britton, Brian 
Subject: Attraction Access Working Team Membership 

HI Everyone, 

REDACTED 

The Park Operations LOB will be leading an initiative to review and streamline 
our attraction access policies and tools for Guests with Disabilities for both US 
sites. This is a work stream generated by 	 which has 
recently been approved by senior leadership. our epa men s ave been 
identified 	 and we would like you to identify someone from your 
team to join our Attraction Access Working Team. This person should be able to 
represent you (ideally, leader of leader level) and have the authority to provide 
guidance related to their subject matter expertise. Their input would be vital in 
formulating our recommendations 
(recommendation target completion is in early Q4, with the hope of implementing 
in Q1 prior to NGE launch at WDW). 

Initially 
we will meet every other week and will adjust as necessary. Please let me know 
if you have any immediate questions and thank you in advance for your 
partnership and support! 

Confidential 	 Disney-AL1011162 

REDACTED 

From: Armor, Alison 
Sent: Monday, April16, 2012 2:56PM 
To: Hale, Greg; Wahler, Jacquee M. (Polak); Bellavia, Deborah; Rosenfeld, Teri; 
Mertz, Carla; Martinez, Elisa; Giacalone, Margaret C; Muscaro, Kent; Morris, 
Julie 
Cc: Evans, Todd; Britton, Brian 
Subject: Attraction Access Working Team Membership 

HI Everyone, 

REDACTED 

Confidential 

The Park Operations LOB will be leading an initiative to review and streamline 
our attraction access policies and tools for both US 
sites. This is a work stream generated by 
recently been approved by senior leaders been 
identified and we would like you to identify someone from your 
team to j01n our s Working Team. This person should be able to 
represent you (ideally, leader of leader level) and have the authority to provide 
guidance related to their subject matter expertise. Their input would be vital in 
formulating our recommendations 
(recommendation target completion 1s 1n 
in 01 prior to NGE launch at WDW). 

Initially 
we will meet every other week and will adjust as necessary. Please let me know 
if you have any immediate questions and thank you in advance for your 
partnership and support! 

Disney-AL 1011162 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

ORLANDO DIVISION 

A.L., by and through D.L., as Next 
Friend, Parent and Natural Guardian, 
and D.L., Individually, 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

WALT DISNEY PARKS AND 
RESORTS U.S., INC., 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No.: 6:14-CV-1544-ACC-GJK 

DEFENDANT'S SUPPLEMENTAL AND AMENDED OBJECTIONS 
AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES 

Pursuant to Rule 33 ofthe Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Local Rules ofthis 

Court, defendant Walt Disney Parks and Resorts U.S., Inc. ("Disney") hereby objects and 

responds to plaintiffs A.L. and D.L.'s First Set oflnterrogatories (the "Interrogatories") as 

follows: 

GENERAL OBJECTIONS 

Each of Disney's responses is subject to, and incorporates, the following General 

Objections, whether or not specifically referred to in an individual response: 

1. Disney objects to any directions, definitions, instructions and/or Interrogatories 

that seek to impose upon Disney obligations which exceed or differ from those required by the 

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure or the Local Rules of this Court. 

2. Disney objects to plaintiffs' definition of the term "Disney Parks" to the extent 

that it includes parks never visited by A.L. or D.L. and/or parks that neither A.L. nor D.L. has 
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visited since the Disability Access Service ("DAS") program was implemented on October 9, 

2013. 

3. Disney objects to the Interrogatories to the extent that they seek information that 

is privileged or protected by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney work-product doctrine, or 

any other constitutional, statutory or common-law privilege or doctrine. Consistent with the 

parties' confidentiality agreement executed on May 26, 2015, to the extent that such information 

is inadvertently disclosed in response to these Interrogatories or otherwise, such disclosure shall 

not constitute a waiver of Disney's right to assert the applicability of any privilege or protection, 

and such documents shall be returned to Disney's counsel immediately. 

4. Disney objects to the Interrogatories to the extent that they are overly broad, 

unduly burdensome, ambiguous, vague, or incomprehensible. 

5. Disney objects to the Interrogatories to the extent that they seek information 

which is neither tailored to the subject matter of this case nor reasonably calculated to lead to the 

discovery of admissible evidence. 

6. Disney objects to the Interrogatories to the extent that they call for the disclosure 

of information that is already in the possession, custody, or control of Plaintiffs and/or is more 

appropriately sought from third parties. 

7. Disney objects to each Interrogatory to the extent that it is unreasonably 

cumulative or duplicative of other Interrogatories. 

8. Disney objects to the Interrogatories to the extent they seek information that is not 

available to Disney, that is not within Disney's possession, custody, or control, or that are 

publicly available. 

2 
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9. Disney objects to the Interrogatories to the extent they seek information that is 

confidential, proprietary, and/or private to Disney, its employees, and/or individuals that have 

visited Disney Parks ("Confidential Information"). Any such Confidential Information that is 

contained in Disney's responses or documents is provided with the explicit understanding that 

such information will be kept confidential in accordance with the parties' May 26, 2015 

confidentiality agreement and used only for purposes of prosecuting and defending the instant 

litigation. 

10. By responding to these Interrogatories, Disney does not waive any objections as 

to the competency, relevancy, materiality, privilege or admissibility as evidence, for any 

purpose, of any information provided or documents produced. Disney reserves the right to 

object on any ground to the use of any information provided or documents produced in 

answering these Interrogatories. 

11. By responding to these Interrogatories, Disney does not acknowledge or concede 

the truth or accuracy of any characterization, allegation, or statement made in the Interrogatories. 

12. Disney reserves the right to supplement, revise, correct, clarify or otherwise 

modify its objections and/or responses to each Interrogatory. Disney also reserves the right to 

assert any other applicable objections to these Interrogatories. 

13. To the extent that Disney responds to an Interrogatory to which it objects, such 

response shall not constitute a waiver of any General Objections or Specific Objections. 

Likewise, any statement herein that Disney will provide information or produce documents in 

response to an individual Interrogatory does not mean that Disney in fact has any such 

information or documents, or that any such information or documents exist. Rather, any such 
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statement reflects Disney's intention, subject to its objections, to conduct a reasonable search for 

responsive documents and information. 

14. In addition to the General Objections set forth above, Disney will also state other 

specific objections that may not be generally applicable to all of the Interrogatories. By setting 

forth such specific objections, Disney does not intend to limit or restrict the General Objections 

set forth above. A failure to make a specific objection to a particular Interrogatory, or part of a 

Interrogatory, shall not constitute a waiver of any General Objection or Specific Objection, and 

is not, and shall not be construed as, an admission that Disney in fact has any such information or 

documents, or that responsive information or documents exist. 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES TO INTERROGATORIES 

INTERROGATORY NO. 1: 

Identify each Disney employee who personally interacted or communicated with A.L. 
during or regarding any trip to Walt Disney World which is described in Count 1 of the 
Complaint, providing at least: name and last known address; job title; description of the 
employee's duties or responsibilities for Disney; and a description of the interaction or 
communication. 

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO.1: 

Disney incorporates the above General Objections by reference. Disney objects to this 

Interrogatory on the grounds that it is overly broad and unduly burdensome given that it seeks 

information regarding "each Disney employee who personally interacted or communicated with 

A.L." which could include numerous Cast Members at any ride, attraction, restaurant, shop or 

other facility within Walt Disney World. Disney also objects to this Interrogatory to the extent 

that it seeks information that is neither tailored to plaintiffs' individual claims nor reasonably 

calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Disney further objects to this 

Interrogatory because it seeks information that is already in plaintiffs' possession, custody, or 
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control and could be obtained by plaintiffs from other sources by more convenient, less 

burdensome, or less expensive means. 

Disney states that the following individuals interacted or communicated with D.L. either 

by phone, email or in person: Andrea Cochran, Deb Gaspelin, Mark Jones, Joan Manangu, Joan 

Martin, Jim McPhee and Patti Stafford, and refers Plaintiffs to documents bates numbered 

Disney-AL0000037, Disney-AL0000039, Disney-AL0000053, Disney-AL0000112, Disney-

AL0000127 and Disney-AL0000387, and Disney-AL0000493. Thus there are no further 

answers to these interrogatories. 

INTERROGATORY NO.2: 

Identify each person who may have knowledge of A.L. 's visit to Walt Disney World 
which is described in Count 1 of the Complaint. For each person, provide at least: name and last 
known address; if the person is or was a Disney employee, the person's title or responsibility for 
Disney; a general description of the information or knowledge you understand or believe such 
person possesses. 

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO.2: 

Disney incorporates the above General Objections by reference. Disney objects to this 

Interrogatory on the grounds that it is overly broad and unduly burdensome given that it seeks 

information regarding "each Disney employee who personally interacted or communicated with 

A.L." which could include numerous Cast Members at any ride, attraction, restaurant, shop or 

other facility within Walt Disney World. Disney also objects to this Interrogatory to the extent 

that it seeks information that is neither tailored to plaintiffs' individual claims nor reasonably 

calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Disney further objects to this 

Interrogatory because it seeks information that is already in plaintiffs' possession, custody, or 

control and could be obtained by plaintiffs from other sources by more convenient, less 

burdensome, or less expensive means. 
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Disney incorporates by reference its response to Interrogatory No. 1 and refers Plaintiffs 

to its 26(a)(1) disclosures. Thus there are no further answers to these interrogatories. 

INTERROGATORY NO.3: 

Describe all steps that were taken, during or in connection with each of Plaintiffs' visits 
to a Disney theme park on or after October 9, 2013, to individually assess A.L.'s special needs or 
requested accommodations. 

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO.3: 

Disney incorporates the above General Objections by reference. Disney objects to this 

Interrogatory on the grounds that it is overly broad and unduly burdensome given that it seeks 

information regarding "all steps" taken in connection with "each" of Plaintiffs' visits to a Disney 

theme park since October 9, 2013. Disney also objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds that 

it is overly broad and unduly burdensome. 

Disney states that it works individually with guests with disabilities to provide assistance 

that is responsive to their circumstances. For example, Disney would have engaged in an in-

person dialogue with A.L. and/or his mother, D.L., to understand their needs and concerns. As 

part of that discussion, Disney's Cast Members would have asked several questions to assess 

A.L.' s individual needs. If it was determined that A.L. could not wait in a conventional queue 

environment due to his disability, the Cast Member would have issued a DAS to A.L. and 

explained how the program works. Disney's Cast Members would have also explained how 

DAS can work in conjunction with Disney's F ASTP ASS® service and, if appropriate, would 

have offered additional guest service options, such as itinerary planning assistance, additional 

FastPasses and/or re-admission passes. Disney has no further information it can provide in 

response to this interrogatory. 
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INTERROGATORY NO.4: 

Describe all steps that were taken, during or in connection with each of Plaintiffs' visits 
to a Disney theme park on or after October 9, 2013, to determine A.L.'s accessibility needs, or 
which were taken to evaluate Plaintiffs requested accommodations. 

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO.4: 

Disney incorporates by reference herein its response to Interrogatory No. 3. 

INTERROGATORY NO.5: 

Describe any changes Disney presently expects or intends to make to the DAS or to the 
manner in which Disney accommodates the accessibility needs of its Disneyland theme park 
visitors who have cognitive impairments. 

RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO.5: 

Disney incorporates the above General Objections by reference. Disney objects to this 

Interrogatory to the extent that it seeks information relating to Disneyland that is neither tailored 

to plaintiffs' individual claims nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 

evidence because Plaintiffs' claims only relate to their visit to Walt Disney World. Disney also 

objects to this Interrogatory to the extent it goes beyond DAS because it seeks information 

regarding "the manner in which Disney accommodates the accessibility needs of its Disneyland 

theme park visitors who have cognitive impairments." 

Disney states that it has not made any changes to the substance of DAS, but it has made 

technology changes at Walt Disney World and Disneyland, which allow Cast Members to 

electronically authorize DAS for guests and provide attraction return times through their ticket 

media. Disney does not at this time expect or intend to make any other changes. 
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Dated: June~, 2015 
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Respectfully submitted, 

y M. ite (admitted pro hac vice) 
Kerry Alan Scanlon (admitted pro hac vice) 
KAYE SCHOLER LLP 
901 15th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20005 
Phone: (202) 682-3500 
Fax: (202) 682-3580 
jewhite@kayescholer.com 
kscanlon@kayescholer.com 

Manuel Kushner 
Florida Bar Number: 330957 
KAYE SCHOLER LLP 
Phillips Point, West Tower, Suite 900 
777 South Flagler Drive 
West Palm Beach, FL 33401-6163 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on this.3..:1ay of June, 2015, a copy ofthe foregoing was sent 

by First Class Mail to: 

Andy Dogali 
Dogali Law Group, P .A. 
101 E. Kennedy Blvd. 
Suite 1100 
Tampa, FL 33602 

Eugene Feldman 
Eugene Feldman, Attorney at Law, APC 
555 Pier Avenue 
Suite 4 
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254 

~ KAYE SCHOLER LLP 
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VERIFICATION 

I am an officer of Walt Disney Parks and Resorts U.S., Inc., a party to this action, and I 

am authorized to make this verification for and on its behalf. I am informed and believe and on 

that ground allege that the foregoing is true and correct. 

r declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 

foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on ~1t!: 5, 2D I) , at Burbank, California. 

"M-Aif..':lHA L. REED = --
Vice President and Secretary 
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Tlide D1sney.com 

Don't miss these merchandise events, coming up next month at the @Disneyland Resort: http://tco/KEKYJeKAhM ... 

(:\'jjritilii~~ey Parks 
· <Fact Sheet 

· ....... "Disney Parks have an unvvavering commitment to-providing a welcoming and inclusive·environment and accessible·experienc·es for guests. 

Disney Parks is modifying the current Guest Assistance Card program, which provides access to attractions for guests wrth disabilities, so it can continue to serve the guests 
who truly need it. The new program is designed to provide the special experience guests have come to expect from Disney. It will also help control abuse that was, 
unfortunately, widespread and growing at an alarming rate. 

The new Disability Access Service (DAS) Card will allow Guests with disabilities at Walt Disney World Resort and Disneyland Resort to receive a return time for attractions 
based on the current wait time. Guests Relations at the front of each park will continue to assist Guests and provide assistance that is responsive to their unique circumstances. 

Frequently Asked Questions 

• What is a Disability Access Service Card and how does it work? 
The DAS Card is designed to accommodate guests who aren't able to wait in a conventional queue environment due to a disability (including non-apparent disabilities). A 
Disability Access Service Card will be issued at Guest Relations main entrance locations and will offer guests a return time for attractions based on the current wait time. 
As soon as the Guest finishes one attraction, they can receive a return time for another. This service can be used in addition to Disney's FASTPASS Service and Disney 
FaslPass+ service. 

What will Disney Parks do if a Guest is concerned the DAS Card doesn't meet their needs? 
Disney Parks have long recognized and accommodated guests with varying needs and will continue to work individually with guests with disabilities to provide assistance 
that is responsive to their unique circumstances. Guests should visit Guest Relations to discuss their individual needs. 

Who will be eligible for a Disability Access Service Card? 
Disney Parks' goal is to accommodate guests who aren't able to wait in a conventional queue environment due to a disability (including non-apparent disabilities). Guests 
should visit Guest Relations to discuss their assistance needs. 

How will guests get a Disability Access Service card? 
A Disability Access Service Card will be issued at Guest Relations main entrance locations. Guests will participate in a registration process, which also includes having 
their photo taken. 

Why is Disney Parks doing this? 
Disney Parks is modifying the current Guest Assistance Card program so it can continue to serve the guests who truly need it. The new program is designed to provide the 
special experience guests have come to expect from Disney. Disney Parks also hopes it will help control abuse that was, unfortunately, widespread and growing at an 
alarming rate. 

Does the DAS Cardholder have to be present to obtain a return time at an attraction? 
No. Another member of the DAS Cardholder's travel party may obtain a return time but the DAS Cardholder must board the attraction with his or her party. 

Where do DAS Cardholders go to receive return times? 
At Disneyland Resort, guests will go to Guest Relations kiosks located throughout the parks to receive a return time. At Walt Disney World Resort, guests will go to the 
attraction to receive a return time. 

Does a DAS Cardholder have to ride the attraction at the exact return time listed? 
No. Return times are valid until redeemed by the DAS Cardholder. 

How long is a DAS Card valid? 
A DAS card is valid for up to 14 days depending on a guesfs ticket entitlement 

Is a DAS card issued at one Disney theme park valid at other Disney theme parks? 
Yes, the card will be valid throughout the resort at which it was issued. 

http://disneyparks.disney.go.com/blog/disney-parks-disability-access-service-card-fact-sheet/ 
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Why doesn't Disney Parks ask for proof of disability, such as a doctor's note? 
Disney Parks takes Guests at their word and there are legal restrictions around asking for proof. 

Is this the only service available to Guests with disabilities? 
Disney Parks offer a variety of services to guests with disabilities, such as Disney's Handheld Device that offers assistive listening, captioning and audio description. 
Additionally, Disney Parks has developed a "Guide for Guests with Cognitive Disabilities." This serves as a tool on how best to experience its theme parks and is expected 
to be available online by mid~October. 

Disney Parks will continue to provide excellent guest service and accessible experiences. Guests should visit Guest Relations at any park should they feel they need 
assistance due to a disability. 

Does a Guest whose disability is based on the necessity to use a wheelchair or scooter need a DAS Card? 
No, a Guest whose disability is based on the necessity to use a wheelchair or scooter does not need a DAS Card. Depending on the attraction, the Guest will either wait in 
the standard queue or receive a return time at the attraction based on the current wait time. For some attractions at Disneyland Resort, these guests will go directly to an 
alternate entrance. Guests vvith additional needs should discuss them with Guest Relations. 

Will Disney Parks continue to provide a service to wish..granting organizations? 
The change will not affect those who are visiting on trips organized by wish granting organizations. There is a separate program for children with life~threatening illnesses. 

For further questions, please contact Disability.services@disneyparks.com or (407) 560-2547. 

J!leq.,t 
and 
Legal 

About Disney Disney Help Ct~reers Contact Us family Babble 

Terms of Use Legal Notk~ Privacy PoHcy Your California Privacy Rights Children s Onl1ne Prtvacy Policy Interest· Based Ads 

0 Disney, AU Rights Reserved 

http://disneyparks.disney.go.com/blog/disney-parks-disability-access-service-card-fact-sheet/ 
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1 BY MR. DOGALI:

2     Q.   -- when the DAS was released, did you think it 

3 was better than what your competitors were using?

4     A.   Yes. 

5     Q.   In what way?

6     A.   Well, I mean, it allowed guests to virtually 

7 wait -- guests who qualified for the DAS or guests who 

8 obtained the DAS were allowed to virtually wait for 

9 attraction experiences.  And during -- they were allowed 

10 to virtually wait for attraction experiences if they were 

11 unable to be any traditional queue.  They were not able 

12 to wait in a traditional queue the DAS allowed them to 

13 virtually wait for attractions.  Which would also allow 

14 them to do other things during that period that they were 

15 waiting:  being able to go and experience all of the 

16 offerings that any one of our theme parks might have.  

17 Whether that was going to see, perhaps, a street 

18 performer.  Or going to get some food.  Or going to maybe 

19 go to a shop.  Maybe go enjoy the architecture.  Maybe go 

20 look for the hidden Mickeys that we -- we many times 

21 we'll -- hidden Mickeys that we'll many times place in 

22 some of our architecture.  Being able to go sit on a 

23 bench.  Go take a nap.  You know, whatever you wanted to 

24 do you could do that during your -- your -- your window 

25 that you were doing your virtual wait.  That's -- that's 

CONFIDENTIAL
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1 a great thing to be able to do. 

2          So to answer your question, yeah, I thought -- I 

3 thought it was -- I think it's better than what other 

4 others were doing.

5     Q.   And what were the others doing that was less 

6 accommodating?

7     A.   Well, I think there's many that aren't doing 

8 anything.  I can't give you specifics, but there's many 

9 other businesses that are in our line of work that aren't 

10 doing anything for people who can't stand in lines or 

11 wait in lines.

12          MR. DOGALI:  Take a short break. 

13          (Recess taken.) 

14 BY MR. DOGALI:

15     Q.   As the DAS was developed, did Disney seek the 

16 input of any autism-dedicated organization?

17     A.   We certainly talked to a lot of organizations.

18     Q.   Which ones?

19     A.   I -- a lot of the conversations were informing 

20 organizations what we were going to be rolling out, 

21 making them aware of what we were going to be rolling 

22 out.  That way, when the rollout occurred they were not 

23 hearing about it for the first time through the media, 

24 they were hearing it from us.  So the organizations that 

25 I spoke with, I spoke to -- and there were other 
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1 individuals, by the way, who were calling.  It wasn't 

2 just I.  But I had -- we divided a list, if you will, of 

3 organizations that we were going to have that 

4 conversation with.  I spoke with the Autism Speaks 

5 organization.  I spoke to the Autism Society of America.  

6 I spoke to an organization called TACA, T A C A.  And I'm 

7 trying to remember what it stands for, but it's an 

8 autism- based organization.  I -- I believe I spoke with 

9 United Cerebral Palsy.  I'm not for sure if I spoke with 

10 them directly, but I spoke with -- I spoke with  

11  as the -- the -- the  

12 .  There were others that I 

13 called as part of the normal course of -- of informing 

14 the community, if you will, the community of 

15 organizations what we were going to be doing.

16     Q.   These are groups you spoke with --

17     A.   Uh-huh.

18     Q.   -- to advise them of the planned release before 

19 it hit the streets?

20     A.   Correct.

21     Q.   Did Disney seek the input of any such groups 

22 during the design of the DAS before the decision to 

23 release it was made?

24     A.   Ask your question again.

25     Q.   As I understand it you identified a number of 
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1 groups --

2     A.   Uh-huh.

3     Q.   -- you communicated with for the purpose of 

4 notifying them that the DAS was going to be released. 

5     A.   Uh-huh.

6     Q.   Did you or, to your knowledge, anyone at Disney 

7 communicate with those groups during the planning and 

8 development of the DAS about how to assemble it, put it 

9 together?

10     A.   Yes.

11     Q.   Did you do that?

12     A.   I did the...I -- I -- I had had conversations 

13 with Autism Speaks regarding a -- a booklet, a piece of 

14 collateral that we were developing for guests with 

15 cognitive disabilities, and during the course of those 

16 conversations regarding the booklet and looking for 

17 thoughts and suggestions about what would be helpful 

18 information to contain in this booklet, during the course 

19 of those conversations I -- I -- I was certainly asking 

20 questions of -- of the organization representative that I 

21 was talking to about what we were going to be -- what we 

22 were framing up as far as the DAS program.

23     Q.   Was that Matt Asner?

24

25
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1     A.   Yes. 

2     Q.   Did he, on behalf of Autism Speaks, make any 

3 suggestions about how the DAS ought to be assembled or 

4 constructioned?

5     A.   I don't -- I can't say that it was on behalf of 

6 Autism Speaks.  I don't know that.  I mean, I had 

7 conversations with him.  I had conversations with other 

8 individuals from Autism Speaks or that worked or had an 

9 affiliation with Autism Speaks as well.  And this was 

10 all, again, during the course of our development of a 

11 booklet that was going to be available for guests with 

12 cognitive disabilities.

13     Q.   Do you recall any of those individuals 

14 associated with Autism Speaks making any suggestions or 

15 proposals about how the DAS ought to be designed or 

16 implemented?

17     A.   I don't know proposals is correct.  I -- I think 

18 it would be categorized more as the individuals I spoke 

19 with knew that there would be those individuals out there 

20 who wouldn't like the DAS.

21     Q.   Did any organization specific to autism or 

22 cognitive impairment support issuance and release of the 

23 DAS at the time?

24     A.   "Support" meaning what?  They wanted to be -- 

25 what do you mean when you say "support"? 
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1     Q.   Did any such organizations issue kudos or 

2 applaud Disney for releasing the DAS at the time?

3     A.   In some of the conversations I had with the 

4 individuals who -- those were the individuals I was 

5 speaking with, I don't know if they were speaking on 

6 behalf of their organization or not, but some of the 

7 individuals I was speaking with understood what we were 

8 doing and why we were doing it and they said, "There 

9 might be those out there who don't like it, but we 

10 understand what you're doing and why you're doing it."  

11 So if you're going to call that support, then yes, but I 

12 don't know that they used the word "we support it."  And 

13 I think more because they knew that there might be some 

14 individuals who don't like it, just didn't like what it 

15 was.

16     Q.   Are you aware of any organization committed to 

17 autism or cognitive impairments that today advises its 

18 members that the DAS is a good thing?

19     A.   In the conversations that I had with the Autism 

20 Society of America it was very much a "We understand.  

21 We'll certainly pass along to our membership who may 

22 inquire about a trip to Disney, being able to explain the 

23 DAS and what it is."  And again, supporting meaning they 

24 understand why we did it and, you know, knew we had to do 

25 something to curb the abuse that we had while continuing 
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1 to maintain service for people with disabilities, then 

2 yeah, I would say "support" is -- is a word you could 

3 use, sure.

4     Q.   The organization you mentioned in that context 

5 is Autism Society of America?

6     A.   Yes.

7     Q.   Who was your --

8          MR. SCANLON:  Objection to the characterization 

9 that his word or use of the word "support" was limited to 

10 that one group.  I think that misstates the testimony.

11          THE WITNESS:  Yes, there were others -- as I'm 

12 explaining the word "support," there are other 

13 organizations out there who fell into the same category 

14 as Autism Society of America, sure.

15 BY MR. DOGALI:

16     Q.   Is it your understanding that that is the level 

17 of support that exists today from the Autism Society of 

18 America for Disney's DAS?

19     A.   Yes.  And as I -- as I had said previously, you 

20 know, the DAS is a -- is a -- is a great tool, a great 

21 resource.  I think organizations out there see the value 

22 in DAS; that it's a great tool for whatever disability 

23 category that particular organization may support.  They 

24 see the value in that tool to assist their membership, 

25 whether it's autism, whether it's, you know, cerebral 
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1     Q.   -- or highly educated one?

2     A.   It's a guess.

3          MR. SCANLON:  Pure speculation.

4 BY MR. DOGALI:

5     Q.   To your knowledge, did Disney -- strike that.

6          Outside the context of the GAC or the DAS, to 

7 your knowledge, has Disney ever studied the impact of 

8 meltdowns on the part of autistic guests on other guests 

9 in the park?

10     A.   No.

11     Q.   If that's ever been studied who might know?  It 

12 would be a guess?

13     A.   Guess.

14     Q.   Okay.  In terms of how the DAS accommodates your 

15 autistic guests, are you proud of it?

16     A.   Of how the DAS works?  Absolutely.  I think it's 

17 a great tool.  I think I mentioned it earlier.  I mean, 

18 to be able to virtually wait for attractions and be able 

19 to use other stuff and be able to use FastPass, being 

20 able to do other things while you're virtually waiting 

21 for an attraction, I mean, it's a great tool for any 

22 guest, whatever disability they might have, whether it's 

23 something else.  I mean, it's great.  And I've had an 

24 opportunity to, you know, experience it myself.  So I've 

25 had these conversations with the various organizations 
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1 what I said earlier:  certainly we empower our cast 

2 members to make our guests happy, so whatever that might 

3 mean, you know, based on what the guest is asking, based 

4 on what the cast member does, whatever the situation 

5 might be.  But the goal is to make the guest happy.  

6     Q.   As the DAS was released, did you understand the 

7 one form of making the guests happy at that time included 

8 giving them additional FastPasses they could use along 

9 with the DAS?

10          MR. SCANLON:  Additional FastPasses?

11          MR. DOGALI:  Yes.

12          THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry, ask the question again.

13 BY MR. DOGALI:

14     Q.   You used the term "making the guest happy."   

15 I'm asking you back on October 9, 2013, and say a couple 

16 of months thereafter, did you understand that one manner 

17 in which Guest Relations made the guests happy was by 

18 giving them FastPasses in addition to the DAS?

19     A.   I -- I -- I am aware that they have, you know, 

20 numerous options in their tool belts, if you will, when 

21 working with any guest.  Whether it's a guest with a 

22 disability.  Whether it's a guest who is asking about 

23 DAS, or who -- whatever the situation might be, Guest 

24 Relations has certain items and resources they can use if 

25 they, you know, would like to or if they feel that the 
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1 guest is -- you know, something's presented itself where 

2 the -- if the guest presents something where the Guest 

3 Relations cast member feels that maybe the guest is 

4 upset, maybe the guest has had a bad experience, maybe 

5 just whatever reason the cast member feels sorry for the 

6 guest, the cast member certainly has tools that they can 

7 present to the guest, which could include, as you called 

8 it, a FastPass or some kind of instant admission ticket 

9 for a particular attraction or a particular show.

10     Q.   To the extent grant granting additional 

11 FastPasses to make a guest happy is one of those tools, 

12 are you aware that the use of that tool has greatly 

13 diminished over time since the DAS was initially 

14 released? 

15     A.   I'm not aware of -- of that being the case.  I 

16 know that our Guest Relations partners have the ability 

17 to offer assistance, a tool, including potentially 

18 readmission, but I'm not aware of a number, a hard fast 

19 number or anything that, you know, would imply that it's 

20 diminished.  I don't know.

21     Q.   Have you become aware, at any time, from any 

22 source since the DAS was released, that Disney became 

23 concerned about the number of FastPasses that were being 

24 doled out as a tool to make people happy and discouraged 

25 Guest Relations from doing that?

CONFIDENTIAL
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Jill Kelderman, 	AEPP-CN 

Morgan Panora, Psy.D. 

Lisa Hahn, Ph.D., ABPP-CN 

Division Psycilialry 

Jeryl Kershner, M.D., FAAP 

EXPERT REPORT OF JILL KELDERMAN, PH.D., ABPP-CN 

(May contain information designated CONFIDENTIAL) 

I have been retained to testify as an expert in D.M., et at. v. Walt Disney Parks and Resorts U.S., 

Inc. 1 have been asked to provide an overview of Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and to opine whether 

the accommodations and services provided by Walt Disney Parks and Resorts U.S,, Inc. (Disney) are 

reasonable and effective for guests with ASD in general, and to D.M., specifically. I was also asked to 

opine whether the modification of Disney's Disability Access Service (DAS) policy requested by D.M. is 

necessary to affiird him access to Walt Disney World (WDW), This report is based on information 

available to me at this lime and I reserve the right to modify or supplement my report should additional 

information become available'. I am being compensated at a rate of $395 per hour for my time on this 

matter. My compensation is not contingent on the outcome of this litigation or on the substance of the 

opinions in this report. 

I. 	Background and Qualifications 

I am a pediatric neuropsychologist board certified in clinical neuropsychology by the American 

Board of Professional Psychology and a member of the American Academy of Clinical Neuropsychology. 

am the clinical director at The Center for Pediatric Neuropsychology located in Palm Beach Gardens, 

Florida. Our clinic provides comprehensive neuropsychological assessments for infants, children, and 

adolescents with neurological, developmental, genetic, and psychiatric disorders. My caseload consists of 

three to five pediatric neuropsychological evaluations a week, approximately 35 to 40% of which involve 

ASD and co-morbid concerns. I spend three to five weeks a year providing similar services in a satellite 

clinic on Grand Cayman island. A small percentage of my caseload is forensic in nature and constitutes 

less than 10% of my time. Prior to starting my private practice in south Florida in 2009, I spent two years 

as a staff pediatric neuropsychologist at Waukesha Memorial Hospital. My responsibilities and clinical 

caseload were quite similar in that setting. 

My specialization in the neuropsychological assessment of ASD is based on years of extensive 

training and education in this domain. During graduate school al the University of Wisconsin —

Milwaukee (UWM), I spent four years as a practicurn student at the Medical College of Wisconsin 

administering neuropsychological tests to toddlers, children, and adolescents, many of whom had ASD. 

[or example, I understand that plaintiffs have not yet produced any records to Disney. I will incorporate those into 
my analysis once received and reviewed. 

11211 Prosperity Farms Road 0303  I  Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410  I  phone 561-688-9795  I  fax 561-688-9796 

info@neuropsycit4kids.com  f  wimneurnpsych4kids.com  
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Concurrently, 1 worked in the Child Neurodevelopmental Research Laboratory at UWM outlining 

similarities and differences between children with ASD and children with a genetic syndrome called 

Williams Syndrome. During my clinical internship at the University of Chicago Medical School, I 

completed a one year pediatric neuropsychology rotation, and also rotated through the ASD clinic. During 

my two-year fellowship in pediatric neuropsychology at The University of Minnesota Medical School, I 

completed a year-long rotation through the Autism clink, My training and clinical experiences provided 

me the opportunity to develop my clinical skills and knowledge base of ASD. Along the way, I have had 

the occasion to meet with hundreds of fainilies impacted by ASD and hear their stories. 

In addition to my clinical work, I serve on the Board of Directors of The CJ Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) non-profit organization whose primarily goal is to support thmilies with children who have 

ASD. Our primary initiative is to raise monies to fund ABA treatment scholarships for families whose 

insurance plans opt out of the Florida state mandate. We also support and manage a monthly respite 

program for parents of children with ASD whose behavior is sufficiently challenging they cannot utilize 

typical caregivers or babysitters. 

H. 	Overview of ASD 

ASD is a neurodevelopmental condition characterized by impairment in reciprocal social 

communication and social interaction, and restricted, repetitive patterns of behavior, interests or activities 

(American Psychiatric Association, 2013). ASD is neurodevelopmental. This means a child is born with 

ASD, the manifestation of which unfolds over time as the brain develops, From a brain-behavior 

perspective, ASD is associated with global and diffuse brain differences al cellular, functional, and 

structural levels (for reviews see Herbert, 2011 and Posey ei al., 2011). Simply stated, many differences 

have been reported between an ASD brain and a typical brain. In 2015 the Centers for Disease Control 

and Prevention determined an overall prevalence of ASD as 14.7 per 1,000 children age 8, or 1 in 68. 

This represents a dramatic rise since 2002, at which time prevalence rates began to rapidly increase from 

lin 150 ("Data & Statistics," 2015). 

Symptoms of ASD are usually observable during the first year of life, although a minority of 

children do not exhibit clear signs of ASD until around 24 months (Zwaigenbaum et al, 2005). A typically 

developing infant will study their mother and father's face, particularly their eyes, as they arc held and 

talked to. Infants with ASD do not look at other people's faces for expected lengths of time. They may 

not imitate facial expressions at expected levels. If you smile at a 9-mouth-old, they should usually smile 

back at you. Decreased social smiling in infancy is a red flag for ASD (Nichols, Ibanez, Foss-Feig, & 

Stone, 2014). Toddlers with ASD often exhibit language delays and/or unusual language (Tager-f lusberg 

& Seely, 2013; Pickles, Anderson, & Lord, 2014). They may not talk on time. Concurrently, they do not 

try to compensate with gestures at expected levels. Rather than vocalizing "baa-baa!" while pointing at 

their bottle, they may throw themselves to the ground in a tantrum, or pull a chair across the room in an 

attempt to reach the bottle themselves. Play tends to be repetitive and lack social themes (Jan-old, 

Boucher, & Smith, 1993; Libby, Powell, Messer, & Jordan, 1998). Instead of pretending to bake a cake in 

the Preskool kitchen, or pushing a toy mower in the yard to he like daddy, they may line up cars and peer 

at them closely, or organize blocks by shape and color. Toddlers with ASD tend to develop intense 

interests which often persist for years (DeLoache, Siincock, & Macari, 2007; Richler, Huerta, Bishop, & 

Lord, 2010; Turner-Brown, Lam, Holtzclaw, Dichter & Bodfish, 2011). A child may read incessantly 

about the Titanic, watch the movie literally hundreds of time, and recite the list of erewmembers. Another 
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child may be mesmerized by vacuum cleaners, and recite the make and models of vacuum cleaners. Hand 

flapping, spinning, rocking, and pacing are repetitive motor behaviors often displayed by children with 

ASD. An adolescent may literally wear a track in the carpet over the years from pacing the same route 

repetitively. Rigidity, which can include insistence on sameness or nonftinctional routines, is present to 

varying degrees. Children may insist on parking the car in a very specific spot in the driveway. They may 

refuse to eat breakfast if the syrup bottle is not in a precise place al a specific angle. These types of 

behaviors can be managed through behavioral strategies and interventions, as outlined below, and should 

not be confused as a requirement for persons with ASD. It is equally true that an individual's desire for 

immediate gratification is not a requirement ()Ville disability. 

By definition, all individuals with ASD exhibit social deficits (American Psychiatric Association, 

2013). People with ASD tend to have poor nonverbal communication (Stone, Ousley, Yoder !roman & 

Hepburn, 1997; Elsabbagh et al., 2012). Eye contact is typically reduced, and may be nearly absent. 

Their facial expressions may be reduced, and they may talk in a monotone voice. Theory of mind, which 

refers to the ability to place yourself in someone else's shoes, and infer what they might be thinking and 

feeling, is deficient in ASD (Baron-Cohen, Leslie, & Frith, 1985). Some individuals may appear 

completely disengaged from the world around them. They may not respond to their name, answer when 

asked a question, or initiate interactions with others. Others with ASD may initiate social interactions 

with complete strangers and talk rather incessantly, showing poor regard for social boundaries. Sensory 

hypo- and/or hyperactivity is often seen in ASD (Baranek, 2002, Kenet, 2011). This is particularly 

relevant to day-to-day functioning, as individuals interact with the world around them through the sensory 

domain. Given low pain sensitivity, they may not tell their parent their arm hurls, even if it is broken. 

Given high auditory sensitivity, they may "flip out" if they hear a hair dryer or vacuum. Many children 

and adults with ASD struggle in high commotion environments where there is a great deal of sensory 

input. Once more, behavioral treatments, as outlined below, are well-established at addressing many of 

these symptoms. 

Maladaptive Behaviors in ASD 

Transitioning away from a preferred activity is an inherent aspect of life for children with and 
without ASD. It is impossible to function without transitioning away from preferred activities; no one is 

able to do whatever they want whenever they want. Everyone has to eventually cease a desired activity, 
and everyone has to initiate non-preferred activities. It is a simple fact of life, even for infants and 
toddlers. These may be an unremarkable event for some individuals with ASD, while it may he more 
challenging for others. Individuals with ASD may also prefer to engage in certain behaviors repeatedly, 

which is also maladaptive. 

Such preferences are not mandated by the disorder, nor are caregivers and educators advised to 

adhere to such preferences. They are maladaptive. Maladaptive behaviors are those that interfere with day 

to day functioning or interfere with the individual's ability to effectively navigate within and adjust to the 

environment. If a behavior is maladaptive, it is targeted and treated, not indulged. In her report, Dr. James 

identifies certain behaviors which may arise in the context of a visit to an amusement park, such as the 

"Need to access park rides and activities in a fixed order; need to ride particular rides repeatedly; 
difficulty managing time when told to wait," and others. These behaviors, if they occur, are preferences 

and, as outlined below, numerous strategies have been developed to manage these and other maladaptive 

behaviors. 
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IV. 	Behavioral Techniques and Strategies for Individuals with ASD 

Behavior modification strategies are helpful in reducing and accommodating symptoms of ASD 
(-National Autism Center, 2015; Wong et al, 2014; Wong et al. 2015). Self-control in young children with 
ASD can be increased by gradually exposing the child to progressive delays, when given the choke to 
engage in an intervening activity during that delay (Dixon & Cummings, 2001). Visual schedules can 

help individuals with limited verbal abilities understand the order of events. Social Stories is a specific 
type of visual schedule which has consistently been shown to be effective in decreasing tantrum behavior 
and anxiety in ASD (Kuttler, Myles, & Carlson, 1998; Scattone, Wilczynski, Edwards, & Rabian. 2002; 
Ozdemir, 2008; Rcynhout & Carter, 2007), Additionally, techniques utilizing visual supports to make the 

abstract concept or time more concrete can be helpful (Dettmer, Simpson, Myles, & Ganz, 2000). Timers 
which show a gradually decreasing figure (similar to the hourglass concept) or similar devices are 

frequently used by behavior therapists, teachers, and clinicians so children can "see" how much time is 
left. Introducing alternative behaviors (a technical term for distraction technique) is helpful not only for 
individuals with disabilities, but their typically developing peers. For example, providing a card game, 

movie, or video game to watch on a smart phone or iPad helps distract individuals and helps keep people 
occupied. It is also helpful for individuals with ASD who go to a ride to obtain a DAS return time and 
then waits virtually until that return time can he redeemed. 

It can be particularly difficult to manage problematic behaviors in ASD when the individual is 
exposed to high commotion environments. Such environments are, by their very nature, typically nearly 
impossible to change. The importance of managing sensory problems in ASD is relevant. Occupational 

therapy targets aversion to certain sensory inputs by teaching caregivers strategies to modulate the 
environment to reduce unpleasant stimuli (Fein, Hinnebuseh, & Troyb, 2014). Many parents report noise 
canceling headphones are helpful for some individuals in reducing auditory input. Individuals may be 
encouraged to take a "sensory break" and visit a small, dark room, or rock in a swing. Behavior therapy 

typically utilizes a desensitization approach, gradually introducing the individuals to the aversive stimuli 
while encouraging relaxation techniques and other strategies. 

Strategies to cope with extreme weather conditions are obvious and include appropriate dress and 

high water intake. Planning a trip at a cooler time of year is obviously helpful, but must be balanced with 
the increased volume at that time. Other strategies for managing disruptions in routine include preparing 
in advance, utilizing a visual and verbal schedule, and understanding an individual's limits. Nearly every 

child has the potential to become disruptive if pushed too far, however, this is particularly true fur many 
individuals with ASD. In addition to using these strategies, behavioral interventions and certain 
medications are also effective to reduce this disruption. 

In summary, the literature base consistently outlines a combination of endive, evidence based 
treatments for challenging behaviors associated with ASD including behavioral modification strategies 

and environmental supports. There are factors inherent to visiting WDW which are unavoidable, such as 
high commotion, weather, and noise. As is true for any family, it is the responsibility of parents to utilize 

strategies and techniques in managing their child's experience at the parks, 

V. 	Disney's DAS Accommodation and Other Services 

I reviewed Planning a Trip to the Walt Disney World Resort• A .Resouree Jrir Guests with 

Cognilive Disabilities including Autism Spectrum Disor•derr (,4SD). Many of the suggestions and 
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accommodations provided in the guide are consistent with the evidenced-based techniques outlined in the 
literature base and described above. Parents are strongly encouraged to prepare ahead of time. The guide 
encourages parents to utilize a visual schedule in advance of their visit. Use of ear plugs or headphones 
are encouraged for individuals with sensory aversions. Families are encouraged to bring a device or 
activity to use as a distraction while waiting. Use of a sensory toy such as a stress ball is suggested. 
Detailed descriptions of each step of arrival is provided. The guide includes a detailed chart describing 
each ride, with the presence or absence of following characteristics indicated: 

• Scents/smells 

• Flashing lights 
• Loud Noises 
• Periods of Darkness 

• Bumps 
• Fast 

• Lifts off Ground 

• Wet 

■ Element of Surprise 
• Type of Restraint 

• Amount of time 

■ FASTPASS (or, more recently. Fast Pass+) 

Additionally, the following options for accessing attractions are explained: 

• Disney FASTPASS service: A standard option which allows guests to check-in to a ride 
and receive a ticket with a return time. Guests can only hold one FASTPASS at a time. 

■ Disney FastPass + A standard option which allows guests to sign up online for three rides 
or attractions prior to their arrival. Similar to its predecessor FASTPASS, FastPass+ also 
allows guests to hold a return time for one additional ride or attraction at a time after the 
initial three times have passed, which is booked from kiosks throughout the park. (I 
understand that FastPass4 has now replaced the FASTPASS service.) 

• Disability Access Service (DAS) card; An option fur guests with disabilities which 
allows guests to virtually stand in one line. Guests receive return time from each 
attraction. 

The guide states additional accommodations are available, and instructs guests to visit Guest 
Relations to learn more. This process is described in more detail in a booklet Disney Parks: Disability 
Access Service Card. The booklet outlines the steps necessary to request a DAS Card, which consist of 
visiting Guest Relations at the entrance to a park, talking with a Cast Member, and Registering. A photo 

is taken of either the DAS Cardholder or the guardian, and a signature is requested. Lastly, the guide 
outlines specific areas in the parks which are "a little less busy," and encourages parents to access these 
areas if someone is feeling overwhelmed. 

VI. 	The DAS Program Is Reasonable and Effective for D.M. and Other Guests with ASD 

Disney's previous Guest Assistance Card (GAC) policy essentially allowed children with ASD to 
ride any rides they wanted, as soon as they wanted, for as many times as they wanted, and in any order 
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they wanted, without any advance planning. Obviously, nearly every family would prefer this option. 
While families may be disappointed that GAC was replaced with DAS, their expectation that any child 

with ASD should have immediate, unfettered access to the rides and attractions of their choice at Walt 
Disney World is not a requirement of the disability; rather, it is a preference or expectation that children 

with ASD and their families have when visiting the parks. It is unreasonable for Disney to have to 
accommodate that preference. 

Guests with ASD 

It is my opinion, to a reasonable degree of psychological certainty, that the accommodations 
under DAS are appropriate and reasonable. They mirror strategies utilized by parents, educators, and 

clinicians working with people with ASD, which are based in the literature as outlined above. Disney 
provides families clear and explicit information about the specific components of every ride and 
attraction. This allows families to determine a priori whether an experience is a suitable option for their 
child. Disney also provides families specific information regarding the quietest and calmest areas in the 
park, while reminding families these areas may still he busy. It is worth noting that all parents, whether or 

not their child has ASD, must anticipate their child's reaction to various aspects of the Disney experience 

and plan their visit accordingly. Children with and without ASD may have problems handing the 
excitement of a visit to Disney and the inherent change from their daily routine, and may have 

"meltdowns" or tantrums. These behaviors are so common that it would be unusual, in my opinion, to 
encounter a parent who frequently visits Disney who has not witnessed their children engage in them. 

Waiting is an inherent, unavoidable aspect of our culture and it is part of the daily life of children 

with and without ASD. It is a necessary part of any educational process, even in the most restrictive 

settings. Based on my own experiences, it is impossible to make a trip to a Disney park without some 
waiting. Moreover, children with ASD are not incapable of waiting or unable to delay gratification. By 
eliminating the wait time in some instances and decreasing it in others, individuals with ASD spend 
minimal amounts of time standing in a line under DAS. As a result, providing a virtual wait allows 
individuals with disabilities more access to park experiences, as it frees up hours of time that would 

otherwise be spent standing in line. In my opinion, to a reasonable degree of psychological certainty, 

Disney's replacement of GAC with DAS did not materially change the accessibility for children with 

ASD. 

D.M. 

D.M. is described as a 15-year-old male with "autism." The statement in the complaint that, 
"During those visits, D.M. exhibited a nature and extent of joy that he rarely showed in any other setting. 
C.M. was always proud and joyful of the opportunity to bring to her beloved child a level of happiness 

which he rarely showed elsewhere." Be that as it may, and assuming the validity of the statement, it has 

no direct relevance to D.M.'s status as a child with ASD. Virtually any child allowed immediate and 
unlimited access to any Disney ride of their choosing is likely to exhibit a level of joy rarely showed in 

any other setting. 

D.M.'s complaint implies ASD is associated with a need to experience a particular ride or 
attraction over and over, for several hours at a time. This concept is inaccurate and inconsistent with the 
literature as described above. D.M.'s preference to ride repeatedly is neither a requirement nor a need due 
to ASD. As outlined above, preferences like repeat riding are maladaptive and are targeted through a 
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variety of treatment strategies. Indeed, it is difficult to imagine a scenario outside of a theme park where a 
child with a preference for repetition would he indulged such that he would be permitted to engage in a 
behavior repetitively for hours. The treatment options discussed above are preferable in managing the 
behavior of a child with ASD as opposed to giving in to their preferences. 'Indeed, in my clinical 
experience, 1 have yet to meet an individual with ASD who is "incapable" of deviating from consistency, 
order, and routine. 

The complaint states D.M. is "incapable of idle wails which last longer than a few minutes," As 
explained above, ASD is not associated with an inability to wait. Moreover, under the DAS system, D.:V1. 
is not required to idly wait for extended periods of time. The family may check in at a ride and obtain a 
return time. In the interim, D.M. is atlbrdcd the opportunity to access general areas, other rides, shops, 
parades, street shows, etc. as he is not required to stand in line. There is no evidence that D.M. could not 
take advantage of the other attractions, parades, stores, and sites in the park with little or no wait times 
while maintaining his place in the virtual queue.2  Furthermore, per C.M.'s responses, D.M. visited 
Hollywood Studios without any DAS card. He rode Toy Story, which is usually one of the longest wait 
times at Hollywood Studios. He also rode the Great Movie ride and accessed three shows including Little 
Mermaid, Beauty and the Beast, and Muppets. This evidence indicates D.M, is not incapable of waiting. 

D.M.'s complaint includes several blanket statements including, "Like most autistic persons, 

D.M. cannot understand the concept of arriving at a ride and being turned away and invited to return at a 

later time." This statement is factually incorrect and is not corroborated by the literature. Individuals with 

ASD do not have an inability to consider options and/or delay gratification. It is neither a necessary nor 
sufficient requirement of an ASD diagnosis. Moreover, under DAS, D.M. need not approach the ride 

himself prior to riding, as a family member may obtain a return time for him. D.M. may also make use of 
FastPass I. to obtain a ride time without approaching a ride. 

Based on the complaint and C.M.'s responses, D.M. appears to be an individual who has firequent 
meltdowns. C.M. retained a therapist who accompanied them to the park, which suggests that even under 

GAC, which provided D.M. near immediate and unlimited ride access, his behavior remained sufficiently 
problematic to warrant professional support. Furthermore, C.M. reported in her responses that D.M. 

suffered a meltdown during a May 2015 visit because an area was being roped off for a parade and they 

were diverted around the area. This meltdown has nothing to do with the DAS, and demonstrates that it is 
impossible to avoid D.M's triggers for meltdowns. Expecting Disney, or any other place of public 

accommodation, to somehow accommodate unavoidable triggers or D.M.'s (or any other individual with 
ASD) preference for repetitive behaviors and desire for immediate access to preferred activities is clearly 

an undue burden and would be impossible to implement without fundamentally altering the park 
operations. 

VII. 	Conclusion 

In summary, it is my opinion, to a reasonable degree of psychological certainty, that the current 

accommodations and services provided by Disney to D.M. did not limit his access to the parks or unjustly 

discriminate against him. Given the accommodations under DAS which are available to D.M. and other 
individuals with ASD, it is my opinion, to a reasonable degree of psychological certainty, that providing 

repeated, near-immediate entry to rides and attractions (as was done under the GAC policy) is not 

I note the complaint incorrectly characterizes the DAS system, repeatedly referencing, "the three standard rider 
return times as provided by the DAS." 
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necessary to afford access to Disney's theme parks. This insistence upon immediate gratification and 

desire to engage in a repetitive behavior is not a requirement of the disability but rather is a preference for 

GAC over DAS -- or a preference for one ride over all others -- which should not have to he 
accommodaiiecl by Disney. 

Dated: January 19, 2016 

Jill r  e erman, Ph.D., ARPP-Cii 

Board Certified Clinical Neuropsychologist 

Board Certified Suhspecialist in Pediatric Neuropsychologist 

Florida Licensed Psychologist # 7965 
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Appendix A 

My opinions are based on the information that I have considered in connection with the preparation of 
this report, including but not limited to the following documents: 

• Complaint, D.M.., et al. v. Walt Disney Parks and Resorts U.S., Inc. (Case No. 6:14-cv-1895-
ACC-GJK) 

■ Answers to Interrogatories, D.M., et al. v. Walt Disney Parks and Resorts U.S., Inc. (Case No. 
6:14-ev-1895- ACC-GJK) 

• Walt Disney World's Guide for Guests with Cognitive Disabilities including Autism Spectrum 
Disorder (ASD) 

■ DAS Fact Sheet (Disney-AL0000002- Disney-AL0000006) 
• Expert disclosures of Dr. James 
■ Expert report of Bernard R. Siskin, Ph.D. 
• Expert report of Bruce Laval 
• Video produced by plaintiffs 
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Appendix B 

The following is a list of all cases in which 1 testified as an expert at trial or by deposition during the 
previous four years: 

• Gregory Gladin and Dory Gladin, et al v. Scott Charles Brecht and Conrad Yelvington 
Distributors, Inc, (2012) 

• State of Florida v. Milagro Cunningham (2014) 
• Jacob Lefton, a minor, by and through his parents and natural guardians, David Lefton and Shari 

Lefton v. Jeremy Daniel Francis (2015) 
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@A~y~f&Ne'f Parks and Resorts Worldwide 

Dear Friends, 

Disney Parks holds a cherished place in the hearts ofthe millions of Guests who visit us each 
year. We know that is especially true for those of you who have a loved one with a disability. For 
many families, what would be impossible elsewhere is not only possible, but magical, at our 
parks and resorts. We are proud to play such an important role in so many of your lives. 

Unfortunately, our current program for providing access to attractions for Guests with disabilities 
has been abused and exploited to such an extent that we are no longer able to effectively sustain 
it in its present form. After careful consideration, and with the needs of our Guests with 
disabilities as our foremost concern, we are modifying the current program so that we will be 
able to continue to serve those Guests for whom the program is intended. 

Over the past few days, you have likely heard about these upcoming changes and how they 
might affect our Guests with disabilities. Our relationship with you is important to us, and we 
want to take the opportunity to clear up any confusion or misinterpretation. 

Our commitment to providing an inclusive and welcoming environment for all our Guests has 
not changed. We have long recognized that people may have different needs, and we will 
continue to work individually with our Guests with disabilities to provide assistance that is 
responsive to their unique circumstances. 

As with any change, there will be a period of adjustment, particularly for those families who 
have developed and refined their preferred ways of enjoying our parks with their loved ones over 
the years. I thank you in advance for your patience as we fine-tune our new program to mitigate 
the current abuse, while still providing the special experience our Guests have come to expect 
from Disney. 

Most of all, thank you for entrusting your treasured time with those you love to Disney Parks. 

Sincerely, 

Meg Crofton 
President, Walt Disney Parks and Resorts Operations, U.S. and France 

Disney-AL0000001 
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CONFIDENTIAL  

UNITED	STATES	DISTRICT	COURT	
MIDDLE	DISTRICT	OF	FLORIDA	

ORLANDO	DIVISION	
	

D.M.,	by	and	through	C.M.,	as	Next	Friend,	Parent	
and	Natural	Guardian,	and	C.M.,	Individually,	
	
																									Plaintiffs,	
v.	
	
WALT	DISNEY	PARKS	AND	RESORTS	
US,	INC.	
	
	 	 Defendant.	
______________________________________/	

	
	
	
	
Case		No.	6:14‐cv‐1895‐ACC‐GJK	
	

	

	
NOTICE	OF	SERVING	ANSWERS	TO	DEFENDANT’S	
FIRST	SET	OF	INTERROGATORIES	TO	PLAINTIFFS		

	
Plaintiffs,	D.M.,	by	and	through	C.M.,	as	Next	Friend,	Parent	and	Natural	Guardian,	and	

C.M.,	Individually,	by	and	through	undersigned	counsel,	and	pursuant	to	Fed.R.Civ.Proc.	33,	

gives	 notice	 of	 serving	 their	 Answers	 to	 Defendant’s	 First	 Interrogatories	 to	 Plaintiffs	

propounded	on	or	about	October	23,	2015.	

CERTIFICATE	OF	SERVICE	
	

I	HEREBY	CERTIFY	 that	a	 true	and	correct	 copy	of	 the	 foregoing	was	 furnished	via	

Electronic	Mail	this	10th	day	of	December,	2015	to:				

Kerry	Scanlon,	Esq.	
Kaye	Scholer	LLP	
The	McPherson	Building	
901	Fifteenth	St.	NW	
Washington,	DC	20005	
Kerry.Scanlon@kayescholer.com	
	
Manuel	Kushner,	Esq.	
Kaye	Scholer	LLP	
Phillips	Point,	West	Tower	
777	South	Flagler	Drive,	Suite	900	
West	Palm	Beach,	FL		33401	
mkushner@kayescholer.com	

Jeremy	White,	Esq.	
Kaye	Scholer	LLP	
The	McPherson	Building	
901	Fifteenth	St.	NW	
Washington,	DC	20005	
Jeremy.White@kayescholer.com	
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	 	 	 	 	 	 DOGALI	LAW	GROUP,	P.A.	

		/s/Andy	Dogali	 	 	 	 		
Andy	Dogali	
Fla.	Bar	No.:	0615862	
101	East	Kennedy	Blvd.,	Suite	1100	
Tampa,	FL	33602				
Telephone:	(813)	289‐0700	
Facsimile:	(813)	289‐9435	
Email:	adogali@dogalilaw.com	
Attorney	for	Plaintiffs	
	
And	
	
EUGENE	FELDMAN	
Admitted	pro	hac	vice	
Arias,	Sanguinetti,	Stahle	&	Torrijos,	LLP	
6701	Center	Drive	West,	Suite	1400	
Los	Angeles,	CA		90045	
Telephone:	(310)	844‐9696	
Email:		gfeldmanlaw@att.net	
Attorneys	for	Plaintiffs	
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UNITED	STATES	DISTRICT	COURT	FOR	THE	

MIDDLE	DISTRICT	OF	FLORIDA	
ORLANDO	DIVISION	

	
D.M.,	by	and	through	C.M.,	as	Next	
Friend,	Parent	and	Natural	Guardian,	
and	C.M.,	Individually,	
	
																									Plaintiffs,	
v.	
	
WALT	DISNEY	PARKS	AND	RESORTS	
US,	INC.	
	
	 	 Defendant.	
______________________________________/	

	
	
	
	
Case		No.	6:14‐cv‐1895‐ACC‐GJK	
	

	
	

ANSWERS	TO	DEFENDANT’S	
FIRST	SET	OF	INTERROGATORIES	TO	PLAINTIFFS		

	
Plaintiffs,	D.M.,	by	and	through	C.M.,	as	Next	Friend,	Parent	and	Natural	Guardian,	and	

C.M.,	 Individually,	by	and	through	undersigned	counsel,	and	pursuant	to	Fed.R.Civ.Proc.	

33,	serves	their	Answers	to	Defendant’s	First	Interrogatories	to	Plaintiffs	propounded	on	

or	about	October	23,	2015	as	follows:	

	

ANSWERS	TO	INTERROGATORIES	

1. Identify	 each	 person	 who	 you	 believe	 has	 knowledge	 or	 information	

concerning	any	of	the	facts	underlying	the	claims	asserted	in	the	Complaint	or	any	of	the	

defenses	raised	in	response	thereto,	and	describe	the	knowledge	or	information	that	each	

such	person	has.	

ANSWER:			
	
	

	–	Plaintiff,	mother	
	–	father	
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	‐	sister	
c/o	Andy	Dogali	
Dogali	Law	Group,	P.A.	
101	E.	Kennedy	Blvd.,	Suite	1100	
Tampa,	FL		33602	
	

		
	

	
	

	
	

	
	

		
		

		
	

		
	

	
	 	
		

	
	

	
	

		
	

	
	

		
	

	
		

	
	

	
		
	
	
2. Identify	all	persons	who	witnessed	or	observed	any	of	the	alleged	actions	

at	any	 of	the	Disney	Parks	 (as	defined	 above)	 involving	D.M.	 that	 are	described	 in	the	

Complaint.	
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ANSWER:			
	

	–	Plaintiff,	mother	
c/o	Andy	Dogali	
Dogali	Law	Group,	P.A.	
101	E.	Kennedy	Blvd.,	Suite	1100	
Tampa,	FL		33602	
	

		
	

	
	

	
	

	
	

	
		

	
	

	
		
	
	
	
	
	
3. Identify	any	Disney	employees	with	whom	you	interacted	during	any	visit	

to	the	Disney	Parks	since	October	9,	2013.	

ANSWER:			
	
Patrick,	Guest	Services	
Kayla,	Guest	Services	Hollywood	Services		
	
	
	
4. Identify	 the	name,	 title,	 address,	 telephone	number,	 and	 fax	number	 of	 all	

medical	doctors	and	health	care	providers	 (including,	but	not	limited	to	any	pediatrician,	

neuropsychologist,	 psychologist	 or	 psychiatrist)	 with	 knowledge	 or	 information	 about	

D.M.'s	 cognitive	 disabilities,	 as	well	 as	the	 reason	D.M.	visited	 the	doctor	 or	health	 care	

provider	during	the	past	five	(5)	years.	
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ANSWER:			
	
June	E.	Hoefling,	MS,	BCBA	‐	Psychologist	
413	Oak	Hill	Drive	
Altamonte	Springs,	FL		32701	
	
Jose	R.	Foradada,	III,	MD	
4710	N.	Habana	Ave,	Suite	307	
Tampa,	FL		33614	
813‐874‐2000	
	
Robert	Eanett,	MD	
Watson	Clinic	South	
1033	N.	Parkway	Frontage	Road	
Lakeland,	FL		33813	
	
Beth	Ingram	Therapy	Services	
602	Vonderburg	Drive	
Suite	201	
Brandon,	FL		33511	
	
Tampa	Children’s	Hospital	at	St.	Joseph’s	
4144	N.	Armenia	Ave,	Suite	375	
Tampa,	Fl		33607	
813‐876‐8316	
	
Pediatric	Therapy	Services,	Inc.	
1215	E.	Orange	Street	
Lakeland,	FL		33801	
863‐802‐3800	
	
Kristen	Gonzalez,	MS,	CCP‐SLP	
Central	Florida	Speech	and	Hearing	Center	
710	E.	Bella	Vista	
Lakeland,	FL		33805	
863‐686‐3189	
	
Kristi	Templeton,	MS,	CF‐SLP	
	
USF	Physicians	Group	
Division	of	Child	Dev.	And	Neurology	
Dept	of	Pediatrics	
4718	Old	Highway	37,	Room	1002	
Lakeland,	FL		33813	
941‐701‐1233	
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5. Identify	 each	 instance	 where	 a	 medical	 doctor	 or	 health	 care	 provider	

(including,	 but	 not	 limited	 to	 any	 pediatrician,	 neuropsychologist,	 psychologist	 or	

psychiatrist)	 has	provided	 you	with	 a	doctor's	 note	 or	any	other	documentation	 which	

claims	that	D.M.	is	unable	to	wait,	including	the	reason	for	requesting	the	doctor's	note	or	

other	documentation.	

ANSWER:			
	
Dr	Jose	Foradada,	I	hand	delivered	the	original	letter	to	Michael	in	guest	services	on	
the	last	day	of	the	GAC	(Oct	8,	2013).				
	

	

6. Identify	 the	 name,	 address,	 telephone	 number,	 and	 fax	 number	 of	 all	

educational	 institutions	 attended	 by	 D.M.,	 including	 years	 attended,	 and	 what,	 if	 any,	

accommodations	were	provided	to	D.M.	due	to	his	or	her	cognitive	disabilities.	

ANSWER:		
		
2005‐2013:	
Lakeland	Christian	school	
Lakeland,	FL	
Special	Needs	class	
	
2013‐	2015:	
Homeschool	
Nikki	–	Homeschool	Teacher	(Aug,	2013‐Feb,	2015)	
Lydia	Cagle	(Feb.,	2015‐present)	
	
	
	
	
7. Identify	 any	 educational	 assessments	 or	 behavioral	 analyses	 (including,	

but	 not	 limited	 to,	 any	Functional	 Behavioral	 Analyses	 or	behavior	 intervention	 plans)	
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conducted	 of	D.M.	 in	 connection	 with	 his	 or	her	 cognitive	 disabilities	 (including	 when	

they	 were	 performed	 and	 who	 performed	 them),	 and	 describe	 the	 results	 of	 such	

assessments	 or	behavioral	 analyses.	

ANSWER:			
	
Plaintiff	 objects	 to	 this	 request	 in	 that	 it	 improperly	 seeks	 to	 require	 Plaintiff	 to	
summarize	 medical	 records	 and	 reports,	 as	 well	 as	 the	 opinion	 of	 medical	
providers.	Subject	to	the	foregoing	objection,	Plaintiff	will	produce	medical	records	
in	their	possession,	custody	and	control	which	contain	the	requested	information.		
	
	
	
	
	
	
8. Identify	 any	 visits	 made	 by	 D.M.	 to	 any	Disney	 Park	 in	 the	 past	 five	 (5)	

years,	including	but	not	 limited	 to	the	following:	

a. any	services	or	accommodations	 provided	 to	D.M.	during	each	visit,	
including	the	issuance	of	any	GACs,	DAS,	or	re‐admission	 passes;	

	
b. all	 rides,	 attractions,	 shows,	 stores,	 meet	 and	 greets,	 and	 other	

activities	that	D.M.	attended	or	participated	 in	during	the	visit;	and	
	

c. the	 specific	order	of	rides	 and/or	 attractions	 that	D.M.	 experienced	
or	 attended	 during	 each	 of	 the	 visits,	 including	 whether	 D.M.	
repeated	 any	 of	 the	 rides	 and/or	 attractions	 and	 whether	 D.M.	
experienced	the	park	according	to	a	pre‐determined	 route.	

	
	

ANSWER:			
	
October	8,	2013:	 	We	visited	guest	services	at	Magic	Kingdom	the	day	before	 the	
new	 changes	 were	 put	 in	 action.	 We	 went	 to	 hear	 in	 person	 what	 the	 changes	
would	be	and	to	discuss	our	options	for	the	future	for	fear	the	new	system	wouldn't	
work	 for	D.M.	 	 I	had	sent	an	email	 to	Disney	 to	which	 they	responded	 telling	me	
they	were	willing	 to	work	with	us	and	our	 individual	needs,	 all	we	needed	 to	do	
was	go	to	guest	services	and	let	them	know	what	accommodations	we	needed.	
	
We	brought	Nikki,	D.M.’s	homeschool	 teacher,	 for	whom	we	purchased	an	annual	
pass	sometime	in	August,	2013	shortly	after	she	started	working	for	us.		One	of	our	
homeschool	goals	was	to	visit	the	parks	once	a	month	to	work	on	social	skills	and	
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leaving	the	parks	quietly	without	having	a	meltdown.	We	bought	Nikki's	pass	about	
3	weeks	before	we	heard	the	rumors	that	the	old	system	was	drastically	changing.		
	
So	we	did	just	that.			Also,	I	had	a	letter	from	the	Neurologist	to	give	guest	services	
explaining	D.M.’s	 special	needs.	 It	went	 terribly	wrong.	Michael,	 the	guest	service	
guy,	Michael,	was	very	cold	and	uncaring.		As	tears	were	pouring	down	my	face	he	
kept	 insisting	 the	 new	 system	 would	 work	 for	 us	 and	 suggesting	 ridiculous	
remedies.		He	would	not	listen	to	what	I	was	trying	to	explain	about	my	son	and	his	
individual	needs	and	issues.	He	went	as	far	as	to	tell	me	we	had	been	misusing	the	
old	system	that	we	were	never	supposed	to	have	unlimited	access	to	the	Fastpass	
line	and	that	we	never	would	again.	Telling	me	Disney	has	to	be	fair	and	make	the	
wait	time	for	everyone	equal.		
	
I	tried	explaining	we	would	not	be	able	to	come	back	to	Disney	if	D.M.	was	turned	
away	from	a	ride	he	wanted	to	go	on	or	had	to	wait	more	than	20‐30	minutes	to	
ride.	I	tried	explaining	the	only	reason	we	have	been	able	to	come	for	over	11	years	
was	 the	GAC	and	being	allowed	 to	enter	 the	 rides	 through	 the	Fastpass	entrance	
and	have	shorter	waits.	After	at	least	30	minutes,	he	finally	said	the	most	we	could	
expect	 in	 the	 future	would	be	 receiving	 ,	 	 that	
everyone	 gets,	 and	 using	 the	 DAS	 card	 return	 time.	We	 ended	 the	 conversation	
with	obtaining	the	GAC	so	we	could	enjoy	our	last	visit	to	Disney.	
		
Oct.	16,	2013:			We	went	back	to	give	the	new	DAS	system	a	try,	because	we	we	had	
been	told	we	would	be	issued	 .	We	were	still	nervous	about	
how	it	would	go.		Nikki	also	accompanied	us.			
	
When	we	got	to	guest	services	an	employee	named	Patrick	helped	us.	We	explained	
we	needed	a	DAS	and,	per	our	previous	conversations,	an	additional	 .	I	
explained	we	were	still	apprehensive	but	trying	to	give	the	system	another	run	to	
decide	whether	or	not	to	renew	our	annual	passes.	 	 I	was	told	that	no	Fastpasses	
would	be	given	unless	I'm	in	the	system.		He	said	we	were	not	in	the	system.	(Hard	
to	 believe	 because	we	had	been	 on	 the	 local	 news,	 had	 emailed	Disney	with	 our	
concerns,	had	come	in	on	the	8th	handed	with	a	letter	from	his	neurologist,	and	I	
stood	 at	 the	 counter	 crying	 for	 30minutes	 with	 Michael	 who	 finally	 told	 us	 we	
would	receive	 .		
	
He	told	us	the	DAS	works	great	and	they	have	had	no	complaints	but	that	he	would	
issue	us	the	 	as	a	one‐time	exception	and	to	never	expect	it	again.		
	
Dec	or	Jan,	2013:			Before	our	annual	passes	expired	we	went	to	Hollywood	studios	
to	see	the	Osborne	lights	(knowing	we	could	not	go	to	Magic	Kingdom).	We	tried	to	
go	to	guest	services	to	get	a	DAS,	but	the	line	was	out	the	door.		We	rode	Toy	Story,	
went	 to	a	 few	shows	 (Little	Mermaid,	Beauty	Beast,	Muppets),	Great	Movie	Ride,	
Rockin	Rollercoster	 (only	because	we	got	very	 lucky	and	a	guest	out	 front	of	 the	
line	gave	us 	he	wasn't	going	to	use).		
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April,	2015:	 	 	Went	to	Hollywood	Studios	with	 .	 	Went	
into	guest	services.		The	cast	member	was	not	very	helpful	to	me.		He	also	tried	to	
tell	me	 the	 DAS	works	 and	was	 arguing	with	me	when	 I	 tried	 to	 explain	why	 it	
didn't	work	for	us.	 ,	who	also	was	requesting	a	DAS	for	her	son	with	autism,	
got	upset,	asked	for	a	manager.		The	manager,	Kayla,	was	very	nice	and	listened	to	
us.	 	 	She	gave	us	the	DAS	and	 .	 	She	gave	us	a	file	number	for	future	
use.		She	told	us	this	is	very	rare	and	not	to	spread	the	word.		
		
	
May	5th	2015:		Went	to	Magic	Kingdom	with	 	We	were	very	
nervous	about	our	first	time	back	in	over	a	year	and	were	worried	how	we	would	
be	treated	in	guest	services.		We	were	given	 	for	the	entire	party.	We	
used	all	our	Fastpasses	at	Magic	Kingdom	and	Helyn	gave	us	a	couple	of	hers	which	
helped.			Rode:		Winnie	the	Pooh,	Small	World	(had	a	meltdown	between	these	two	
because	of	timing	issue),	Space	Mountain,	Pirates.		During	our	walk	to	Pirates	they	
began	roping	off	the	Parade	and	diverting	us	around.		D.M.,	believing	that	we	were	
now	leaving	had	another	meltdown.		These	two	episodes/meltdowns	proved	to	me	
the	DAS	card	is	not	for	us.				
	
	
	
	
9. Identify	 any	tickets	 or	annual	passes	used	 to	gain	admission	to	any	Disney	

Park	 in	the	past	 five	(5)	years,	 including	the	ticket	 or	annual	pass	number,	 and	the	date	

of	purchase	or	renewal	 for	any	annual	passes,	 if	applicable.	

ANSWER:			
	
3	day	passes	for	small	vacations	a	couple	times	a	year		
	
We	may	have	had	annual	passes	in	2011	or	2012	
	
Jan,	2013	–	purchased	annual	passes		
August	2013	–	purchased	annual	pass	for	homeschool	teacher	
April,	2014	‐		3	weekday	annual	passes	(decided	to	purchase	after	receiving	Kayla’s	
assistance	with	establishing	a	computer	file)	
	
	
	
	

10. Identify	any	trips	or	vacations	 taken	by	D.M.	within	the	past	 five	(5)	years	

and	 indicate	 the	method	 of	 transportation	 used	 by	 D.M.	 (e.g.,	 car,	 plane,	 or	boat)	 for	

each	such	trip	or	vacation.	
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ANSWER:			
	

March,	2011‐	2	nights,	Bay	Lake	Tower	at	Contemporary,	Orlando	‐	car	
June,	2011‐		2	nights	Daytona	beach,	Surfing	For	Autism	‐	car		
July,	2011‐	2	nights	at	Hard	Rock	Hotel,	Universal	(received	Fastpasses	for	staying	on	
site)	‐	car	
August,	2012‐	2	nights	Siesta	Key,	Surfing	For	Autism	‐	car		
March,	2013	‐	2	nights	Disney,	Orlando,	Saratoga	Springs	Resort	And	Spa	‐	car		
July,	2013	‐	6	nights	Anna	Maria	Beach	‐	car	
July,	2013	‐	2	nights	Disney	Animal	Kingdom	Lodge	‐	car		
March,	2014	‐	2	nights	Orlando	Champions	Gate	‐	car		
July,	2014	‐	2	nights	Portofino	Bay	Hotel,	Orlando,	Universal	(received	Fastpass	with	
hotel	stay)	‐	car		
July,	2014	‐	4	nights	Hammock	Beach	Florida	‐	car		
April,	2015	‐	2	nights	Portofino	Bay,	Universal	(received	fast	pass	with	hotel	stay)	‐
car		
July,	2015	‐	2	nights	Hyatt	Orlando	‐	car		
July,	2015	‐	3	nights	Clearwater	Beach	‐	car		
Nov,	2015‐	2	nights	Portofino	Bay,	Universal	(received	Fastpasses	with	hotel	stay)	‐	
car		

	
	

11. Identify	all	previous	 and	current	addresses	 for	D.M.	and	C.M.	in	the	past	 five	
(5)	years.	

	
ANSWER:			
	

	
	
	
	
12. Describe	 in	 detail	 all	 damages	 plaintiffs	 seek	 to	 recover	 in	 this	 lawsuit,	

including,	without	 limitation,	 exemplary	 or	punitive	 damages,	 compensatory	 damages,	

costs,	 attorneys'	fees,	and	interest,	and	include	in	your	response	how	you	calculated	 the	

amount	of	such	damages.	

ANSWER:			
	
	Plaintiff	 seeks	 to	recover	all	out	of	pocket	 travel	and	other	expenses	 for	visits	 to	
Disney	 Parks	 on	 or	 after	 October	 9,	 2013	 and	 damages	 for	 emotional	 distress	
arising	 from	discrimination	 against	D.M.	 on	 account	 of	 his	 disability.	 The	precise	
amount	of	damages	will	be	determined	by	the	jury.	The	amount	of	attorneys’	fees	
and	costs	will	be	determined	by	the	court.				
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305.407.9993
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            UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
                 MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA
                      ORLANDO DIVISION

A.L., by and through D.L.,
as Next Friend, Parent and
Natural Guardian; D.L.,
Individually,

           Plaintiffs,

vs.                        Case No.:  6:14-cv-1544-Orl-22GJK

WALT DISNEY PARKS AND
RESORTS US, INC.,

           Defendant.
___________________________/

PAGES 1-143

DEPOSITION OF:    JILL L. KELDERMAN WALSH, Ph.D.

DATE TAKEN:       Friday, September 11, 2015

START TIME:       11:09 a.m.

LOCATION:         11211 Prosperity Farms Road

                  Suite C-301

                  Palm Beach Gardens, Florida 33410

COURT REPORTER:   Dianne N. Sarkisian, CSR, RPR,

                  Notary Public - State of Florida.
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JILL L. KELDERMAN, Ph.D.
9/11/2015

305.407.9993
BRICKELL KEY COURT REPORTING, LLC

Page 71

1                 Does that answer your question?

2 BY MR. PARMER:

3 Q.   Yes, it does.

4 A.   Okay.

5 Q.   And A.L.'s purported inability to wait for long

6      periods of time is also a symptom of ASD?

7 A.   No.

8 Q.   What's that?

9 A.   No.

10 Q.   Why not?

11 A.   It's not part of the diagnostic criteria.

12 Q.   Well, is it your understanding that the DAS program

13      was designed to accommodate people with disabilities

14      that rendered them unable to wait in line for a long

15      period of time or understand the concept of time?

16                 MR. SCANLON:  Objection.

17 A.   The majority of guests at Disney World doesn't

18      understand the concept of -- well, I won't say the

19      majority.

20                 A substantial amount of guests at Disney

21      don't understand the concept of time well.  My

22      understanding is that DAS was designed to assist and

23      accommodate individuals who had difficulty waiting at

24      traditional queue environments, so standing in the

25      line for hours on end or 45 minutes or whatever the

CONFIDENTIALCONFIDENTIAL
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To: Britton, Brian[Brian.Britton@disney.com]; Gossett, Keith[Keith.Gossett@disney.com]; Evans, 
Todd[Todd.Evans@disney.com] 
From: Armor, Alison 
Sent: Fri 5/31/2013 1:09:20 PM 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: FW: WowSFound a disabled tour guide ... 

FYI. Only $250 for an 8 hr tour plus a ticket for him (apparently not an AP). 

From: Malenius, Bryan M. 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 201310:34AM 
To: Wahler, Jacquee M. (Polak); Prihoda, Kathleen 
Cc: Armor, Alison; Evans, Todd 
Subject: WowS Found a disabled tour guide ... 

Who's now advertising that he undercuts the price for disabled guides as seen in the NY 
Post. 

http://orangecounty.craigslist.org/tix/3805078939.htm l 

Disney-AL 1017248 
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Confidential 

To: Mitchell, Lynn[Lynn.Mitchell@email.disney.com]; Hogan, 
Maureen[Maureen.Hogan@email.disney.com]; Jones, Mark[Mark.Jones@email.disney.com] 
Cc: Lutz, Chris[Chris.Lutz@email.disney.com]; Person, Kenneth 
D.[Kenneth.D.Person@email.disney.com]; Keck, Andy[Andy.Keck@email.disney.com]; Lange, 
George[George.Lange@email.disney.com]; Krause, Kent[Kent.Krause@email.disney.com]; Dolan, Kathy-
Jo[Kathy-Jo.Dolan@email.disney.com]; Sandoval, David[David.Sandoval@email.disney.com] 
From: Bunting, Susan 
Sent: Mon 3/12/2012 7:03:05 PM 
Importance: Nonnal 
Subject: FW: Counterfeit GAC card 

Hi 

Attached is a photo of a counterfeit GAC card one of my Coordinators took from a Guest today. 
Unfortunately they didn't get a lot of detail from the Guest, but the Guest said they got it as a "bonus when 
they purchased tickets on 192". They were told they could use it to bypass all the lines and quickly 
turned it over to the Coordinator when he shared the real purpose of the card. 

I spoke with Patrick tonight (GR 5) and he mentioned that more and more of these are showing up 
recently with the same story. I have the original if they are being saved or directed anywhere for 
investigation. 

Thanks so much! 
Susan 

-----Original Message-----
From: HP Digital Sender [mailto:CORP.EIT.DSS@cm-flor-ap037.swna.wdpr.disney.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2012 6:45PM 
To: Bunting, Susan 
Subject: 

Please open the attached document. This document was digitally sent to you using an HP Digital Sending 
device. 

To view this document you need to use the Adobe Acrobat Reader. For more information on the HP MFP 
Digital Sending Software or a free copy of the Acrobat reader please visit: 

http://www.hp.com/go/HP _Digitai_Sender_Module.com 

Disney-AL 1 040009 
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Confidential 

To: Ennis, Bob[Bob.Ennis@disney.com] 
From: Armor, Alison 
Sent: Mon 1/7/2013 1 0:02:35 AM 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: FW: OAK GAG Situation 
TaylorGAC.ipg 

From: Evans, Todd 
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 8:34AM 
To: Riles, Sarah (Fisk); Armor, Alison 
Subject: FW: OAK GAC Situation 

FYI, 

This is the second guest in a month that using a GAC card as a paid tour guide. The 
other was at DLR. Not sure what can be done about this but seem to be a bigger issues 
than we are currently aware of! 

Todd 

From: McMichael, Jan 
Sent: Sunday, January 06, 2013 3:53PM 
To: Evans, Todd 
Subject: FW: DAK GAC Situation 

Another reason to do something different. He uses his AP more than 2 weeks every 
month, so making some good money providing tours with it. 

Jan 

Disney-AL 1014901 
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From: Lehrer, Kristin 
Sent: Saturday, January 05, 2013 8:30 PM 
To: McMichael, Jan; Kuntz, Mary E 
Cc: Nayeri, Staci (Welp) 
Subject: Fw DAK GAC Situation 

And you wonder why my ghost riders are out of control .... 

Kristin Lehrer 
Walt Disney World - Disney's Animal Kingdom 
Operations Manager -Asia Attractions 
407*938*2840 or 8263*2840 

***this message was sent via blackberry , please excuse any typos 

From: Hove, Andrew J 
Sent: Saturday, January 05, 2013 02:26PM 
To: Stewart, Michael C 
Cc: White, Martha; Smith, Marvin; Lehrer, Kristin 
Subject: OAK GAC Situation 

Hi Mike, 

On Dec 28'h around 6:45pm, I saw this guest come through the FastPass queue 
at Everest. After he was inside, another gentleman ran up to me explaining that 
his tour guide had already entered the queue and need to catch up with him 
because "he paid for this tour." I didn't realize he was talking about the man in 
this photo and explained to him I did not see a DSA tour guide come through our 
queue. The gentleman was pretty upset so I asked him to wait here until his "tour 
guide" came back out. Once the man in the attached photo came out, I asked 
him how he got through the queue. He then presented me with the attached 
GAC card. I verified with the upset gentleman that he paid this man to take him 
and his party through the parks and he said yes. I believe the man in the 
attached photo is an Annual pass holder, who obtained a GAC card for 2 months, 
and gives paid tours of Disney with access to FastPass. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Disney-AL 1014902 
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AJ Hove 

OAK Asia Operations 

Guest Service Manager 

Disney-AL 1014903 
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WOW and DLR Guest Assistance Card (GAC) Distribution and Usage 

Document#: 215475 

Source Doc#: 215478, 215477 WDP&R Industrial Engineering 1 

Highly Confidential Disney-AL 1010281 
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WOW and DLR Guest Assistance Card (GAC) Distribution and Usage 

Document#: 215475 

Source Doc#: 215478, 215477 WDP&R Industrial Engineering 2 

Highly Confidential Disney-AL 1010282 
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·1· · · A· · Kuhne, K-U-H-N-E.

·2· · · Q· · And was this a trial or was it part of a

·3· ·pretrial hearing?

·4· · · A· · It was a trial.

·5· · · Q· · It was a trial.· And you testified in that

·6· ·case?

·7· · · A· · Yes.

·8· · · Q· · Do you know what kind of support A.L. has

·9· ·received or does receive in terms of behavioral

10· ·support or one-on-one help or anything like that?

11· · · A· · From what I remember, mom talked about

12· ·various types of support they've had over the years.

13· ·He's had one-to-one aides.· I think they've worked

14· ·with therapists, behavior specialists.· Over the

15· ·years he's had support through individualized

16· ·accommodations:· an IEP in school, an individualized

17· ·education plan; speech and language therapy.

18· · · Q· · Would you agree that the ability to wait or

19· ·the inability to wait is not a diagnostic criteria

20· ·or requirement of ASD?

21· · · A· · I would agree.

22· · · Q· · What?

23· · · A· · I would agree with that.

24· · · Q· · And the same for immediate gratification,

25· ·that they don't have a need for immediate

JOETTE JAMES, PH.D. - 09/10/2015
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·1· ·gratification; that's not a part of the diagnostic

·2· ·criteria for ASD?

·3· · · A· · That's correct.

·4· · · Q· · Do you know how many total vacations that

·5· ·the family has taken either to Walt Disney World or

·6· ·on Disney cruises?

·7· · · A· · No.

·8· · · Q· · Someone who is a low-functioning person

·9· ·with autism, are they -- do they have the same

10· ·ability to go on trips and vacations as anyone else?

11· · · · · ·MR. PARMER:· Form.

12· ·BY MR. SCANLON:

13· · · Q· · Generally?

14· · · A· · I don't know what you mean by that

15· ·question.

16· · · Q· · Well, I mean, I assume that some people are

17· ·so limited that they can't ever leave the house or

18· ·do anything and other people function, you know, in

19· ·such a way that you wouldn't know that they have

20· ·autism.

21· · · · · ·My question is, is someone in A.L.'s

22· ·position, are they -- do they have the ability to go

23· ·on multiple trips or cruises and trips to Walt

24· ·Disney World and those kinds of things?

25· · · · · ·MR. PARMER:· Form.
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1 Q. During home school sessions -- strike that.

2 Is that an appropriate way to refer to that?

3 Do you know what I mean?

4 A. Yes. Uh-huh.

5 Q. So during a day at home school, does ever

6 suffer meltdowns?

7 A. Yes.

8 Q. What sort of behaviors does engage in

9 when he melts down?

10 A. He will jump in the air and body slam himself

11 down. And sometimes he will go to bite you. And

12 sometimes he hits himself.

13 Q. Does he ever cry?

14 A. Yes.

15 Q. Has he ever head-butted during a meltdown?

16 A. No.

17 Q. So you said that will have a melt --

18 strike that. as had meltdowns at home school.

19 Right?

20 A. Yes.

21 Q. Where else does he have meltdowns?

22 A. We have had meltdowns numerous places, Publix,

23 Target.

24 Q. So stores that you've been to?

25 A. Sometimes, uh-huh.

CONFIDENTIAL
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1 Q. What about at a doctor or therapist's offices?

2 A. Not very often. I mean, I'm sure he has. I'm

3 sure he has, but not often. Of course, I mean, we're

4 not at the doctors a lot, so, time-wise.

5 Q. Well, does he -- so let's talk about the

6 present day. How regularly does see either a

7 behavior therapist or some other type of therapist

8 outside the home?

9 A. He sees an occupational therapist once a week

10 for an hour. And he sees a behavioral analyst once,

11 once or twice a month, depending on what's going on. If

12 we need her more, she can come more often. And he sees

13 a PECS lady, it's picture exchange communication lady,

14 once a month. She works with our home school program,

15 since he's nonverbal, with his picture exchange on his

16 iPad.

17 Q. So has ever had meltdowns during visits

18 to the OT or the behavior analyst or the PECS

19 professional?

20 MR. LAZZARA: Objection, compound.

21 A. Yeah. There's a lot in there.

22 BY MR. MARGULIES:

23 Q. So let me start with the OT then. During --

24 in your memory, has ever had a meltdown during his

25 visits to the OT's office?

NTIAL
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1 A. In past, yes.

2 Q. And when I say present day, I didn't mean

3 literally today. I didn't mean to imply that.

4 A. Yeah. He has not in the last -- at OT, we're

5 talking about OT right now, he has not had a meltdown at

6 OT in the past two years.

7 Q. But prior to that he has?

8 A. Yes. In the past he did.

9 Q. Okay. And then what about at visits to the

10 behavior analyst, has he had meltdowns there?

11 A. It's at our house. So, yes, he has.

12 Q. So he --

13 A. She comes to our house.

14 Q. Okay. And then with respect to the PECS

15 professional, has he had meltdowns with that person?

16 A. I'm sure he has in the past. It's been a long

17 time since he has, but I'm sure he did in the past.

18 Again, she comes to our house.

19 Q. What about, say, at a pediatrician's office?

20 A. I cannot recall if ever at a pediatrician's

21 office. Normally when we went he was younger. He

22 hasn't been sick in a while. He was younger and he was

23 sick, so pretty much he'd be laying on me. Of course,

24 he would cry with shots and stuff, but not a meltdown.

25 Q. Can you give any picture of the frequency with
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1 A. A meltdown I don't feel like he can control.

2 A tantrum would be a child just pitching a fit.

3 Q. Okay. So I'm asking in the context of some

4 medical records where maybe the professional refers to a

5 tantrum. I'm not saying one or the other. Have you

6 heard of a -- has suffered from tantrums?

7 A. I've never called it a tantrum and I don't

8 know of a doctor that has. I call them meltdowns.

9 Q. So a meltdown is the term that's appropriate?

10 A. Yes. I have never called his episodes

11 tantrums ever.

12 Q. Thank you for clarifying.

13 A. Yes. And maybe that comes from my years of

14 preschool teaching because I know they're totally

15 different than a tantrum.

16 Q. Sure. Are tantrums predictable?

17 A. No. His meltdowns are not predictable.

18 Q. I'm sorry. I apologize for that. We just

19 went through that.

20 A. That's okay.

21 Q. So his meltdowns are not predictable you say?

22 A. No.

23 Q. Are there particular triggers for his

24 meltdowns?

25 A. Yes.
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1 Q. And that's true for over, the over 11 years

2 that you visited the parks prior to DAS?

3 A. Yes.

4 Q. Does disability in any way limit the

5 types of rides he can go on?

6 A. No.

7 Q. Did experience -- well, strike that.

8 You mentioned that experienced some

9 meltdowns when leaving Disney World. Correct?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. Did he experience meltdowns prior to October

12 of 2013 in other aspects of his visit to Disney?

13 MR. LAZZARA: Objection.

14 A. Yeah, I'm sure he did. I'm sure he did. I

15 don't recall when or why or what, but I'm sure he did.

16 I know -- I mean, I can't recall the past 11 years, but

17 I'm sure he did.

18 BY MR. MARGULIES:

19 Q. Now, with respect to the meltdowns when

20 leaving the park, those were violent meltdowns.

21 Correct?

22 MR. LAZZARA: Objection.

23 A. He would do, like I said, he would jump in the

24 air and throw himself down. And sometimes -- and

25 scream, like I said. And sometimes, sometimes he would
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1 to help us through the day, on top

2 of, I guess, , too. So it would equal

3 to . So we were like, okay, let's just try it.

4 We'll give it a try.

5 We went. The Guest Relations guy said that

6 that wasn't correct. He asked if we were in the -- if I

7 knew if we were in the system. I said, we should be.

8 He looked it up; we were not. He tried to tell me that

9 we couldn't even get the I begged and pleaded

10 saying that's the only reason we came. And he --

11 eventually he gave me the but told me that this

12 was not to ever be expected again.

13 And we ended up having a good day with those

14 because they were paper at the time, so we actually

15 had because it was . And we

16 divided them up and I went on some rides with him and

17 his therapist went on some rides with him.

18 Q. So there were three of you in the park that

19 day?

20 A. Yes. and myself.

21 Q. Does ever visit the parks without you?

22 A. No.

23 Q. Do you ever visit without ?

24 A. Yes, I have.

25 Q. Have you recently, or are we talking before
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1 it's kind of a long story. Okay. Can I just tell the

2 story? It's a long story. I mean --

3 MR. LAZZARA: Off the record. I can't tell

4 you how to testify. You have to --

5 A. What was the question again?

6 BY MR. MARGULIES:

7 Q. Well, so is it correct that -- so had a

8 meltdown between It's A Small World and Space Mountain

9 or between It's A Small World and Winnie The Pooh?

10 A. He had two meltdowns that day. He had one

11 before Small World and one before Space Mountain.

12 Q. Okay. And the one before Small World, what

13 happened?

14 A. It was kind of my fault, hindsight. We were

15 waiting on the others to finish lunch; did not want

16 to stop. I walked out of the restaurant with him after

17 he requested on his iPad to leave the restaurant. Bad

18 timing and bad judgment, I was going to take him on

19 Winnie The Pooh, because they all wanted to ride It's A

20 Small World, but I went out the door of the restaurant

21 to right at the line of It's A Small World and started

22 to walk towards Winnie The Pooh. All's he's pulling me

23 towards is the Small World because he sees the line, and

24 melted down because we weren't -- I was walking towards

25 Winnie The Pooh, not It's A Small World where he wanted
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1 because it's new. The little Mermaid. Barnstormer.

2 Q. Does he like the PeopleMover?

3 A. No.

4 Q. Does he like Dumbo?

5 A. He has been on Dumbo. He's not as crazy about

6 the carpet one, the Aladdin. I don't know why. I don't

7 know if it's because you get wet. I don't know. He

8 likes Splash Mountain though.

9 Q. So it sounds like he likes a variety of rides?

10 A. He likes them all.

11 Q. He likes all the rides?

12 A. Yeah.

13 Q. Are there any that he doesn't like?

14 A. The jungle one I don't think.

15 Q. The Jungle Cruise?

16 MR. LAZZARA: Asked and answered.

17 A. And the PeopleMover.

18 BY MR. MARGULIES:

19 Q. And the PeopleMover?

20 A. I don't think he likes the rocket one either.

21 Q. But other than those few, it generally is just

22 up to on that given day what he wants to ride?

23 A. Yes.

24 Q. Do you consider autism to be severe?

25 A. Yes.
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